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SUMMARY 
The thesis deals with a relativistic formulation of nuclear 
interactions and certain extensions of reaction matrix theory. 
In Chapter I the interpretation of covariant coordinates is 
discussed in detail in order that subsequent results can be 
interpreted. The formal Hamiltonian method for obtaining results 
analogous to classical physics is derived in Chapter II, In 
particular, the role of covariant angular momentum is given a 
prime significance to the solution of relativistic problems of 
several particles in motion. 
Chapters III and IV deal with applications. The problem of 
planetary motion is solved and shown to give results in accord 
with experiment. The harmonic oscillator is easily treated, 
A conjecture regarding the coulomb interaction is used to derive 
the covariant analogue of Sommerfeld's orbits in atoms. The 
relative time concept is shown to be consistent with general 
relativity. Schrodinger quantization is given and an alternative 
to the plane wave treatment derived. 
Chapter V treats formal scattering theory, Covariant 
partial wave expansions are derived, A procedure for converting 
to ordinary theory is presented. Bound states are considered for 
both bosons and spinors. 
In Chapter VI multiparticle collisions are discussed and a 
general partial wave expansion derived, A simple equiphase 
hypothesis is investigated and found to be equivalent to Bohr's 
compound nucleus hypothesis. Meson processes are investigated 
and the Wigner-Eisenbud scheme justified. 
Chapter VI applies these ideas to pion-nucleon scattering. 
Phase shifts are calculated and the corresponding reaction 
matrix is computed. The fits are generally found to be very-
good for one particular linear least squares fitting procedure. 
A method for solving the inverse reaction problem is given, but 
because the numerical results were not quite satisfactory, it 
has not yet been applied. 
The candidate claims to have the first physical fully 
covariant solutions to the motion of several particles and to 
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I.l 
INTRODUCTION 
The subject matter of this thesis is divided into two broad 
categories. During the author's research into reaction matrix theory 
at the A,A.E.G. the question often arose as to whether relativistic 
effects in strong interactions, such as the compound nucleus process, 
might invalidate well accepted methods, such as the Breit-Wigner (1936) 
single level analysis of neutron cross sections, or the more general 
multilevel scheme based upon the reaction matrix of Wigner and 
Eisenbud (1947). It is usually stated unequivocally that relativistic 
dynamical effects are negligible, though without proof, and often 
supported by the statement that the energies of the incident and final 
particles are non-relativistic with respect to the experimental 
detectors. The author does not agree with this view for two reasons. 
Firstly, the interaction is very strong at short ranges in nuclear 
processes, and the particles involved certainly attain relativistic 
velocities within this region of interaction. Secondly, when 
calculating energy balances in nuclear processes, it is customary to 
employ Einstein's (1922) mass-energy conversion formula within the 
context of a non-relativistic dynamical theory. It is not known to 
what inconsistencies this practice might lead. The author therefore 
resolved to investigate the relativistic formulation of reaction theory, 
and the reaction matrix in particular. 
The second part of this work deals with the question as to how one 
can relate a reaction matrix explicitly with the interactions in a 
system. The reaction matrix, whose elements can be deduced directly 
from experimental cross sections, is a powerful means of describing the 
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most complex of resonant reactions, as any standard text can testify 
(Blatt and Weisskopf, 1952; Preston, 1962), but it is an internally 
self-consistent theory that makes no direct reference to interactions. 
This is a distinct advantage when interactions are so complex as to have 
a random effect upon matrix elements, and is therefore beyond the bounds 
of guesswork, yet there should still be a viable procedure for computing 
the interaction from a known reaction matrix. The second part of the 
thesis therefore deals with problems which arise when performing such 
calculations and the ideas developed are applied to pion-nucleon 
scattering data analysis. 
The difficulties in constructing a physically meaningful multi-
particle dynamics which is Lorentz-invariant are formidable. Even the 
two-body problem has not been solved satisfactorily (Wigner, 1969), 
The author's solution to this problem, outlined in Chapter I, consists 
of using a covariant scheme for calibrating all non-local clocks. Such 
a calibration leads to simple constants of the motion and a dynamics 
which is formally analogous to Newtonian theory. The principles to be 
followed in performing relativistic calculations are given in this 
chapter. 
In Chapter II it is shown that standard Lagrangian and 
Hamiltonian theory are still valid within the proper time scheme, and 
the equations of motion remain formally quite simple. The distinction 
between relative and centre-of-mass co-ordinates is critical. The 
conservation laws in terms of Poisson brackets remain correct and 
solution of the Hamilton-Jacobi equation is usually possible, to give 
covariant descriptions of orbits. 
1.3 
The following chapter applies these ideas to specific problems. 
The motion of the planets is investigated and it is found that deviations 
due to special relativistic effects are too small to be detectable with 
the accuracy of present astronomical measurements. The relativistic 
simple harmonic oscillator is amenable to a simple treatment. The 
Coulomb field is, however, most difficult to deal with, owing to the 
large number of ways that non-relativistic theory can be generalized. 
However, a solvable model is proposed which fits the observed results 
adequately for the case of two interacting bosons. Various other 
interactions are discussed. 
The quantum mechanical theory obtained from the Schrodinger 
quantization rules is investigated in Chapter IV, The free particle 
solutions are considered first and it is shown that the conventional 
plane wave formulation for the relative motion leads to a paradox in 
that although it satisfies Einstein's criterion for taking the non-
relativistic limit of a relativistic equation, it does not satisfy 
the Bohr correspondence rule when expanded into its eigenfunctions of 
covariant angular momentum. The old Bohr theory is presented in 
covariant form for the purposes of illustrating the W,K,B, approximation 
(Schiff, 1947), An alternative distorted plane wave representation is 
derived, first by applying physical restrictions upon the eigenfunctions, 
then by deriving the covariant addition theorem, which permits one to 
obtain an analytic expression for the sum of the partial waves. 
It is shown in Chapter V that this relativistic quantum theory 
allows us to evaluate wave functions in terms of the boundary conditions 
and co-ordinates which have hyperbolic symmetry in 4-space and the 
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wave functions are manifestly Lorentz-invariant, but the waves 
propagating in this space do not have the symmetry of experiments, 
which are constructed to measure dynamical variables over surfaces of 
equal ordinary time. The method of converting from the covariant to 
experimental configurations is given with two alternative confirmations 
in the case of plane waves. The general conversion for central 
potentials is derived. It is shown that conventional scattering 
theories such as reaction matrix theory and direct nuclear collision 
theory are Lorentz invariant, provided the interaction is not specified. 
Should the interaction be specified, it must be in a covariant form, 
usually the analogue of the non-relativistic potential. The covariant 
description of partial wave scattering theory is derived and the 
analogue of a cross section in ordinary space is obtained. 
In Chapter V, the covariant bound state problem is treated in 
quantum theory. The gravitational atom, which is the covariant 
equivalent of the Kepler problem is dealt with, and in general, one 
obtains meaningful probability densities and energy level formulae when 
solving such problems. Previously, the only derived covariant wave 
equation was the Bethe-Salpeter (1951) equation which, when solved by 
Wick (1954) and Cutkofsky (1954), did not yield meaningful probability 
densities, and contained the relative time co-ordinate which was not 
then understood. 
The covariant Coulomb field problem, as conjectured in Chapter 
III, is solved and found to give an extra degeneracy, as do all the 
covariant bound state solutions. The Bohr formula is reproduced at low 
velocities, but the additional degeneracy again proves to be most 
I. 5 
difficult to detect, as its associate quantum number ranges over the 
same values as the azimuthal quantum number. Conditions under which it 
could be made observable require further investigation. The linear 
harmonic oscillator is most easily dealt with and provides no essential 
difficulties and energy levels obtained are the same as in non-
relativistic theory with minor kinematical differences. The extra 
degeneracy which occurs in the wave function as it varies with relative 
time allows one to calculate the mass spectrum of such oscillators. 
The four-dimensional square well also gives no problems and is directly 
analogous to the non-relativistic result. It is shown how eigenfunctions 
of angular momentum can be coupled approximately at the conclusion of the 
chapter. Solutions for the fermion-boson and fermion-fermion problem 
are given. 
Chapter VI begins the second stage of the thesis with a review of 
reaction matrix theory. The derivations of the basic equations are 
shown to be valid, except for the assumption that the interaction term 
vanishes after the application of Green's theorem to the eigenfunctions. 
If one relaxes this condition it is still possible to derive the Wigner-
Eisenbud dispersion formula, as was done by Cook (1968), which is valid 
for half-integer spins as well. Following along the conventional 
arguments, one can deduce that the Breit-Wigner (1936) formula for a 
single resonance level is valid at relativistic velocities. 
Also in Chapter VI it is shown that the multilevel analysis scheme 
so often employed in the description of neutron physics data is in fact 
such that the multilevel parameters are underdetermined by the 
experimental data usually employed, and that simplifying assumptions. 
1.6 
such as a single level scheme, amounts to an approximation which makes 
them determinable, A more general condition is the singular inverse 
R-matrix postulate, and taken to an extreme it gives the equiphase 
hypothesis, which makes the inversion of channel matrices trivial. 
It is further demonstrated that any other multilevel scheme can be 
transformed to the equiphase one without changing the cross sections 
used to evaluate the multilevel parameters. The history of the inverse 
reaction problem is given and the derivation of a method for obtaining 
the potentials from the resonance parameters is presented. The method 
is essentially approximate but can be made as accurate as is feasible 
from the accuracy of the experiments. The method uses only the 
resonance parameters to determine the wave function and potential, or 
source term. 
In the final chapter, these concepts are applied to the determina-
tion of the reaction matrix for pion-nucleon scattering. This is the 
first stage in a programme to determine numerically the actual pion-
nucleon interaction source term. Details of the second stage were still 
being worked out at the time this thesis was written. These results 
will, in due course, be submitted for publication. The resonance 
parameters that were computed for the internal states of excitation of 
the pion-nucleon system do not bear much relation to those normally used, 
but do, however, reproduce the experimental phase shifts well. The 
inelastic phase shift is also determined. 
1.7 
The overall philosophy of this thesis follows from the observation 
that no fully covariant theory of strong interactions has successfully 
explained all of the scattering and bound state data. Therefore, can 
we construct a theory which adheres closely to traditional concepts, 
such as the existence of a Hamiltonian and potentials, and the use of 
ordinary Schrodinger quantization, which will allow us to explore the 
nature of strong interaction directly? Such a theory must necessarily 
be very broad in its scope, and very open to the charge of inadequate 
exposition in a particular context. The author's view is that a fully 
rigorous development to the stage of explaining all high enery data, 
while agreeing with all classical physics, atomic physics and astronomy, 
is a task so gargantuan, that no single individual could hope to accomplish 
it. Therefore, this thesis should be viewed as the first stage in an 
'engineering approach' to strong interactions in that it relies heavily 
upon the empirical use of potentials, wave functions, and other quantities, 
in an effort to satisfy all known experimental requirements. This is the 
traditional technique of developing new theories and has always proven to 
be sound in the past. 
1.1 
CHAPTER I RELATIVE TIME AND CLOCK CALIBRATION 
1.1 Classical Motion of Several Particles 
Attempts to construct a relativistic mechanics that successfully 
describes the relative motion of two or more known particles usually 
encounter unfamiliar relative time co-ordinates which are invoked 
necessarily to make the theory Lorentz invariant. The mechanical 
significance of these co-ordinates is not understood. In the quantum 
theory, the dependence of amplitudes upon such relative times has not 
been interpreted in a physical way, and the boundary conditions one 
should apply in relation to these co-ordinates are not clear. 
Furthermore, no connection between the derived amplitude and possible 
experiments on a multibody system has yet been formulated. In addition, 
by following rigorously the standard arguments of mechanics, there 
arises a relativistic analogue to orbital angular momentum, whose 
properties were investigated by Moller (19 52) and Synge (196 5). The 
connection between this quantity and relative times has not been 
established. 
Earlier work began with the many-time formalism of Dirac, Fock 
and Podolsky (1932), which did not achieve any success and was later 
abandoned for momentum representations of physical problems. Interest 
was revived in the significance of relative time when in 19 51, Bethe 
and Salpeter generalized the Feynmian propagator treatment to many-
particle systems. Solutions for neutral exchange bosons in the two-
body case were worked out by Wick (19 54) and Cutkosky (19 54) but the 
solutions they chose possessed the above difficulties. As well. 
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probability densities could not be defined or a usable scattering theory 
established. 
The relative time co-ordinates are not peculiar to the relativistic 
quantum theory at all. They can occur also in classical physics, 
relativistic or non-relativistic, with the proper formulation. The co-
ordinates themselves can be made redundant by experiments which calibrate 
non-local clocks and define appropriate space-like surfaces. If one 
deals with relativistic systems on the same basis, the relative time 
values can define a restricted class of observers of the multibody state. 
This calibration however is not invariant in special relativity, and a 
recalibration is necessary for transformations between moving systems, 
which implies that the results of the calibration will depend very much 
on how the system is behaving. 
Suppose we relax the Newtonian assumption that the time co-ordinate 
can define simultaneous events which span the entire configurational 
space of a given system, and instead associate one time co-ordinate t^ 
with each specific point, taken as a special class of points taken to 
be the centres of mass r^ of each discrete particle, or separate cohesive 
mass in the system. We shall say nothing of what happens in vacuo at 
this stage. Now we attempt to relate each of these local times to an 
overall standard time co-ordinate TT , measured by a clock situated at 
some convenient place in the system. The overall centre-of-mass is the 
best choice, because it is characterized by the entire system, and is 
the point in terms of which the collective motion of the system can be 
most simply described. The first question which arises is, given a time 
co-ordinate local to each mass in the system, can problems in mechanics 
1.3 
be solved without further restrictions? 
For each mass M^, there is an associated kinetic energy 
, m J n dx. dx. 
^ = - M , ^ (1.1) 2 i ^mn dt. dt. 
1 1 
for the ith particle, with metric g^, in Cartesian space given by 
g = 6 . There is a Hamiltonian associated with each of mn mn 
H. = T^ ... r.̂ ; t^.t^, ... t.,) 1 1 i^l'-^z* '̂ N 1' V N 
where we assume the system contains a total of N particles. To proceed 
further, we need to define a composite Hamiltonian characterizing the 
entire system, and one possibility is 
H.dr^ = 2 H. dt.^ (1.2) 1 1 
1 
giving 
- n ^ N ^ 
H = i 2 M. r. g V? v^ + 2 V. Y. , (1.3) 2 . 1 1 ^mn 1 1 . 1 1 ' 
dx^ dt. 
where v^ is the velocity component , and Y^ = — ^ = the relative 
i 
rate of variation of each particle clock to the C.M. clock. 
The values of the kinetic energies obtained throughout the system will 
therefore depend upon the rates at which the co-ordinate clocks appended 
1,4 
to each particle run relative to the C,M. standard time. If there is 
any physical effect which can produce a change in this rate, it must be 
taken into account. 
Let us suppose the system is free from external sources of any 
kind. A representation in terms of each particle as a function of local 
time has two disadvantages. In the first place it is not clear how the 
system behaves with a translation of the origin of the co-ordinates 
(r^,t^). Secondly, one has no immediately apparent way of determining 
how the system behaves as a single entity. To remove these defects in 
Newtonian physics, one transforms the co-ordinates to a set of alternative 
co-ordinates specifying the relative locations of a given hierarchy of 
centres of mass. The properties of these transformations have been 
studied extensively by Smith (1960), and following his example, a 
sequence of mass-centres may be defined by 
R. = r. (1.4) =j 1 
and associated with these points are times 
T. = U^. t. . (1.5) 
J =Ji 1 
For example, if the mass of each particle is known, such a trans 


























; M = 2 M. . 1 
1 
( 1 . 6 ) 
M. 
= = 2 I T 
1 
(1.7) 
and all other times T. are relative times. J 
To introduce momenta, some properties of the matrices U are 
presented. Let 
j-1 
M = M . 5.. ; G = M. 6. . ; (i. = M. 2 M, / 2 1 ij = Ii ij ' J i=i i=i 2 M. , (1.8) 
where the are the reduced masses appropriate to each R^. Hence 
-I ^ -1 G = (u ) • M • U (1.9) 
where the tilde denotes transposition. 
Defining the particle momenta as 
1.6 
dr. 
p. = M . -jr-X i 1 dt. 
(1.10) 
then the centre-of-mass momenta are given as 
q . = (u:l) P i «̂ J rr J 1 yN̂  1 (1.11) 
which yields 
H = E Y. 
1 
1 
+ V. 2M. 1 
i2 
2 ii 





No further progress can be made without defining the Y^ and 
Although it may appear intuitively obvious, even trivial, it is never-
theless true that the experimentalist must measure the relative rates of 
all non-local clocks by means of translating devices which measure time. 
Suppose he does so by exchanging a particle travelling at uniform speed 
V from one point r,(t,) at time t, to another r^(t„), arriving at time 1 ' '̂ Z z 
t^. He would then calibrate his clocks by determining 
(i) the rate of variation of time on a moving local clock 
at the point r^ with respect to a stationary clock there 
(ii) the absolute values of the times would be calibrated 
according to the values of t assumed by the moving particle. 
1.7 
If his system is Newtonian, he would find 
dt. dT dT. 
and so Y. = 1 : 1 ' 
(ii) he would then assume his exchanged particle travelled at 
uniform speed at all times and calibrate points using 
t = t + — • — - = 1 • ^ V ' ^ ' 
(iii) he can abstract V to infinite speed, regardless of whether 
such speeds are possible, thus giving surfaces where 
t. = T 1 
thus setting all relative times equal to zero. 
The essential point here is that relative times have been made to 
vanish by calibration measurements, that depend upon how the system is 
behaving, and which makes the formal Newtonian theory solvable to 
predict trajectories In such a system, H(r.,p., ,0,,..0) will 
be invariant under the Galilean transformations (Moller, 19 52), 
t! = t. ; r. = r. - Vt. ; , T. = T. = 0 . 
(1.13) 
The prime denotes co-ordinates measured by an observer moving with 
velocity 3/ relative to the centre-of-mass, R^, Should the particles in 
the system behave as sources which affect the motion of the exchanged 
particle, or should the rates of moving clocks not be the same as 
1.8 
stationary clocks, this calibration is invalidated. These facts have 
been known for a long time but are reiterated here to emphasize the 
importance of the observation that our concept of time affects the results 
of calculations designed to predict physical effects. 
1.2 Relativistic Motion 
The generalization of equations (1.1) to (1.7) taking account of 
Lorentz invariance merely involves adding an extra time-like component to 
each vector. Let 
27 dz 
where g |IV 
-2 M.c g dx"::̂  dxY 
1 1 1 1 
-1 . . . 
1 
. . 1 0 
is the metric tensor, 
1 
dx? = cdt^ , c = velocity of light. 
t7 is the covariant analogue of the composite kinetic energy (1.1), and 
the C.M. standard time as before, and the t^ are measured with 
respect to clocks at rest relative to the observer momentarily, but not 
necessarily permanently. Hence, as before 
2c/dT = dr M • dr = dR . G • dR 
where the r. are now covariant 4-vectors (r., -ict.), and the R. are 1 ' j 
similarly the components (R^^ -icT^). The corresponding 4 -momenta are 
1.9 
dr. 
£i " "dT " E^ being the energy, 
d r dt. 
Y. = , and p. = ^ , 
t^ being the local proper time. is a measure of the relative motion 
of particle and C.M., while Y^ describes the effect of translating a 
stationary clock from r. to the C.M. Now the C.M. frame can be 
calibrated to be the one in which the 4-momenta 
% fj 
% = ^ d ^ = 
- 1 = (u p. 
with relative energy components = (U.!'f E., are such that all 
J 
relative times T^ (except j = 1) are set equal to zero. However, non-
local clocks which are calibrated to register simulatneous events in one 
Lorentz frame of reference, will not register these events as 
simultaneous in another frame of reference, (Moller, 19 52). This is 
because the 4-vector Rj(Rj,0) with zero components Tj in the C.M. frame 
where 
q = 2 p = 0 J i 
l.LO 
has finite components in any frame moving relative to the C.M. 
Specifically, an observer moving with velocity V relative to the C.M, 
will register times given by the Lorentz transformations 
t 
T (/%. ̂ T V* R 1 - ^ - - r y i ' 
1 c 
Just as in Newtonian mechanics, the relative time co-ordinate 
appears as a consequence of the calibration procedure, but unlike 
Newtonian theory, it cannot be put equal to zero in all frames of 
reference. It also leads to complicated expressions for constants of the 
motion and to a lack of analogy with Newtonian mechanics. We may then 
ask the question of whether there is another means of calibrating time 
which is free of these obstacles. 
An alternative and rather more appealing system of calibration is to 
define surfaces over which all local proper times are equal. 
i.e. = r2 = — "̂ N = 
2 2 2 2 where d^T . = dr. - c dt. . In this type of calibration 
d T = Pn - PN-1 
hence for two particles which are free 
T^ = T = (p^ - TQ » 
which defines a space-like surface over which the relative time is a 
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coPxStant at the instant . This choice has the feature that 
dR / dR dT \ 
= MV = (q , -if) (1. 19) 
where the index 2 has been dropped for convenience. The proper time 
calibration has the distinct advantage that the theory behaves as if one 
had a Newtonian 4-space with one imaginary co-ordinate, yet is Lorentz 
invariant. Furthermore, proper times do not alter in value under local 
Lorentz transformations, so the calibration is invariant. We shall now 
try to make the feature of Lorentz invariance more explicit. 
An important feature of proper time calibration is that it does not 
permit a simple concept of causality. The behaviour of particles 
exchanged to produce an effective force will depend upon 
f 
T = J 
which is in general a complicated function of the system's kinematic 
variables. A statement of this fact is included in the conclusions 
reached about proper time calibration on page (1.20). 
1.3 Pseudo-Spherical Co-ordinates 
Any relativisitic attempt to solve the Hamiltonian or Lagrangian 
formalism for trajectories will probably entail the use of pseudo-
spherical co-ordinates. They have the virtue that they make Lorentz 
and rotational invariance easier to establish. 
One puts, in the two-body case 
1 . 1 2 
R = S cosh Y X^ = R sin 0 cos (t 
cT = S sinh Y ^ ^ ® ^^^ ^ 
X^ = R cos e (1.20 
for the relative co-ordinates, which are space-like in all physical 
frames. To clarify the means of measuring S and Y, we choose Y = 0 
to correspond to the surface where T = 0, defining the C.M» array of 
time co-ordinates at some special instant at the C.M. in the frame 
of reference where the C.M. is at rest. In this frame S = r(Y = 0) 
and therefore represents the radial separation of the two particles 
referred to this frame when Y vanishes. At other times f , it is the 
t value of r in a frame to which one can transforms, where Y is also zero, 
I 
hence T = 0. The restricted class of observers for which Lorentz 
transformations are represented by pseudo-rotations 
Y = Y + Y o ; Y o = t a n h - 4 
are those whose relative velocity V to the C.M, lies in the direction of 
the radius vector R. The more general observer moving with velocity V 
in an arbitrary direction relative to the C.M. measures components 
(Moller, 19 52) under the ordinary time calibration (T = 0) 
R = R„ + R + R ; /vV ^n 
R = R(R , - VT) + R + R^ ; T = RR-V/c^ 
T = 0 
where R,, = R'V and R , R^ are referred to two areas of a right-handed 
moving triad such that R, .R = 0 ; R «R^ = 0 , R^-R = 0. Thus these 
specific observers measure momentarily R^ = ̂ ^ = 0 ; R = cosh Y. The 
general observers' co-ordinates are related to the C.M. frame co-ordinates 
1.13 
by both rotations, to axes where R = R^ = 0, and linear Lorentz 
transformations. For these observers using the ordinary time calibration 
R = R Jl + (p^ - l)z^ = S cosh Y ; z = V-R 
V cT = pRr-z = S sinh Y , 
are the appropriate co-ordinates. 
Observers using the proper time calibration would employ, instead 
of the second relation 
( T ^ ) T - T^ 
T 1- = = t (1.22) 
P1-P2 
which is an invariant form applicable only for free particles. More 
generally, a relation 
f(T) = r 
has to be obtained when particles are accelerating, from a knowledge of 
the orbits. Y becomes the pseudo-angle through which the R-T axis has 
to be rotated momentarily at a given ̂ , in order that R be measured 
along a totally space-like interval where T = 0, in which case R = S. 
This pseudo-rotation is really a Lorentz transformation which connects 
the surfaces of constant f , to those of constant t, along a radial 
direction, 
i f 
i.e. from co-ordinate (R,T) to (R,0) where R = S, and 
f t « 
R = p(R + VT) = R cosh Y = S cosh Y 
l.U 
V'Rv 
cT = p(cT + CLS:) 
c 
= A = sinh Y , 
where p = / = cosh Y , 
V 
» c 
and V is the effective velocity of the frame where the particles lie on 
a surface of constant ̂  , to the frame where they lie on a surface of 
I I I 
constant t. In this latter frame, T^ = (p^ - gives us the value 
of Z , when the particles move freely. To discover what happens when 
the particles are accelerating, we must determine the trajectory T(T). 
This second system of calibration gives a definition of Ẑ  which is 
inconsistent with the Newtonian value (1.6), which should be altered 
such that 
N 
T^ = 2 M^ t^/M 
i 
dT^ N 
M = S M^ = total mass of system 
i 
M.T. 2M.t. 
wt ̂  ̂  -
1 r 1 
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1. 4 Covariant Angular Momentum 
A vital concept to relativistic mechanics is that of the covariant 
angular momentum tensor 
A ^ v = = li €) £i (1-24) 
which is the moment of momentum relative to an event distance r. from —1 
the ith particle in a system. It is analogous to the orbital angular 
momen tum 
L = r X p 
and can be written 
^ î ) ' ^ = f I - pt̂  • 
The cross symbol @ denotes the operation of forming the antisymmetric 
tensor of the second rank by means of the product 
r ® P = r̂  P. = A . . 
where ^ ijk^' ~ ^^^ ^ cyclic order of indices 
= -1 for an anticyclic order 
= 0 otherwise, 
L is an axial 3-vector and A a polar 3-vector. Two scalars which are 
Lorentz invariant are 
1 /\ AM-V ^ A 2 ^ L^ - A^ , and L-A = 0 . (1.26) 2 |j,V ' * ^ 
(i) For fields which impart no 4-torque to a particle, 
A ^ is conserved 
\iv 
d 
i.e. = X^ P^ - X^ P" = M^ say, dTr L̂ V V (i |iv 
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hence each component of L and A is conserved, 
(ii) For an isolated system, the total covariant angular 
momentum is conserved. 
d/\ d A ^ 
i.e. J = 2 = = M dT ^ dT (J.V |av 
= 0 
since no external 4-torque acts. 
Using the transformations (1.4) together with (1.8), we find 
/\ = 2 r.® P. = . — — 1 
= 2 (g) 
= S R (g) 2 . (1.27) 
j 
Since we consider only situations where M^^ = 0, each component of the 
C.M. co-ordinate covariant angular momenta appearing in (1.27) is 
conserved. On the ordinary time calibration, 
dr. 
is not necessarily zero when M =0. Furthermore, for the relative 
co-ordinates 
2 ,2 '2/2 . 2 » - ̂  A = L - A = R(q sin a - ) , cos a = q.R 
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which might be either space-like or time-like, even for free particles. 
With a proper time calibration 
dL . dA , , 
= R x q , = e R - q T . (1.28) 
dr ^ dt ^ ^ 
The first term is obviously zero for central forces where q is parallel 
to R, but it is not as clear why A should be zero. Consider the radial 
form of (1.2 ) when it vanishes. 
f R = FT , i.e. = I = coth Y , € 
t 
but the 4-force is F = (q, -i—) , ~ /w c 
hence the field must be *hypercentral' in that F has the same direction 
as R, through 4-space, in order that A be conserved. It is obviously 
conserved for free particles. 
For the trajectory A is the effective moment of mass at time 
0. That is 
(i) A = ^ R and therefore 
(li) A^ = L^ - A^ = (q^ - > 0 , giving 
(ill) L^i^ P} , so /\ izl? . (1.29) 
is always positive, with the proper time calibratioi^A vanishing 
in the non-relativistic limit. 
^2 2 2 . . Let Q = q - 6 > giving 
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= Q ^ S ^ i - 0 
L^ = q V ( l - z^) > 0 , (1.30) 
where z = q*R = cos 0 
Z sinh Y + ^ cosh Y z = cos w , 
and from (1.30) ( Z ) ^ 1. This is a most important and unexpected 
condition for the 4-space angle between two four-vectors, w does 
not behave like an imaginary angle at all, but is a real angle. If 
we perform a Lorentz transformation to the frame where v^ = v^, then 
for free particles, from (1.18), T = 0, 6 = 0 at a given T ' , so 
' • I 
that z = cos w, and w is the actual physical angle between q and R in 
this frame. For accelerating particles this is not necessarily true. 
In complete analogy with non-relativistic theory 
2-R ^ ~ S = /Ri . 
The proper time calibration is therefore the simplest means of obtaining 
an analogy with Newtonian theory, and yields elementary constants of the 
motion. 
To summarise, if a system is isolated, no external 4-torque acts. 
If no 4-torque acts, the tensor ^ ^^ has components constant in time. 
In this case, L and A are both constant in time and the 4-force must 
be hypercentral. 
1.5 Times with Interaction 
Generally, the concept of time applied to non-local events is an 
elusive one. Yet it is basic to mechanics and its use presupposes that 
events at a specific locality occur in a definite order. This axiom 
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allows the ordering of local events, but not of events well separated in 
space. Here lies a dilemma. To relate non-local events, one must 
calibrate non-local clocks by exchange of light signals or other means. 
However, one has no measurable concept of time at all without the use of 
relative motion of at least two mass points, or their body equivalents. 
Whether units are defined in terms of sidereal time, or atomic time, or 
any other means, one finds that times relating non-local events are only 
definable in terms of relative motion of at least two masses, or two 
particles, (regarding the photon as a particle). Since time therefore 
depends intrinsically upon a reference dynamical situation, one must 
take care to evaluate that situation to the maximum possible accuracy. 
In solving the relativistic equations for the motion of two mass 
points, one will mostly express solutions in terms of the concept of a 
trajectory, defined by R('î̂ ). Therefore the relative time co-ordinates 
Tj (Zr) will depend upon the proper time at the C.M. in a way that depends 
upon the motion of the mass points. Accordingly, local times t^ will 
vary with the dynamical situation, even in special relativity. The 
dynamical problem of the precise motion must be solved before these 
times, and all such non-local clocks, can be calibrated in a correlated 
way. It follows that non-local times are calibrated according to the 
trajectories in the particular system under investigation, and do not 
represent some configurational superstructure divorced from the motion 
entirely. They are thus reliant upon the mutual influences of the mass 
points, and therefore, the field that produces attraction or repulsion 
between them. 
The author has applied this concept in astronomical calculations and 
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in nuclear physics with results that to date have produced no glaring 
disagreements with experiment, and indications are that the interpretation 
is at least self-consistent. Whilst groping towards an understanding of 
the nature of such relative times, the range of workable models is being 
extended and the theory appears to be approaching a sure footing. As an 
illustration of six types of motion, appropriate relative times are shown 
in Table 1. 
TABLE 1: RELATIVE TIMES 






5 Linear Harmonic 
Spiral 





! T = T ranges from - ^ to 
I ^ 
5 T = Tp ranges from - ̂  to 
1 T T Q at low velocity 
i T = T oscillates between finite limi 
LH 
i T ranges from - to 
o 
imits 
zero, or ocs to zero 
However T^CZT) ^ ^ ^ T^Ct) i T ^ ^ i V i Tg(r), for finite "T . 
It is therefore apparent that the non-local momentary rest frame time 
structure will depend upon the type of motion used to calibrate it. 
We can summarize the qualitative findings of this chapter with the 
following principles to be used throughout this thesis: 
1, It is possible to derive a classical relativistic mechanics in 
which the concept of causality, such as exchanges of light signal 
producing a force, is not used explicitly as an axiom. Rather, 
as in general relativity, the causal nature of systems depends 
upon geometrical considerations. 
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The purpose of this remark is to point out that in quantum field theory, 
one assumes exchanged particles move according to field equations 
applicable in inertial systems. In the presence of interactions, 
the causal nature of these equations may well be modified. 
2. The concept of a relative time trajectory T(2:) is strange and unfamiliar 
whereas conservation laws are easily understood. Therefore it is 
better to postulate the conservation laws and observe the trajectories 
T(f) for further interpretation rather than to assume a certain TCT) 
and prove conservation laws. 
3. Relative co-ordinates are space-like and bear a much closer analogy 
with non-relativistic equivalents than time-like single-particle 
co-ordinates, because the time components of the former vanish in 
the non-relativistic limit. It follows that it should be true 
generally that covariant theories in the relative co-ordinates can 
be constructed which are formally analogous to Newtonian mechanics. 
4. The mutual interaction potentials for two rapidly-moving point particles 
are generally not known for any type of field, because either such 
systems are inaccessible to experiment, or the interaction proves to 
be very complicated. Therefore, the simplest way to make a scalar 
potential covariant, and hypercentral, so that no 4-torque acts, is 
to postulate a potential V(S) which is the same function of the 
invariant interval S, as V(r), the non-relativistic potential, is 
of r. The interactions resulting from the requirements that field 
equations be satisfied and the correct non-relativistic limit be 
obtained will often appear artificial and peculiar. The author 
feels this is a result of adhering rigorously to classical concepts 
and that relaxation of some of the more stringent conditions may 
lead to simpler models. 
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1.6 General Definition of Surfaces of Proper Time 
It is difficult to visualize the physical significance of equal 
proper time surfaces because of the lack of a simple reference model. 
Let us first consider its meaning in general relativity. Imagine 
that one has a shower of test particles which are passing through a 
gravitational field which may arise both from their mutual interaction 
and external sources. In a particular reference frame, the space 
through which the particles pass contains a grid of clocks which have 
been calibrated by a slowly moving master clock to read the co-ordinate 
time t. Let us choose a particular surface of equal co-ordinate times 
as a 'calibration surface' over which we set all of the particle proper 




- A i l 
o 
Let (Yj,'y) be the usual vector and scalar gravitational potentials. The 
increment in proper time of each particle is related to the increment in 
ordinary time by (Moller, 19 52) 
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d r . = dt. 
1 1 
f / l . 2 X x 1 + —T 
\ c 
-) 
2 . J^ rj/ \ 2 v," » - -j-
c 
The arc-length in 4-space travelled by each particle from the calibration 
surface is 
.-t, , i .. „ j . „2 
i/r- o-i/it T.v.-J X2 v: V 
(1.31) 
c 
^ /' . r r' \ v: 
t c c 
o ^ 
If we take the points where all particles have travelled an equal 
distance along their particular arc in i|-space, then in a two-dimensional 
picture, shown by figure 1, the extremities of the arcs trace out a line 
of equal proper time. The line will still not be unique, however, 
because the particles may have any velocity when they start from the 
calibration surface line. Therefore, one must specify a set of initial 
velocities at the initial time t = t . Once these initial velocities 
o 
have been fixed, one can idealise the situation to an infinitely dense 
shower of test particles with a continuous distribution of initial 
velocities along the x axis, and the line of equal proper time is thereby 
fixed for all subsequent times. The introduction of y and z axes and 
corresponding initial conditions generalizes the concept to Minkowski 
4-space. We note from (1.31) that in setting all of the arc-lengths cT-
to be equal, one defines a special set of co-ordinate times in the upper 
limit of the integral such that we can introduce a trajectory t̂ ('2r) in 
time for each particle. 
How does this principle work in relation to the two-body problem? 
Instead of introducing a shower of test particles, one considers two 
particles for which the initial conditions are varied. We assume that 
the equation for the trajectory of each is given by four second order 
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differential equations in each co-ordinate and proper time, and that 
eight initial conditions per particle are required. These conditions 
can be chosen to be the initial position in 4-space and the initial 
4-velocity. One finds, as in Newtonian theory, that the same situation 
holds with respect to the centre-of-mass co-ordinates. One can now 
appreciate why there exists a relative time trajectory T(^). One finds 
the initial relative 4-velocity, and by varying the initial positions in 
relative configurational 4-space, surfaces of equal proper time are 
defined. However, each particle generally travels along a different 
arc in space-time. After a certain proper time has elapsed, given by 
the length of arc over which each particle has travelled, the two 
particles are at different co-ordinate times and hence there is a 
function which describes how this time difference evolves. 
2.1 
CHAPTER II SOLUTION OF RELATIVISTIC MECHANICAL PROBLEMS 
2.1 Forces and the Lagrangian 
In this chapter the formal machinery of the Lagrangian-Hamiltonian 
theory is shown to be applicable on the basis of the proper time 
calibration. Although the content of the chapter is of the same form as 
standard Newtonian theory, it was considered important to verify that no 
special considerations or changes in structure are required when one 
generalizes to Minkowski space. 
Let y^ denote the four components of R in an inertial frame, not 
necessarily with reference to a pseudo-Cartesian (Minkowski) system. We 
have in mind the special example of R as the relative co-ordinate 
between two mass points in the two-body problem where, from (1.4) and 
(1.5) 
M M 
(1) = 5 M = M ^ + M ^ 
(ii) = P 1 + P 2 
(ill) R2 = Iĵ  - 12 " " ^ 
(iv) 22 = ; ^̂  = 
= (q , -16/c) . (2.1) 
2.2 
In curvilinear space co-ordinates , we write the element of 
arc as 
da^ = g^^ dy^ dy^ (2.2) 
where g^^ is the appropriate covariant metric. The contravariant metric 
is (Corben and Stehle, 19 59) 
ax dx 
G = G^^ , l-LV * (2.3) 
where the x are the corresponding Cartesian co-ordinates, and M-
da^ = G^^ dx^ dx^ , (11,V = 0,1,2,3) (2.4) 
where 
(IV -1 . . . 
1 
1 
The velocity components are 
dy^ ^ ^ dx^ 
dr N (I dr (2.5) 
and accelerations 
2.3 
2 P \ 2 p 
^ = i - i = + ^ y ¿V (2.6) 
where the dash denotes differentiation with respect to ^ . To show 
the various components of force F^ = M^ a^, we use the Christofel 
symbols, which we later apply to general relativistic corrections 
(Corben and Stehle, 1950) 
(i) 





fi " (O . nf" ' u ' V 
= I (ov y ^ (2.8) 
In the special case of the pseudo-spherical co-ordinates (1.20) 
we have 
^ 0 0 = ^ ' = ' 822 = ' 
2 2 2 
^33 ~ ^ cosh Y sin 9 
2.4 
^0,11 = -^1,01 = -^,10 = ^ ' ^0,22 = -^2,02 - -G,20 = ' 
^0,33 = -^,03 = -^,30 = 5 ^"1,22 = •'2,12 = -1,21 
2 
-S sinh T cosh Y ; 
^^1,33 = -^,13 = -^,31 = ' '^2,33 =^3,23 
n 2 2 
3 32 ~ cosh Y sin 9 cos 0 ; 
p 0 „ p , l p l 1 pO _ ,2^ 1 
= -S cosh^Y sin^e ; P^^ = r3Q = ; = sinh Y cosh Y ; 
r33 = -sin e cos e , r^^ = ^ot e . (2.9) 
Using (2.7) we find the components of acceleration 
â  = ag = S + S [r^ - coshV - coshV sin^9 ¿^J 
â  = a^ = -Ŝ  Y - 2SSY - 2Ŝ  sinh Y cosh Y (9^ + sin^9 Qî ) 
2,5 
a = a e 
2," S • « • V R (e + 2| 0 + 2 tanh Y Y 0) R ^ e -f 2| 0) 
a = a 4 R^ sln^e ((̂  + 2| + 2 cot e if 9) K (2.10) 
The Euler-Lagrange equation for the relative motion is 
dr - ^ = 0 (2.11) 
with 
= 2 ^ 
•2 2*2 2 2 * 7 f 0 S - S Y + S cosh Y e + S cosh Y sin 9 «( -1/ 
= c7 -V-, 
and is some interaction potential, the analogue of kinetic energy. 
The components of force along the four unit vectors 
cosh Y R , -i sinh ; a Y sinh Y R , - i cosh Y — —J 
e = cos 0 cos (i , COS 0 sin 0 , - sin 0 , oj 
-sin Ci , cos ̂  f 0 f oJ (2.13) 
2 2 2 such that jBg ~ ̂  ~ ~ ^ 9 e = -1 , 
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are 
(1) F = = n a = 0 - ^ 
I 
(ii) F^ = Qy - = a^ 
(i-) = Qe - I f = ^ a^ 
where 
(i) 2 = Qs eg + Q Y e^ + Qg e ^ + Q ^ ^ 
is the 4-momentum, and 
(il) F = 2 = Fg eg + F ^ e ^ ^ F g ^ + F^^^ (2.15) 
is the 4-force. The canonical momenta are 
i / = Q = ^ . ̂  . ^ = Q = . - ̂  . 
t i = ^e = , If- y = . a ^ s . ^ e ^ - l f 
(2.16) 
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2.2 The Hamiltonian 
The covariant Lagrangians are not separable in general. The reason 
for this assumption is that it is the one normally employed in solving 
non-relativistic systems, and since the formal extension to a covariant 
theory is assumed to be given by condition (4) of section 1.5, it follows 
that the covariant Lagrangian will also be separable. The three-body 
problem can therefore be solved in a way completely analogous to the non-
relativistic methods, and because of property (3), will tend to the correct 
non-relativistic limit as c 
The kinetic energy can be partitioned into a sum of contributions 
each term of which is a function of the associated C.M. co-ordinate and 
its proper time derivative. We assume this to be true for the interactions 
as well. 
^•^••^total = ij) (2.17) 
For the two-body problem, we drop the suffix (2) and assume the 
interaction to be a function of relative co-ordinates only. Since there 
are no external forces, the overall C.M. motion is that of a single free 
particle. 
The Hamiltonian 
^ = S • R - (2.18) 
can readily be shown to obey the canonical relations 
^ = î V . ^ ^ AV 
SQv ^ 
For the solution of problems it is useful to define an action 
variable such that 
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which when substituted into the Hamiltonian for the relative motion 
^ = ^ + , R ) (2.21) 
leads to the Hamilton-Jacobi differential equation. For the case of 
central fields the separability assumption 
= ^ ( s ) + + /^(e) + (2.22) 
leads to the constants of motion 
(ii) L^ = Q^ + M^ cosec^e , 
(iii) A ^ = -Qy + L^ sech^Y 
where 
de/q 9 9 "T 
(iv) Qg = = -aVS^)^ . (2.23) 
If we regard the clock calibration procedure as a dynamical 
constraint, then for an isolated conservative system, ̂  is not an 
explicit function of time 6 , and itself obeys 
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I ? = 0 • (2.24) 
The relationship (1.18) of 
cannot yet be integrated to find out how one should carry out the 
calibration with reference to the C.M, clock, since it is not known how 
the relative energy varies with proper time. This intimate association 
between the co-ordinate representation and the dynamical behaviour of 
the system is not present in Newtonian mechanics. 
To show that equations of motion can be obtained in the usual way 
we introduce four arbitrary constants d^ representing initial conditions 
and integrate the Hamilton-Jacobi equation to obtain 
I 
2,7 2 dS 
^ Ji^i ^ s^ - A ^ = ^ • QS Z 
when ir= 0 , Q^ = and also A ^ = Q^S^(l-Z^) = 
? ? 2 Q S sin w , which agrees with (1.30). The equation for the trajectory 
IS 
(ii) ^ (d + r ) = S COS w (2.25) fi i 
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Similarly, letting A = /A| = Jl^ - A ^ , we get 
(i) d 2 ¿)A = - A ( 2 2 L sech Y - A i dY 
- / \ 
dS 
(2|ic^ - a V s ' ) " ^ 
in"^ [ f sinh yJ = - s  / + sin-^ A 
. -1 
w - sin J sinh Y 
and 
(ii) d^ = e + L (L^ sech^Y A ^ ) ^ s e c h \ dY 
e + sin"^ T- tanh Y 
A 
(2.26) 
where we have chosen axes such that M = 0, hence 0 = d, = constant. 
4 
To find the physical limits of each parameter, we have used 
1 
^ s = Qg.dS = "la - 4 dS 
and for both Q and S real, we must have 
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Q^S^ - /\ 2 ^ 0 ; i.e. |Z) ^ 1 . (2.27) 
This is in agreement with the conclusions of chapter 1. Similarly 
Y 
,2 ,2^ n 2 1 2 
L sech Y - A y ( dY ; L cosh Y 
e 
k J. 
(L^ - M^ cosec^ej ^ de ; L — M cosec 0 . 
(2.28) 
The trajectory for free particles can be written 
^ = / 
QS V 
1 - {f sinh Y) = sin w ; cT^ = 0 (d^ = 
which is of the form 
R(r) - R(0) = ^ 
where 2-R(0) = 0 , d^ = 0 ( t : = 0 when Z = 0) . (2.29) 
The fourth component of this equation gives the procedure for 
calibrating the clocks in terms of ordinary times in momentary rest 
frames. 
The theory relating to action and angle variables is formally 
analogous to that of Newtonian mechanics. With the aid of such a theory, 
one can examine physical situations to see whether a clock paradox will 
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be present. All problems relating to objects which travel great 
distances and return to the initial conditions in all respects, are 
describing periodic motion, with reference to one period only. Moller®s 
(19 52) example illustrates this point in a disguised form, but by 
repeating the motion of his two clocks indefinitely, one finds they are 
clearly describing relative periodic motion, despite the discontinuity in 
the applied force. 
Over one period T from tT ̂  to the action 
J = S (b Q^ dS^ (2.30) 
is a constant of the motion. The canonically conjugate co-ordinates to 
the Q^, called S^ in (2.30) are such that after time t + , they 
return to their value at '2' . 
That is 
R( r + r ) = R(r) 
The relative time T, which is the fourth component of R, and the 
difference between the two clock times, returns to its initial value, 
and there will be no clock paradox. For non-conservative systems, or 
aperiodic systems, this will not happen, and there is a time difference, 
hence a paradox. Action, and angular momentum, play a central role in 
understanding such behaviour. 
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2.3 Poisson Brackets 
Let X and y be two dynamical variables which are functions of R^, 
Q , X , The Poisson bracket (Corben and Stehle, 1950) is defined as H' 
^x ^ y ¿y ^x (2.31) 
In relation to variables which become constants of the motion, one can 
let V = ^ . the Hamiltonian and obta: in 
-
¿x a;^ ^^ d X 
\X ^ Id Q^ 
i2L i + ¿2L. A 
dx ^x 
dr ^z (2.32) 
From the definition (2.31) we find 
(1) {R^ R"] 
(iii) { R ^ Q^^ 
= 0 
= 0 
= 6 (J. V 
(Iv) — G /\ - G y\ (If 'va va i-Lf vf ^ |ia 




= G Q - G Q (If ̂ v vp ̂ ¡J. (2.33) 
Equations (2.33)(iv) can be written 
L., L. ijk k 
(a., A. ' = - f. L, ijk k (2.34) 
where ^ ijh ~ ^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ indices equal, 
= +1 for a cyclic order of ijk, 
= -1 otherwise. 
Equations (2.34) are important when quantized, as they indicate 
that the system described is invariant with respect to the transforma-
tions of the homogeneous Lorentz group (Kahan, 196 5). In the next 
chapter, the solutions to particular physical problems of importance are 
established. All of these solutions are invariant under the transforma-
tions of this group. 
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CHAPTER III EXAMPLES OF SOLUTIONS 
3.I Planetary Motion 
In this section we examine the motion of bodies in the solar system 
in an attempt to find some measurable deviation from Newtonian mechanics 
that would follow from the application of the relative time concept 
together with the special theory of relativity. The equations of motion 
are solved and the deviations from Newtonian orbits of the planets and 
Halley*s comet are derived, and variations in standard times computed. 
This section does not take general relativistic corrections into 
account, and is aimed solely at calculating corrections due to effects 
arising from the special theory of relativity. The planetary orbits 
predicted will be slightly inadequate as they do not have the effect of 
the precession of the perihelion. To take account of general 
relativistic effects one must investigate the nature of general 
relativity in the proper time calibration scheme. This is carried out 
in a later section. 
With an attractive potential 
U ( R ^ ) = - I (3.1) 
one can perform the integrations (2.2 5) and (2.26) to obtain 
(i) d, = - A' -
3.2 
K . -L , sin / 
( s - K 
(ii) d^ = -sin ^ (•£ sinh Y) + sin 
- iv-A^m)^ 
( 3 . 2 ) 
where we choose 
( 3 . 3 ) 
and ^ is the analogue of the total energy of the system. Further 
putting d^ = 0 as an initial condition, we obtain an orbital equation 
= UK + ( ^ V - f sinh r , 2 A 
which can be written 
i = iS 
S - ^2 
/ 
1 + / 1 - - sinh Y 
h k W ^ / 
( 3 . 4 ) 
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Furthermore, with d^ = --j , we get 
cos 0 = -•7 tanh Y A (3.5) 
and the orbital equation 
I . u.IMLA 2 \ 2 cos 0 • ̂  • 
LJ 





^(1 - 4 cos^0)2 
L 
A / 




cos 0 / 
(3.7) 
The corresponding Newtonian solutions are 
(1) d + t = 
ŷ TTiEf 
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(ii) I = ^ 'cos 9 / , (3.8) 
which is the equation for an ellipse. Referring back to equations 
(1.20) and (1.21) we see that S is the distance between masses in the 
frame where T = 0 momentarily, while R is the actual distance between 
them when both are at the proper time ^T . This distance is given by 
the orbital equation (3.7). 
To find the corrections which occur in (3.7) to the Newtonian 
formula (3.8)(ii) we need to know the magnitude of A. From its 
definition (1.2 5) we have 
A = ^ R - q . cT (3.9) 
where € is the relative energy of the two bodies, q the relative 
momentum and T the relative time. From (3.5), when Y = 0 
t ( y = 0) = 0 , cos e = 0 , e = | , ̂  , ̂  , ... 
(3.10) 
and therefore 
A = |A ^o R (3.11) 
where 6 is 6 at cos 9 = 0 and R is evaluated at the same point, o ^o 
If one of the bodies has a large mass m^, then 
3.5 




where v = / I evaluated when © = 0. At low velocities o I I 
V- 1 - (1 - i + 
c 
2 ^^o (3.13) 
and A (3.14) 
However, at this point 





2 c (3.16) 
which shows clearly that A « L and A ^ L . 
Using this approximation in (3.7) we find 
I 
R 1 - -7 
1 ^o 
4 2 c 
2 cos 0 - e cos 0 (3.17) 
3.6 
where 
e = (. 2 / ^ / a A 2 1 -
\ liK 
is the eccentricity. 
2 1 The corrections to (3,8) are therefore of order v /c and are very 
small. 
The gravitational interaction 
K = G m^ m^ (3,18) 
was used in these equations and gave the following approximations 
A 
L 
4G m̂ ^ c' 
4G m, c^ + d (1 - e) V ^ 1 max o 
(3,19) 
where d = maximum radius of orbit max 
= (1 + e) e y , 
y being the distance between focus and directrix. The major semi-
axis is 
a = (d + d . ) 2 max m m 
^ ^ (A 
1 4 -e 1+e ) = ey 1 + e 2 ' 
(3,20) 
3.7 
when e = f , ^ , . . . ; R = ey = R^ , 
and hence 
<̂ max = + «̂ mln = ^^ ' \ • (3 .21) 





to an excellent approximation, and therefore 
^ = c 7 + t A 
2a 
c 
- - I : O = 1 / J I - v . V c ^ ) 
It follows that when 0 = — 
% 3% 5ik 
2 , 2 > 2 • • • ' 
(3 .23) 






(1 - e )a 
= la c 
L / l - V 
- 1 
from which we obtain 
V o 1 - 1/(1 + P/^LC^)^ 






2 d max 
Data for (e, was taken from the World Almanac (1964) for the 
nine major planets and Halley*s comet. The calculations were performed 
in double precision on the A.A.E.G. IBM 360/50H computer, giving an 
accuracy to 14 decimal places. A test hyperbola was also chosen for a 
comet which travels very close to the sun and escapes, an unlikely 
event, but one which accentuates the relativistic deviations. The 
results for the deviations in orbit and relative time differences are 
shown in Table 1. 
It is quite clear from these results that there is no body within 
the solar system which moves sufficiently fast for a detectable 
deviation to occur from the Newtonian orbit, on the basis of published 
measurements. Furthermore, the change in time standards throughout one 
orbit is much too small to be detectable with the current published 
accuracies of interplanetary distances. Mutual perturbations of planets 
lead to effects much greater than these. The proper time calibrated 
covariant theory is therefore just as adequate as the Newtonian theory 
in predicting planetary motion. 
The length of the sidereal year remains the same, as the equation 
for S(T) is the same as the non-relativistic form for R(t). If we take 
the centre-of-mass to be at rest, f becomes identical to the ordinary 
Newtonian time co-ordinate t, hence the period of the S and R variation 
3.9 
in the covariant theory, is the same as of the R variation in 
Newtonian theory, and the sidereal year is obviously unaltered by the 
relativistic corrections. Even in the case of Mercury, the measurement 
of distances to one part in four hundred million seems to be utterly out 
of the question, on the basis of published astronomical tables. 
It follows from equations (3.4) and (3.5) that after one full 
period in 0, the quantities tanh Y, and S return to their initial values. 
So therefore does T = (S/c) sinh Y. A space-ship which is launched on a 
highly elongated elliptical orbit and allowed to coast, will return to 
the starting point in such a way that the relative time also returns to 
its initial value. The final time difference between the clocks will 
therefore equal the initial time difference, and there is no clock 
paradox. This is in agreement with the conclusions drawn in section 
(2.2). 
3,2 The Harmonic Oscillator 
As an illustration that the principles given in Chapter 1 give 
meaningful answers, let us consider the linear harmonic oscillator. 
For motion confined along the X axis we have 
7 = I . (X^ - cĤ) 
V = J k (X^ - c^T^) (3.25) 
where X is the distance between the two particles, T the relative time 
3.10 
co-ordinate, |j, the reduced mass, and k the elastic force constant. 
Lagrange*s equations (2.11) and (2.12) give 
(i) M- X + kX = 0 
(ii) la T + kT = 0 (3.26) 
with solutions 
(i) X = X sin w ( r - ) o * o 
(ii) T = T sin w ( r - ) o ^ o 
i.e. S = S sinw('r-'Zr ) if w = wl = W o o * ' 
tanh Y = cT^/X^ = constant = cT/X , 
where s / = x / - ĉ  t / , w = y ^ . (3.27) 
From these equations we find 
cT ^ 
^ = ^ (3.28) 
o ^ 
and the energy can be separated such that 
(1) i = 4 + 
where (ii) = + i kX^ = i kx^^ 
3.11 
(iii) = . I kT^ = - i k T / (3.29) 
giving E = i k s ^ . z o 
From (3.28), the magnitude of the time vibration in the C.M. system 
is 
c q 
Equation (3.30) illustrates that there is no time oscillation if the 
masses are equal, and a very small amplitude oscillation at low 
velocities, provided the space-time oscillations are in phase. The 
momentum is such that 
= w^ S ^ S in^w ( T - ) ^ o ^ o' 
and q -> M- w S^ cos w ( ̂  - tr 
i.e. v^ X w cos w ( T - T ) (3.31) l o o 
while T in (3.30) is constant. We conclude therefore that (3.30) o 
indicates that the particles are not on their mass shells. This is to 
be expected since the force constant k may be very large, leading to 
high velocities. If v̂ ^ is taken to be the maximum velocity at X = 0, 
3.12 
the order of magnitude estimates. 
Ê  ^ p + m 1 ' E, 
2 ^ 2 p. + m. 
1 ^ 
o z z m^ c 2 
1 ^ ' 1 o m. 
2 2 c m^ ' 
(3.32) 
are valid, provided v̂ ^ « c. However, T^ and X^ are quite independent 
in general. 
For the 4-dimensional oscillator, we obtain from the action 
integrals (2.25) and (2.26) 
(i) d ^ + r = L̂ - kS^) 
2n 
dS 
cos - 1 
2 K|i < 




which is the same as the Newtonian equation when R is substituted for S, 
L for A and t for T . The A = 0 case gives the linear harmonic 
solution 
3. 13 
•t-to = ^ . -1 ^ sin 
/ fk 
The other equations are 
(ii) 
(iii) 
. -1 s in T sinh Y A 
e + sin"^ 
+ sin 




(iv) d. = (2i 4 
which reduce to the Newtonian form for small Y, as with the equations 
of planetary motion. 
The harmonic oscillator potential is of importance in atomic 
physics and nuclear physics, where it is an essential part of the 
shell model. It is not known if it has any role to play in high 
energy physics, as no covariant formulations have been published. 
It is therefore of some use to investigate how such an oscillator 
might behave, and to find the associated mass spectrum and relativistic 
corrections. The significance of the solutions is that if vibrations 
occur along the relative time axis, then there should be an energy 
associated with this vibration, and in the quantum theory, additional 
discrete energy levels should occur. 
3. 3 The Coulomb Interaction Coniecture 
Maxwell's equations for the electromagnetic field take the form 
(Moller, 1952) 
(i) D A = -J 
(ii) • • A = 0 (3.34) 
3. 14 
where F = -\iv hx ax 
V 
Using Green's theorem one finds the Lienard-Wiechert potential (Minkowski, 
1910) 
- ret 
where R = (R, -iR) , -1 " d T 
is the 4-velocity of particle (l). One would expect this to be the 
potential that particle (2) sees due to particle (l) being charged. 
However, there is an objection to this form. The potentials arise 
by noting that the hyperspherically symmetric solution of 
• ^ (Zi = 0 y S > 0 , (3.36) 
is 0 = B/S^ 
where B = constant. Therefore 
A (r^) = ^ j d ^ ^ (3.37) 
is the solution to (3.34). This is the derivation as given by Moller 
( 1952). However, in proving (3.35), he assumed 
dR dr 
4T- = = 2 R - U . ^ (3.38) dtĵ  — dtĵ  — -1 dtĵ  
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which means that 
dr 
^ = 0 . (3.39) 
This condition is clearly not compatible with the relative time 
calibration, since this would give 
d£2 = TI dr -2 » 
and the physical interpretation of A as a Coulomb field breaks down, 
because the potential 
e V ^ / ev 
^^ A = ^ 
ret V ^ ^ 
non-relativistically, and is of the magnetic and not electric type, 
Any potential of the type 
-n = (k R^) 
is a solution to (3.36). If we choose 
k W^ = 0 , k k^ = 0 , (k^ = k ; (I ' fi ' o ' 
then should cos w, = k-q , we arrive at the over-restrictive condition kq ;t ' 
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IW/cos w. = W where W = (W, W ) kq o — ^^ o 
W = |W| 
This condition cannot even be satisfied for a time-like 4-velocity. 
What then is the alternative? 
The hyperbolic 4-space d * Member t* s equation (3.36) admits curious 
solutions of the type 
(i = / 2 > where Z = 'r • U , (3.40) 
S 71 4- Z _ - » 
and U is a time-like 4-vector. This fact is to be born in mind in view 
of the following arguments. Should we accept the fundamental mode as 
2 
(l/S ) then there are certain assumptions that have been made. 
(i) There is a one-to-one correspondence between field points 
defined to be stationary relative to the observer, and particle points 
that are accelerating and trace out the trajectory of a point mass. 
(ii) The covariant field potentials will tend to the observed non-
relativistic limit as the velocities become low. 
(iii) The physical solutions will tend to the non-relativistic ones 
at low velocities. 
Suppose we regard (3.36) as valid for a scalar or electromagnetic 
field. The mechanical behaviour is obtained from (2.35) and (2.36) as 
(i) d^ + r = L̂ dS with V = k/S 2 
S 
3.17 
^ /(2nk - A^) - S^ A m 
(ii) d = - sin" (f sinh Y) + - cosh Z A A 
2 with /\ = 2|jk -/\ 
(iii) tanh T = ^ cos 0 
(iv) d^ = Ci (3.41) 
2 i r T ^ = c o s h / [cos"^ (f sinh T)] d^ = f 
cosh -7 0 at low velocities. 
A 
(3.42) 
Equations (3.41) and the low velocity limit (3.42) are those for a 
spiral. The system is therefore not stable and tends to the limit one 
expects for a 1/R type of potential. We are therefore forced to admit 
a l/S type of solution. The same is true of the electromagnetic 
potential of the type 
e2 B A = — V • ~ , B = constant C - g2 ' 
which does not admit stable solutions. 
Consider instead a potential of the type 
3.18 
A = -— c 
U 
(3.43) 
S 71 + Z 
where U is a time-like 4-vector. The only time-like 4-vector in 
velocity space that is directly meaningful for two particles is the C.M. 
4-velocity (1.1 ) 
= iicM ' iicM = (3.44) 
Furthermore, note that If = R» and ' CM — — 
A . -- c J 
ml) (3.45) 
S./l + Z CM 
then D'A = - fU • c -^M 2 R + S /I + z 
C 
f = 0 (3.46) 
and the Lorentz condition (3.34)(ii) is also satisfied. Now in the 
C.M. frame 
iicM = (0, -i) 
"CM'S 
CM = Ẑ ,, = - sinh Y ; /l + Ẑ T̂vr = cosh Y , CM 
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hence (i) A = (0, (3.47) 
which is a Coulomb potential. Since A occurs in the one-particle 
equation as added to the fourth component of a time-like 4-velocity, we 
put 
(3.48) 
= ̂  
We assume, for the present, that no potential occurs in the second term. 
Using the potential (3.47) in the C.M. frame, we have 
w -
2x 
+ 2 1 2 1 2 




and employing the action function (2.20) we find 
R Qj, dR 





9 + — sin 
L 
(I Wê ii \ 
VR 
-E + ZWe^ 
(3. 50) 
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where L^ t 2 4 . L - e f^ , E = - f ^ 2 ^ ' 
from which we obtain the orbital equation 
- = A(1 + e^ c o s 7 e ) ; 7 = ^ , (3,51) 
A = 
We Ü f 
M 1 
L^ M 
This is Sommerfeld's (1923) equation for the classical electron in an 
atom and represents a precessing ellipse. (3.51) is not, however, a 
covariant solution, as it holds only in the C.M. frame. It is also clear 
that A is not conserved, as the force is not hypercentral, but depends 
on (Y, e, ÇS) through Z . 
It was noted however in section (3.1) that the use of a hyper-
central potential l/S in place of a potential l/R led to deviations from 
Newtonian theory that were too small to be detected in astronomy. It 
appears feasible therefore to introduce a Misplacement rule' by means 
of which we identify causal lengths S / l + Z^^^ by mechanically 
equivalent lengths S, where (S, Z^^) are obtained from field measure-
ments, and S from the mechanical behaviour. 
T 




T = T 
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By slightly relaxing the complete equivalence of causal lengths from 
field equations and mechanical point particle intervals, two powerful 
generalizations become possible. 
(i) The potentials become hypercentral 
(ii) The equations can hold in arbitrary frames of reference, 
i.e. With the replacement 
(ii) A = iicM f / C S s / 1 + z CM (3.52) 
we have 
9 ^ 
- 1 n2 /̂i ̂  ® f A ^ 1 r 
- sj + 2il . 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2l Qg^ - S'Q^ + R^sin'e Q^'j 
^ e f 
cS 2 2 c S / 
+ 2(1 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 Qg - S R̂ Q̂ '' + R'sin^e Q̂ ^ 
(3.53) 
Using the H-J equation we obtain 
{ S M 
(i) d^ = sinh Y ^ /\ . -1 + — sin A 
-E + ) 
(3.54) 
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(ii) tanh Y = cos 9 , 
where a = A 2 2 
E = -
M f = f. 
This leads us to the complicated orbital equation 




A 2^ 1 - — T COS 9 
B = 
2 Qie f-, 1 [i 






which tends to the form of Sommerfeld®s equations, as /\ —> L. The 
equation for S as a function of T is the same as Sommerfeldes for R as 
a function of t and is not given as it adds no new information. The 
equations are applicable in arbitrary frames of reference. 
Referring back to (3.47)(ii) we see that if it is assumed that the 
point mass mechanical co-ordinates are identical with the field point 
co-ordinates, we should have, using mechanical points 
• ' a = ^ u 
3.23 
c -CM\ 33 
The specification of the field in terms of accelerating mechanical 
points leads to an apparent current density 'in vacuo' of 
e2 f 
^ = r 2CM;3 (3.56) 
O 
though, of course, it is not strictly a vacuo which is being described, 
because masses occupy each end of the interval ^ at all times. 
For reasons which become apparent in Chapter 4, it is found 
necessary to include a relative momentum contribution to the electro-
magnetic potential. 
The potential (3.52) is the analogue of the Coulomb potential 
A = i e^/R o 
for R S, and assuming A has the direction of U . Such an analogue — " cm 
has recently been noted by Fronsdal (1971) in the case of the gravitational 
potential. 
3.4 General Relativity 
The Schwartzchild exterior solution applies to the case of a static, 
massive sun and a freely falling light test particle whose motion does not 
affect the source. The solution is not manifestly Lorentz invariant in 
that if one applies a Lorentz transformation to the metric, one obtains a 
vastly more complicated expression than the simple static formula. One 
requires a theory in which a distant observer can compare his observations 
with those of another observer moving at uniform speed relative to him, 
and obtain the same metric and equations of motion. Furthermore, the sun 
3.23 (a) 
should not be static, but should be allowed to move both under the 
influence of the test particle, which has a finite mass, and the 
effects of Lorentz transformations. 
To investigate general relativistic effects it is necessary to 
obtain the analogue of the Schwarzschild (1916) exterior solution. 
This solution is applicable for a static gravitational field around 
a massive, unmoving source. We require the corresponding two-body 
dynamical field equations and their solution. The gravitational 
field equations according to Einstein (1915) can be written 
M.^ = -KT.^^ (3.57) 
where M^^ is a system of second order differential equations and T^^ 
the energy-momentum tensor. The metric for the problem is obtained by 
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assuming the element of arc could be given by 
tJ^ 1 da = Y ^ dR, dR-l|i 1 ^ 1 ^ < 
or 
= b(S) [-c^dt^J + a(S) ds"̂  - s'̂ dr'̂  + R'̂ de'̂  + R^sin'^e d0 
= gXe ^^^ ^ ^ f = 0. 2, 3, 4) 
where R^ = S , R^ = Y , R^ = 0 , R^ = Ci , R^ = , 
-dt:^ = - dR. dR,^, da^ = 1^1)1 do^ , (J, ifJ. i 
2 2 2 2 
§00 " ^ » §11 = -S , §99 = » = R sin 9 , 11 22 '33 
§44 = ' 
giving 
da^ = a(dS^ - S^dY^ + R^de^ + R^sin^e d / ) - bdZ^ . 
Since (3.57) must reduce to the equation 
O 7- = 471: k f (3.58) 
for weak fields, and we can easily show that 
1 2 (i) % = 7 c^(-l " g^^) , and 
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is the analogue of the 4-dimensional T^^, and U^ the 5-velocity. 
Equation (3,57) expresses the assumption that a differential operator 
acting on g^^ is proportional to T^^. Therefore we could assume, as 
did Einstein, that 
ik 
where R^^ is the curvature tensor 
„ à/r/ ¿»/Tk ^ r^ n-e 
= - p F + ' i ^ ' k r - ' i k G ^ 
X 
(3.60) 
In terms of mixed components, one finds 
M.^ = R.^- i R òÌ" - X ò!" (3.61) 1 1 2 1 1 
as before, X is assumed to be a constant of cosmological significance. 
Using (2,7) we find 
0 0 » 0 0 2 0 2 - 2 P ^ r = ̂  r = cosh T n ^ -S cosh Ts in Q 
0 2a ' 11 a ' 22 a ' 3 3 a 
44 2a 
while the rest are as per (2,9) or otherwise zero. Employing (3,60) 
and 
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\ = § ^ ^ k 
we o b t a i n 
J 2 » » I _ h b ab 3 a 
0 2ab , .2 4^b 2 2 , 
4ab a S 
, J . I ^ i . i W J _ / l + i - ^ . i -
1 „2 U j ^ aS i 2a + 2b J 2 , 
2 3 
= ^2 = 
»» »2 t I I 
^ ab 3 b 
4 2ab • , , 2 " 4^b 2 abS 4ab 
It «2 « » ® I 
and R - p i - ^ 3a 3b 6 / I 
g i v i n g 
M^ = - + - i ) - X = -yr'' 
0 2 abS ^ a^ ^ ' o o 
M 4 3 I + - -) - X = -X T! ( 3 . 6 2 ) ^ a ' 
S u b t r a c t i n g , we f i n d 
I 
( ab ) = 0 ; ab = c o n s t a n t , 
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and with y = l/a 
Sy + 2y = 2 - I X S^ . 
The solution to this equation is 
y = 
where B is a constant of integration. However, the metric 
2 
da^ = - S^dY^ + R^de^ + R^sin^e dOl^ 
1 - A, - 1 X S^ 
c2 i 
- (1 - - 7 X S^) c ^ d T ^ 
2 
leads to the l/S potential in the weak field approximation, and gives 
the unstable spiral solutions (3,42), and not the solutions of the 
Kepler problem. We can overcome this by the same process used for the 
electromagnetic case. Assuming that mechanical point mass co-ordinates 
are used, then instead of the solution 
D 
^ = ~ 7 — r 
S / l + ZcM 
to the field equation (3,58), we use 
-t = , where D is an arbitrary constant, 
S 
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then an apparent density of 
33 ' " - S3 
is obtained. Adding this term to the solutions of (3.58), we find 
M,^ = R ^ i R a ^ x 
giving 
sy + 2y = 2 - I X S^ - 1 
with the solution 
^̂  _ B 3XH , , I . _2 
y - - ¡2 ^ • 
We can choose B = 0 to rule out potentials of the kind which give 
unstable solutions, and in the weak field approximation, using the 
reduced mass |i of the system, we obtain 
ilic^XH = -G m-m. ; D = 2 (i H , A i z 
i.e. ^ (3.63) 
where G is the gravitational constant. The calculation of the precession 





S^cosh^Y Si 1 - as = constant 
J tanh Y = cos 0 
0 • rjf and with w = cosh Y ¿i = 
1 1 - cos 0 /I ̂  
used throughout the derivation, we find the additional precession for 
one rotation of 
. 3 m / 1 ^ 1 ^ 
where S^, S^ are the maximum and minimum values of S, It follows that 
2 
A(i ^ ^ w (1 - ̂  coŝ Ci) 
L 
and the correction to Einstein's formula, from section (3.1) is about 
g 
one part in 4 x 10 . 
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I MERCURY 
( r a d i a n s ) R a d i u s ( m i l e s ) D e v i a t i o n ( m i l e s ) Time V a r i a t i o n 
( s e c o n d s ) 
0.0 4 3 , 3 5 5 , 0 0 0 - 0 . 1 5 6 0 . 0 1 9 7 
0 . 3 1 4 4 2 , 8 1 3 , 0 0 0 - 0 . 1 3 6 O.OI85 
0.628 4 1 , 3 1 3 , 0 0 0 - O . O 8 7 0 . 0 1 5 2 
0.943 3 9 , 1 7 5 , 0 0 0 - 0 . 0 3 6 0 . 0 1 0 5 
1 . 2 5 7 3 6 , 7 7 7 , 0 0 0 - 0 . 0 0 4 5 0 . 0 0 5 2 
1 . 5 7 1 3 4 , 4 4 0 , 0 0 0 ^ 0 . 0 0 . 0 
1 .885 3 2 , 3 8 2 , 0 0 0 - 0 . 0 1 7 4 - 0 . 0 0 4 6 
2 . 1 9 9 3 0 , 7 2 6 , 0 0 0 - 0 . 0 4 6 - 0 . 0 0 8 2 
2 . 5 1 3 2 9 , 5 2 8 , 0 0 0 - 0 . 0 7 5 - 0 . 0 1 0 9 
2.827 2 8 , 8 0 7 , 0 0 0 - 0 . 0 9 5 - 0 . 0 1 2 5 
3 . 1 4 2 2 8 , 5 6 6 , 0 0 0 - 0 . 1 0 3 - 0 . 0 1 3 
I I VENUS 













6 7 , 6 3 0 , 0 0 0 
6 7 , 5 6 5 , 0 0 0 
6 7 , 4 6 3 , 0 0 0 
6 7 , 3 3 5 , 0 0 0 
6 7 , 1 9 4 , 0 0 0 
6 7 , 0 5 3 , 0 0 0 
6 6 , 9 2 7 , 0 0 0 
66,827,000 
6 6 , 7 6 3 , 0 0 0 
6 6 , 7 4 0 , 0 0 0 
- 0 . 1 1 5 
- 0 . 1 0 4 
- 0 . 0 7 5 
- 0 . 0 3 9 
- 0 . 0 1 1 
0 . 0 
- 0 . 0 1 1 
- 0 . 0 4 0 
- 0 . 0 7 5 
- 0 . 1 0 3 
- 0 . 1 1 3 
Time V a r i a t i o n 
( s e c o n d s ) 
0 . 0 2 1 
0 . 0 2 0 
0 . 0 1 7 
0 . 0 1 2 
0 . 0 0 6 5 
0 . 0 
- 0 . 0 0 6 5 
- 0 . 0 1 2 
- 0 . 0 1 7 
-0.020 
-0.022 
3 . 3 1 
I I I EARTH 












9 4 , 3 7 3 , 0 0 0 














0 . 0 
- 0 . 0 1 1 
- 0 . 0 4 0 
-0.074 
- 0 . 1 0 2 
- 0 . 1 1 2 







0 . 0 
-0.0076 
- 0 . 0 1 4 
-0.020 
-0.023 
- 0 . 0 2 4 
rv MARS 























128 ,328 ,000 
- 0 . 1 2 8 




0 . 0 
- 0 . 0 1 4 















3 . 3 2 
JUPITER 









4 8 9 , 5 5 9 , 0 0 0 
4 7 5 , 1 7 3 , 0 0 0 
4 6 4 , 1 3 9 , 0 0 0 
460,059,000 
D e v i a t i o n ( m i l e s ) 
-0 .121 
-0.076 







0 . 0 4 8 
0.018 
-0.017 
- 0 . 0 4 4 
- 0 . 0 5 4 
V I SATURN 











8 4 8 , 3 7 6 , 0 0 0 
8 4 0 , 1 0 9 , 0 0 0 
D e v i a t i o n ( m i l e s ) 
- 0 . 1 2 1 
- 0 . 0 7 7 
- 0 . 0 0 9 4 
- 0 . 0 1 2 
- 0 . 0 7 4 









V I I URANUS 











- 0 . 0 7 4 
-0.110 
0 . 1 1 4 
0 . 0 3 3 
- 0 . 0 8 4 
-0.10 
3.33 
XI TEST HYPERBOLA (d = 2x10^ miles) mm ^ 
9 (radians ) 
Eccentricity -1.0001 
Radius (miles) Deviation (miles) Time Variation (se Conds) 
0.0 2 .0 X 106 
0.628 2 .21 X 106 
1.257 . 3 .056 X 
1.885 5 .789 X 
2.513 2 .095 X io7 






109.7 . -2.35 
XII TEST HYPERBOLA (d = 2x10^ miles) — \ jjjjjj / 
Eccentricity -1.01 








2 . 0 X 10 
3.06 XX 10 
2.198 X 10'̂  
8.O87 X lo"̂  
1.335 X 10® 
5.095 X 10® 
















V I H NEPTUNE 










- 0 . 1 1 6 
- 0 . 0 1 1 
-0.074 


























3 (radians) Radius (miles) Deviation (miles) Time Variation (seconds) 
0.0 3.2848 X 10^ - 1 3 . 0 1.57 
0.314 1.346 X +1.02 0.61 
0.628 4.961 X 10« +1.15 0.19 




1.257 1.539 X +0.17 0.023 
1.571 1.079 X 0.0 0.0 
1.885 8.310 X lo7 -0.10 -0.012 
2.199 6.882 X lo7 -0.16 -0.019 
2.513 6.056 X lo7 - 0 . 1 ? -0.023 
2.827 5.622 X io7 -0.21 -0.026 
3.142 5.487 X 107 -0.22 -0.026 
4.1 
CHAPTER IV QUANTUM THEORY 
4.1 The Bohr Theory 
The Bohr-Sommerfeld model of the atom is now largely of historical 
interest only. It does, however, bear a close relationship to the 
Wentzel-Kramers-Brillouin (1923, 1926, 1926) approximation to quantum 
mechanics, and it is instructive to show that the quantized covariant 
theory based upon proper time calibration, does indeed give meaningful 
results. Bohr (1913) postulated that the action integrals (2.22) 
could only have values that are integral multiples of Plank*s constant j 
J^ = (over one period) 
Qi d Y. (4.1) 
where (Q^, Y^) are a canonically conjugate pair of variables. We shall 
consider the problem generally at first. If we use conventional space-
time co-ordinates, these action integrals will be 
(i) J^ = i Q^ dT , (ii) J^ = ( Q^ dR 'R 
(iii) JQ = (j) Q^ de , (iv) J^ = j, Q^ doi 
(4.2) 




<) Qg dS , (ii) J, Y 
r 
'> Qy dr 
(iii) Jg = J QQ de , (iv) = i Q0 
(4.3) 
Two cases are considered -
(a) Central forces 
(b) Hypercentral forces 'l/= 7/(S) 




(ii) JQ = 2 
o 
% 
(L^ - M^ cosec^e)2 de 
e . m m 
2 2 L u - M 
1 - u , with u = sin 9 u 
= 2%(L - M) = n_h y 
(iii) J^ = 2%K = n^h 
(iv) J^ = () 6 • dT is undefined because 6 does not manifest 
periodic behaviour. 
4.3 





(ii) J^ = -2 T 2 ^Kr L sech Y 2 V -A ) dr 
= 27I(A-L) = n^h (4.4) 
The radial integrals obtained in problems of this type have the 
form 
dC 2 ! = + 2B(> - c) 
2%B 
JI - 2% /c" = nh (4.5) 
From the Hamiltonian (3.49) we obtain, using c.g.s. units 
JA ^ 
M- We f 
M - L (4.6) 
^ W + 6 + 2\xE , is the momentum for very large R. where „





tiĵ  + n = n = an integer 
However, in the bound state region, with a = e / c = 1/137 , 





1 2 . 4 
1 ±2:- 1 g 
2 2 " 8 4 
n n 
(4.7) 
which agrees with the Bohr formula to order a but has no Sommerfeld 
fine structure corrections. This is because they disappear when one 
—2 2 / e^ ^ u 2 
mass becomes large, since L = L m " ^ ^ * only-
alternative is to include a second relative potential such that 




S 1 + z 
CM 
"cm 
/ S 71 + Z CM 
4.4 (a) 
(^^-A^) is essentially the covariant form for the non-covariant 
2 term (E-V) in the Sommerfeld model. The second potential contained 
2 
in the relative term includes the usual current-current 
interaction, which is not normally included when trying to find exact 
solutions. The two disposable parameters g^ and g^ assumes that the 
system can be adjusted to correspond with any other scheme of electro-
dynamics. Essentially, they determine the strength of each kind of 
interaction. 
4. 5 
These potentials each satisfy the Lorentz condition. In order that 
the correction fine structure be obtained, we must have, from (3,48) 
and (3.50) 
g 1 M - V.U.g = f. , 1 ^ 
M §1 ^ §2 ^2 
ii = iicM 
I.e. g. M n L" 
f ̂  + ( + ^ 2 / 
1 -H (V.U)2 
1 
f2 
mm ^ ^ 
^ 2 1 
1 + ii! (v.u)^ 
(4.9) 
In the limit that one mass (M^) becomes large, we must have 




K + 1 , go 1 
4.6 
However, in the limit m, becomes large 
E, 
1 ' M; » f2 1 
(4.10) 
hence we can choose f^ in a quite arbitrary way as long as it satisfies 
these limits. For simplicity, choose 
^E(w) 
, where {-Lg(W) = M 
(4.11) 





S j 1 + Z CM 
+ 2|a 
(4.12) 
which gives the Sommerfeld levels in either limit m^ >> m^ or 
m^ » m^ of the form 
E. 
m̂ ĉ / 
1 + a 
/ H - 2 , 2 \ (n + y^ - a ) 
m^c 1 - a a sLiiL 3 V 
2 2 U ' ^J) 
(n = n + / ; L/Ä ) 
(4.13) 
4.7 
complete with fine structure corrections. 
The corresponding covariant equations are from (3.52), (4.3) 
2 
e 
£ = + / x ^ - , X = A/h 
•2oo 
(4.14) 
Q^ is conserved by virtue of the second set of canonical relations 
V = ^ = 0 
and Q ^ ^ is the value of Q^ at very large S. Therefore, for the bound 
state problem 
/q// = ^ (M^ -
and equation (4.lA) gives the atomic two-body mass levels as 
^ ~ ^ ^ • n = n g + y X - a f ^ 
1 + ^ 
n = n 3 . / 
(4.16) 
2^2 ^ 2 ¿^A 
ie 0 = M ^ M(1 - - i i — i f ) 
/ . r 2 M -2 ^ 8 ,,2 -4 ••• ^ 
2^2 n M n 
n 
4.8 













which in the limit m^ >> m̂ ^ yields 
E^/c - m^ 
1 2.2 1 a f , 
" 2 ""i t t t 
n 
as the exact solution. Expanding the denominator, we get 
" '^l^ 
2 . 2 
1 2 ^ 
y m ^ c - y -
n 
4. 2 . 2 
1 6, 
Y m^c 4- 0(a ) 
n A 
(4.18) 
With the choice f^ = f^ = 1, the formula (4.18) is correct to order a^, 
3 2 4 4 
except that the term m̂ ĉ a /n , which is the relativistic correction 
to the spectrum is missing. This term seems to be well established. 
There are an infinite variety of choices which give the correct answer 
to order a^. One such ; 
•Z-o 
f2 = 1 




1 ^ / 2 2,2 
— ^ (Q^ - (m^ - m^ ) 
4.9 
(iii) qj = (Qĵ ^ - iCm^+m^^) Q^^+mj^+m^^ 
These equations are derived by considering the behaviour at large 
separations in the C.M. system. The form gives complicated levels 
which can only be found approximately. The simpler choice 
3 
" 2 
\ 2 n Q^ j 2 
4 
gives the correct levels to order a as well. It is clear that we 
simply do not have enough experimental information to deduce the inter-
action empirically. Therefore the coefficients g^ and g^ in equation 
(4.8) remain undetermined to better than one part in 5 x 10 
The levels for the linear harmonic oscillator in the Bohr theory 
are derived from the relations 
V = t 
n^h = c 4 Qrp dT T 
where (i) Q^^ = 2(a (i^ - j k^x^) = ^^ 
(ii) q/ = 2n (i^ - i K ^ ( c V ) ) = e^/c^ 
4.10 
(iii) E.S^-Î^ X T 2M 
Integrating over the periods from - X é X ^ X , ^ o o ' o o ' 
we obtain 
^X " ^X^ ^X ' ^T " » (4.19) 
where w = / — , if = wj. J (-1 
2 ,2 
f I Qi - M 
Therefore — = J - ^ = (^x + ^T^ ̂  
and the mass levels are, in c.g.s. units 
w 
il = 
T,. , 2 n il w"̂  M H  
2 c y 
where n = n^ + n^ , 
= an integer . 
Although (4.19) shows that the excitations in the relative time 
motion have the same spectrum as the ordinary spacial oscillations, the 
2 energy required to excite this state is greater than (c/v ) times the max 
energy required to excite the spacial state, where V^^^ is the maximum 
velocity attained by a particle in the system. This is because ^ 
only becomes of order ^ ^ in very high velocity systems. When £ is X X 
in a high state of excitation, it may be possible to find levels 
corresponding to excitations should they exist, but it seems 
4.11 
unlikely that they could be distinguished from the ordinary 
oscillations. 
4.2 Schrodinger Quantization 
Let us now examine the form of the proper time theory when 
Schrodinger quantization is applied. The quantized relative four-
momentum (Schiff, 1949), 
is substituted into the Hamiltonian for the relative motion 
- Q^ = 0 
such that the equation becomes an operator equation acting on a wave 
function f(R). This yields 
iI;(R) = 0 (4.22) 
2 ^ ^ 
where Q = G 
Using the co-ordinates (1.20) and assuming hypercentral forces 
such that is a function of S only, one can separate (4.22) into the 
components , 
4.12 
(i) ,2 d ' 
dS 
+ + Q^S^ - = 
(ii) (1-Y^) 1 + 
dY 
2 A + 1 
1-Y^ 
= 0 
with Y = tanh Y 
2 ^ % (iii) (1-zp ^ 
dzf 
2 - z, + 1 dz. 
'2 m j_i ~ -
2 -
1 L i-z 1 -
= 0 
with z^ = cos 9 
2 
where 
(v) $(R) = • • • (4.23) 
and Heaviside units have been introduced ( = c = 1). Putting 
A ^ = X(X + 2) and L^ = (A. 24) 
we find the free particle solutions where 0, as 
(1) fs(S) = Ag g — + D, s s 
(ii) f^(Y) = A^ pĵ "̂ ^ (tanh Y) + B^ (tanh Y) sech Y , 
4.13 
(iii) = A^ (cos e) 
(iv) il/̂ Cci) = A . e 
im^ 
(4.25) 
where (J^, N^) are the Bessel functions of first and second kind, 
( P ^ , Q ^ ) are the Legendre functions of first and second kind, and the 
H" H' 
last two solutions are chosen to be the same as in non-relativistic 
theory. The A's are constants. The e.g.s. system is used whenever the 
dependence of equations upon A and c is considered important. 
The operators 
(i) L = i^ 1 ^ ^ ^ 
sin e 5? ' ^e 
and (ii) L = - —: rr Sin 0 ^ + cosec 0 
sin 0 <90 d0 
2 . ^ 1 
2 2 2 
= QQ Q^ cosec 0 
involve no derivatives with respect to S and T, and 
(iii) L^ i|;(R) = D t , ^ $(R) (4.26) 
as in non-relativistic theory. The polar operator 
(1) h = -ih 
4.14 
satisfies 
(ii) ^ = -rs^) 
(^ 2 
" ^ + 2 tanh Y ^ 
2 2 + tanh Y . L 
(4.27) 
so that the operator 
A 2 2 L - A 
2 2 L sech Y 
L^ sech\ + ^ ' ̂  ̂  + 2 tanh Y ̂ Y 
- Q Y (4.28) 
has eigenvalue A(X + 2) ft when acting on i&(R). Neither L nor A involve 
derivatives with respect to S. Hence 
A i(R) = 1) - x(A+ 2) tt̂  if(R) 
= a^ if(R) . (4.29) 
If the Bohr correspondence principle (Schiff, 1949) is to hold, we 
should choose A^ to have positive eigenvalue, and so /X/ . The 
2 eigenvalue of the A operator then corresponds to the classical 
2 
mechanical quantity A in equations (1.26) and (1.29). 
Now consider the mathematical situation of the theory concerning the 
expansion of plane waves 
X iQSZ \f(R) = B«e = B.e (4. 30) 
4.15 
into pseudo-spherically symmetric eigenfunctions. The following 
formulae are contained in Erdelyi et al. (1953). The first is 
^IQSZ ^ 2 .n (^g^-V ^V 
n=0 
(4.31) 
where V is arbitrary, and C^ is the Gegenbauer function. Comparing 
(4.31) with the solutions (4.23) it is seen that n = \ V = 1 are the 
appropriate choices for a plane wave solution such as (4.31). 
Furthermore 
Z = cosh Y • cosh 6 z - sinh Y sinh 5 (4.32) 
where sinh 6 = ^ /Q ; cosh 5 = q/Q ; z = q«R/qR 




with iz^ = -5 + i sinh Y 
"i" _j_ ̂  to iz^ = - P + i sinh 6 , and h arbitrarily small. 
4.16 
together with the transformations (Erdelyi et al., 19 53) 
/+i n-k+i-e+i)r{i+h „ -/.i 
= ^ ' 2 T W ^ T T w r f ) -XT 
A P I (iz) 
(ii) P ' 2 
Xf 
( J . . iz) = 1 e - ^ r \ 
(l+z^ - 2ijz)2 y 
to define the solution 
£ 
J j ' r ( 2 m ) . r ( x + i ) X 
A Q/ I 2 
V v/ 1+Y^ 
• (Y^+1) "2 
which when substituted into (4.31) gives 
iQSZ ^ 2 2 i^ (X+1) (QS)"^ X . (QS) X 
A=0 
A 2 "2 X+1 -1 \ \ 
1 + z, 
(4.34) 
4.17 
where d - r(V/-fI) (/+!)/-(2^+1) . ̂ ^ /-^(Aj) ^ 
- r o ^ ) 2 • r^CX+l) 
X 2 e 
This is a solution of the type (4,2 5)(ii) but the Legendre function of 
the second kind only appearing. 
The volume element in the hyperspace is 
dV = S^ coshV sin 0 dS dY dG d(i (4.3 5) 
and using the solution, one finds 
V ^ [(X-fl) (/-X+1)'J 
(4.36) 
from Erdelyi et al., and therefore these eigenfunctions form an 
incomplete orthonormal set with X+1, and hence a However, 
the plane wave states obtained in (4.34) cannot be normalized and satisfy 
X, a <' 0. They are therefore not in accord with the correspondence 
principle and do not yield the correct eigenvalue conditions in the 
limit ih -> 0. On the other hand, they do obey Einstein's principle that 
as c io 
4.18 
which is the non-relativistic quantum mechanical result. From the 
usual required behaviour at the origin, one finds from the solutions 
(4.2 5) that A has to be an integer. From the expansion 
«o i 
^iqRz ^ J (qR)'2 j (^r) p (,) 
which is a special case of (4.31) with V = y , it is easily shown that 
an expansion of the type 
iQSZ _ ^ ^ , ^X+1 . , X+1 , , r, 2 r 2 . 
X ^(z) , (4.39) 
2 
which obeys the correspondence rule with regard to a , always yields 
invalid equations between and a finite sum of the (qR). 
This fact appears to present a paradox in that one cannot satisfy both 
the hitherto well established plane wave form (4.37) and Einstein's rule, 
and the equally acceptable correspondence rule obeyed by the right-hand 
side of ( 4 . 3 9 ) . A possible alternative is worthy of investigation. If 
the left-hand side is replaced by some other function of (Q, S, Z), the 
expansion may hold. We shall now proceed to find such a function, after 
summarising the critical points. 
(i) The functions (tanh Y) are singular on the null cone, 
where tanh Y = íl. They are therefore not integrable over the whole 
4-space, and one cannot define probability distributions in analogy with 
4.19 
non-relativistic theory. 
(ii) The functions (tanh Y) have no such singularity and form 
an orthonormal set over the whole 4-space, i.e. volume element 
dV = S^ coshV sin e dS dY de d̂ i 
and limits - 0 ^ (i ^ It: , 
(iii) The kinematic condition 
T2 V 2 L ^ A 
is automatically satisfied by the solutions which are finite for 
A+1 ̂  ̂  and zero for X+1 > -tf . 
4. 3 The Covariant Addition Theorem and the Free Particle Solutions 
If a function exists whose expansion contains the 
eigenfunctions, then that expansion must have the form 
$(Q,R) = S S 2 a^^^ (tanh Y) sech Y X 
X=-l -£=0 
X Pj (cos 9) e^^^ , (4.40) 
where Q^ = The a^^^ are functions of the components of the 
relative 4-momentum Q. In order to carry out the summations in (4.AO), 
it is necessary to establish a covariant addition theorem, and this is 
indicated in a semi-rigorous way. Great care has to be taken in applying 
this theorem. The spherical harmonic eigenfunctions 
4.20 
m (2/+l) ( /-m); 
P^ (cos 9) e^^^ 
(4 .41) 
(Edmunds, 19 57) simplify calculations in non-relativistic theory. To 
this end, we define its covariant equivalent 
1 
n/r 








U . dQ 6 • I 6 » 
nn mm 
(4. 43) 
where we have used n = X+1. The integral is taken over the whole 
physical relative 4-space, and is easily proved using the orthogonality 
relation (Edmunds, 19 57) 
71 27t 




the integral (4 .36 ) and the volume element (4 .35 ) , which gives 
dQ = cosh Y sin 9 dY d9 dCi (4 .45) 
The components of R are chosen to be (S, Y^ ,̂ and those of Q to 
be (Q, Y29 ^^^ ^^^ purposes of the following proof. The object 
4.21 
is to determine a Lorentz-invariant eigenfunction where 
Z = Q-R/QS (4.46) 
which is a superposition of the angular components of the wave function 
(4.40). 
i. e. 
=n m=-^ ^ 
= 
(4. 47) 
However, we will postulate that because Z is invariant under the 
transformations Y^ Y^, ©2» ^^^ eigenfunctions 
on the right-hand side of (4.47) must be similarly invariant, provided 
we assume is a real function. Therefore we put 
(4.48) 
The usual addition theorem (Edmunds, 19 57) 
• ̂  ¿ A «'2> X V 
(4.49) 
can be used to carry out the summation over m in (4.48), which yields 
4.22 
g„(Z) = 7T 2 (2/+I) a . n ^ A 
r 
n(/-n): . N 
P^ (tanh Y^) sech T^x 
^ (tanh Y^) sech Y^ • ̂  (z) , (4.50) 
where z = cos w = q.R/qR , 
^n^ = ^né^m ' ^^ required by invariance 
under ordinary rotations in 3-space, 
It was found in all applications of Chapter III that the geometrical 
physical region is defined by |Z) 4: I. Regions where /Z| > 1 are 
accessible from the physical limits of (Y^, ÇÎ^), unless the 
kinematic restriction on Z is applied as a separate condition. The sum 
on the right of (4.50) is therefore limited to the region where |z) ̂  1. 
2 
We write in explicitly the Heaviside function e(l-Z ), = 0 for jZ| > 1, = 1 
for |Z| ^ 1, to get 




1 - t^ ;< 
.n 
X ^ ( t p 2 . p^ (z) . e(i-z ) 
(4.51) 
where t^ = tanh Y^, ~ tanh Y2 • Multiplying both sides by 





P, (z) g^ (Z) 9 ( l - Z ^ ) dz 
n(i'-n): 
b(Z,z) 




where (a, b) are the limits imposed upon z by the restriction on the 
range of Z, Since we have 
Z = cosh Y^ cosh z - sinh Ŷ ^ sinh Y^ , 
therefore 
z = 1 1 + JTTT^ J 1 - t^ z (4. 53) 
and Z behaves somewhat like an azimuthal angle's cosine with respect to 
z-space. But the well-known addition theorem (4.49) may be written 
n=i 
X cos n cos ^ Z , (4. 54) 
provided equation (4.53) is satisfied. Therefore, if equation (4.54) 
is substituted into the integrals in (4.52), one obtains for the 
4.24 
left-hand side 
I ' » -1 * * ? dz . g^(Z) cos n cos Z- 0(1 - Z ) n 
-1 




where C^ = h^ r(/-n+l)/ r(^+n+l) , h^ = 1 , h^ = 2 , n ^ 0 . 
Now the eigenfunctions ^ form an orthonormal set, so the expression 
(4.55) cannot ever equal the right-hand side of (4.52), unless we choose 
g^(Z) as orthogonal to cos n cos"^ Z. It follows that g^(Z) must be a 
member of this latter set with an appropriate weight function. Hence 
g (Z) = " ^ . (4.56) 
/TT? 
The Chebyshev polynomial 
T (Z) = cos n cos'^ Z (4.57) n 





V Z ) T J Z ) dZ = ^ . (4.58) 
/l - Z^ 
It is apparent that for the special case t^ = t̂  , we have b(Z,z) = 1 
when Z = 1, a(Z,z) = -1 when Z = -L , and therefore, from (4. 58), (4. 55), 
and (4.52) 
Although the series (4.51) diverges In the limit tĵ -̂  t^ , Z - 1 , 
the constant a^^ Is correctly projected from the equation, as a factor 
12 
(1 - z ) arising from the process of evaluating the indefinite integral, 
cancels the infinity in the limit. Obviously, the n = 0 case would have 
an infinite coefficient if written in the form (4.48). Care should be 
taken to treat this case separately. The eigenfunction expansion is 
therefore 
L _ " /=n m=-^ ^ n ^ ^ ^ ^ /n/m ^ ^ ^ 
= f i ^ i^h) j ^ l -c n 
(4. 59) 
The second expansion is to be used for n = 0. Although the proof of 
4.26 
(4.59) lacks some rigor, it is found to give meaningful results in 
subsequent applications, provided one used caution in defining the 
regions of integration. 
The Lorentz-invariant form for the covariant eigenfunctions is 
given by the left-hand side of equation (4.59). Note that over the 
solid angle 
dQ = A - Z^ dZ dz df (^ = - Oip (4.60) 
the se functions form a complete orthonormal set over the physical range 
- l ^ Z ^ l . In actually transforming the volume element (4.45) to that 
of (4.60), a very unpleasant Jacobian arises which the author has not 
established as being equivalent to the form of (4.60). At present it 
appears that the element (4.60) is kinematically distorted and is not 
that element which is appropriate to the entire relative geometrical 
space-like volume. 
One can understand the transformed element in terms of the Cartesian 
components (1.20) by referring them to the 'Wick rotated' axes as follows, 
for which cT is imaginary, 
X^ = S cosw/ sin © cos 0 ^ K ^ - o T = ^ S s ^ m W 
X^ = S c o s w sin ® sin J ^ 
X^ = S cos w cos (9 ) 
which gives 
3 2 
dV = i S cos w s i n ^ d S d w d @ 
i. e. 
dQ = ya - Z^ dZ dz d 
the required result. 
4.26 (a) 
4.3 The Free Particle Eigenfunctions 
Let us further consider the plane wave solution in the light of the 
expansion (4.59) of the last section. This may be written (Erdelyi, 
1953) as 
^iS-R^^iQSZ^ - -A sin (VI) cos-^ Z 
x=o ^^ / T ^ 
If a series of the type 
4.27 
y r 
ni P/Ct^) P ^ ^ t p / l - t^ JI - t^ P^(z) 
(4.62) 
existed, we could expand ^ (z) by the addition theorem (4.54), multiply 










1 - Z ^ 
£=n ni 
p / ( 4 ) ^ ^ t ^ ) / l - tj / l - t / X 
b(l,z) 
X ^ (¿) P.(z) dz . (4.63) 
a(l,z) 
But cos (m cos ^ Z) sin (n cos ^ Z) ^^ 
-1 
/ T T ? 
= 0 ; all m, n. (4.64) 
Therefore, taking limits as before, a ^ ^ = 0 , for all n,/, and the 
series cannot exist. Since n seems to behave like an azimuthal quantum 
number, let us take instead the expansion normally used in two 
dimensions : 
4.28 
giQSZ ^ 2 h J (QS) . cos n cos"^ Z . 
_ n n ^ 
n=0 
(4.65) 
Referring back to equation (4.40) and the addition theorem (4.50), one 
can see that the wave function as a superposition of solutions is 
«» J (QS) / -1 
JTT^ 
(4.66) 
A comparison of (4.66) with (4.65) Leads to the choice of 
a = 1 h , 
n n ' 
g i v i n g 
$(2,R) = i- h^ 
J (QS) / -1 .n ^ n ^ cos (n cos Z) 
" yrr n=0 ^ „2 
= e ^ ^ ' - / /q^S^ - (2-R)^ , for all |z| . 
(4.67) 
This wave function has a plane wave period, but is distorted by an 
amplitude that depends upon both S_ and To test if (4.67) is a 
4.29 
solution to the wave equation (4.22), one can note that 
• ( f e ^ - ) = -Q^ f e (i2.af)e e ^ - ( • f) . 





(i) a fs Jl - Z^ 
\ ' 
-1 
= 0 , 
(ii) a (s/ 1 - Z' 
- I 
= 0 . (4.69) 
It is the n = 0 eigenfunction of the homogeneous equation 
° ^n^m = ^ • (4.70) 
The centre-of-mass motion factors from the complete equation, and 
combining all of these results, one finds a physically meaningful two 
boson wave function without interaction of 
£2) = 
e e 
QS r yrr Q2S .11 - Z' 
(4.71) 
where r^-Pj^ + l2'-2 " ^I'-l 
4. 30 
R = 
- 1 M - 1 M -2 ' -2 
= Pi + L, 
Po X 
= ^̂  f f l - l i 
^̂  = Z T ^ r 5 S =)R_ 
1 2 
Equation (4.71) summarizes the findings of this section, and in future 
applications, (4.71) is used in place of the plane wave. 
4.4 Wigner Coefficients for Coupling Eigenfunctions 
In using the covariant angular momentum eigenfunctions, the 
problem will naturally arise as to how one should couple such eigen-
functions to describe the motion of more than two particles. To 
construct a completely analogous formalism to the non-relativistic 
scheme of coupling as used in atomic and nuclear physics is not as 
meaningful as one might suppose. Such a theory would apply only to the 
case where one observed a heavy central boson, surrounded by light bosons, 
such that one can neglect the motion of the heavy boson. It is possible 
to find the eigenfunctions appropriate to multiparticle systems by using 
Smith's (1960) centre-of-mass co-ordinates in 4-space, and deriving the 
wave functions corresponding to those in (4.22) for multi-particle 
systems. The solutions to these equations would describe the 
relativistic motion of bosons with arbitrary masses, and are worth 
4.31 
investigating. 
For the purposes of completeness and illustrating interesting 
features of these eigenfunctions, some of their properties are indicated 
in a non-rigorous way. The raising and lowering operators for m 
(Edmunds, 19 58) are the same as in non-relativistic theory : 




where = fcZ-m) (£-hiH-l) ^ 
/ n ^ m L J n^mfl 
r -n 2 
n/m L J ¿7n^rn-l 
Defining = / l - x^ ^ ( x ) 
and using the equations (Erdelyi et al.) 
d P ^ 
(i) (1- x^) - ( U l U = -(/hrH-1) 
d P ^ 
(ii) = (Am) P® 
(4.73) 
4.32 
one finds the raising and lowering operators in ^ to be such that 








= ( a - ) ] 
In the classical theory, the tensors A are additive. Hence |IV 
' Vv ^[iV ^ ^ (IV 
L = 
A = (4.75) 
4.33 
where the indices (1) and (2) refer to systems (1) and (2) 
respectively. We assume that the same conservation laws hold in the 
quantum theory. The eigenfunction that is a simultaneous eigenfunction 
of 
2 - 2 , 2 m 
IS m. 
/1/2 
l^l'^l 1 ^^ 
(4.76) 
where ^n^ n^ I ^^ ^^^ Wigner or Clebsch-Gordan 
coefficient. The coupling rules for and m are the same as in non-
relativistic theory : 
m = m̂ ^ 4- m^ . 
(A.77) 
The coupling rule for n is not known. We can hazard a non-rigorous 
guess at its nature. Dropping the m^, m^ summation, we write the 
coupling scheme in the form 
n/m^ 2 n^ n^ m. m I " 1 A K 
112 /2 
4.34 
where C n-̂ m (/-n)J(^-m).' (-1) 
m 
C . I n 6 m^ n^ m I ^ 
(4.78) 
We note that in evaluat ing the coe f f i c i en t s in square brackets, 
the r a i s i ng and lowering operators manifest symmetry under the inter-
change m ^ n in the i r e igenvalues. Defining 
+ + 
A = A i + /\2 • A = A i + A (4.79) 
m and act ing on the s e r i e s (4 .76) a f t e r absorbing the constants ¿T^^^into 
the de f i n i t i on of the eigenfunctions, we get 




( i i ) (/+n)(/+m) I m, m̂  n C m / A 
m^^ + 
giving the recursion relations 
( i ) (/-m)(/-n) Tn^ n2 
X n^ n^ m̂  m̂  n / - I m 




However, it is known from the ordinary conservation rules that 
these coefficients are identically zero if m^ + m^ ^ m. By the symmetry 
of the recursion relations between m and n, they must also be zero if 
n^ + n^ ^ n. Should n > m, we choose the case where m in (4.80) 
(i) and by repeated application in the standard way, speculate that 
because the number of applications to truncation depends only on the 
relationship between ( ^^ should find 
(i) [n^ n^ 4 = Pi ''zl^'^JPl^Z ^ ^2/^ J ' 
where 
(ii) P i "̂ 2 Z"̂ "̂ ] = ^^ m^ m^j^m^ ^^ m ^ 
(iii) d. = (-1) m 
(/-m); ( / + j ) 
(4.81) 
and k^^ is determined from unitary conditions. The author has attempted 
to trace the proof of equations (4.81) by direct inspection, but 
obtained expressions so complex and unweildy that simplification to the 
form (4.81) was too difficult. 
The coefficients appropriate to the normalized states are 
<''̂ 1 "2 4 "'l ™2 = ^^ ̂ ^ m^ m^ 
4.37 
C , C „ d d d d 
n^^^m^ h^l ¿ A 
X V 2 V 2 ' 
(4.82) 
provided k^^ = (-1)" l^2%n/(f+j)J 
From the unitary conditions 
A ^ 4 »2 I ">1 A »̂2 I = ' m^rn^ 
and 
(ii) 6 » 5 t , 
one finds that the corresponding unitary relations are 
u 
4.38 
Z X m^ 112 / 2 ®2 
X t m n ( m = ô * ô » ô « 
\ ^ ^ ^ I I I / m^m^ tn̂ m̂  ^ ^ 
(iii) 
X \ A m n / m I n-^rn^ = Ô » ô » ô t . 
\ ^ L l 2. 2 21 / n^n^ n^n^ ^^ 
(4.83) 
The quantity ^^ ^^^ ordinary 3-space Wigner 
coefficient. Equation (4.82) is strongly suggestive of the property that 
n behaves like an effective additional azimuthal quantum number. Under 
Lorentz transformations the three axes in 3-space do not preserve their 
orthogonality and additional rotations are required after the velocity 
transformation to restore orthogonality. The group theoretical aspects 
have been discussed by Biederiharn (1961) who showed that six angles of 
the Euler type are required to carry out the homogeneous transformation, 
though he evaluated his rotation group operators and Wigner coefficients 
for the R̂ ^ group, which has different degeneracy properties to the above 
representation of the Lorentz group. The discussion given here is crude 
in outline and could well require modification. 
5.1 
CHAPTER V REACTIONS AND BOUND STATES 
5.1 Cross Sections 
Having established an analogy in many instances between the 
relativistic kinematics in terms of relative co-ordinates, and non-
relativistic theory in general, one can almost write down the covariant 
quantities without proof. To show that this analogy holds for the 
scattering of bosons, covariant cross sections for scattering are 
derived. These are not the conventional cross sections associated with 
two-dimensional areas in 3-space, but three-dimensional cross sections 
of the volume in relative 4-space. The expansion (4.67) is used for 
this purpose. The Bessel functions in equation (4.2 5) behave for large 
values of QS as 
COS [ QS - inT. - ^ 
(ii) N^(QS) <2r 
j. 
L%QSJ 
sin 1 % QS - f - I (5.1) 
or in terms of Hankel functions 
(i) H^^^(QS) = J (QS) + iN (QS) n n n %QS) 
2 i(QS-in7C-v) 
(ii) H^^^QS) = . (5.2) 
The free particle wave behaves as 
5.2 
p^S'-^ n J (QS) N = N 2 i h n ^ cos n w 
I 2 n=0 ^ QS 
QSjl-Z^ ^ ^ ^ 
sin w 
.3 i(QS.if.f)-^ 
N 2 h (QS) ^ I e + e ^ 
n=0 ^ 
X cos n w/sin w , (5.3) 
where N = a normalization constant, and Z = cos w. The first term in 
brackets describes an incoming wave and the second term an outgoing wave, 
propagating through the four-dimensional relative space-time. The 
presence of a scattering and reacting source modifies the outgoing 
component. The wave function for such a process becomes 
_3 
•if = N S i^ h (QS) ^ 
n=0 
cos n w/sin w . (5.4) 
^ ^ is a complex amplitude. 
Equation (5.4) holds in the asymptotic region where QS is large and 
where we assume no interaction takes place. The scattered component of 
the wave is therefore 
„ .n , /^„x 2 ^ V 2 4 cos n w 




Suppose we confine the region of interaction to a hypersphere of radius 
SQ, whose surface defines a Lorentz-invariant boundary in 4-space, With 
reference to the G.M, proper time the number of particles F^, 
scattered per second into the solid angle dQ, is the number scattered 
3 through SQ dQ. Hence 
F3 dQ = ^ 3 - J • ^ . S^ <3Q 
" 
(5.6) 
where J = - he - $sc D fsc / 
is the 4-current out of the sphere. Substituting the scattered 
component (5.5) into the equation for the scattering rate (5,6), one 
finds 
Fg(Q)dQ Ysc SQ dQ (5.7) 
Put V = Q/i-L, as the magnitude of the relative 4-velocity, and define 
the covariant cross section as 
^sc = ^s/^- (5.8) 
If one normalizes to an incident spectra of N^(V) particles of type 
(1) and N2(V) particles of type (2) per quartic centimetre per second, 
equation (5.8) has a more general form 
N (V) N.(V) V = Scattering rate per quartic centimetre per 1 2 SC 
second. 
5.4 
Using (5.5), (5.7) and (5.8) one obtains a cross section 
N' 
'SC 
COS n w 
sin w (5.9) 
It is clear that equation (5.9) for the cross section behaves as if this 
cross section displays a kinematic singularity at w = 0, on the 
boundary of the physical region. This singularity, however is cancelled 
by the zero in the Jacobian of the volume element. Showing this 
explicitly 
2 
dQ = \ 2 h (1 -7 ) ^ n 'n n=0 
cos(n cos ^Z) T:? Jl-Z^ dZ dz d^ , 
N' 2 h (1 - 7 ) cos n ^ n 'n n=0 
w dw dz d| , (5.10) 
Once again we note how the system behaves as if one had an additional 
azimuthal angle w. The form of the cross section (5.10) applies in any 
frame of reference. A partial wave analysis of this type when carried 
out in the laboratory system, has the same form in the C.M. system or 
any other frame of reference. The total scattering cross section is 
SC dQ 
N 
'SC E h n=0 n -7ni 
(5.11) 
A completely analogous derivation of the reaction cross section yields 
5.5 
2 2 471 N ^ 2 h (1 ] ) 
^ n=0 n ^ ' /n' (5,12) 
The first term in n=0 contains all of the s-wave, since n ̂ ^ . The 
scattered intensity cannot exceed the initial intensity, and so 
n 1. The definition of the scattering matrix is also wholly 
analogous to non-relativistic theory. Outside of the region of 
interaction, the wave function satisfying (4.23) is 
f = 2 C ( / + S 6 ) , with C as constants , • ^ • Q n n n n ' n ' 
/ = n cos n w sin w In 
(QS) 
V: 
= incoming component , 
O n 
.n cos n w 1 : sin w 
On 
(QS) 3/2 
= outgoing component , 
n V 2 / n ^ ' n n 
(5.13) 
so t h a t 
N 0 
LQ-R ^ i£ 





= (free wave) - (scattered component) 
where 
, N (l-S^) 
(i) F(Q,Z) = — S- n w 
J ^ ^3/2 sin w » 
NQ = normalization constant, and 
,2 
(ii) = F(Q,Z)| . (5.15) 
F(Q,Z) is the covariant scattering amplitude. 
If the wave functions ^ are now taken to be column vectors 
of channel wave functions, Q as channel momenta and n as covariant 
angular momenta defined in each channel, S becomes a matrix in ' n 
channel space. From the additivity of the and the fact that it 
commutes with one can conclude that n, hence \ is conserved 
throughout the reaction, just as ̂  would be non-relativistically. 
The cross sections (5.10), (5.11) and (5.12) are clearly not the 
conventional differential and total cross sections, which are the 
effective two-dimensional areas presented to incoming particles per 
target particle. Zr̂  ̂ ^ and are effective three-dimensional 
areas that two approaching sets of particles mutually present for 
scattering and reaction mechanisms. The additional dimension is the 
relative time co-ordinate about which so little is known. To measure 
these quantities, and so observe the degeneracy in n, one requires the 
determination of reaction rates in a range of frames of reference moving 
with large uniform speeds relative to each other. The process of 
5.7 
observing a range of values of Y, while keeping Q fixed, involves the 
observation of reaction rates while moving at high speed relative to 
the experimental equipment, which is unfeasible. Alternatively, a 
colliding beam experiment, carried out over a range of values for the 
effective C.M. velocity of pulses of particles for each beam, is 
possible. In the experiment, the beam direction defines the direction 
of the initial momentum Q in 4-space, Hence, in analogy to non-
relativistic theory 
^ - T ? z = q*q/qq 
QQ 
where, by conservation of relative energy, Q = Q, but since the 
experiment is not performed solely in the C.M. frame, q^q. The reaction 
rates could be measured as a function of (Z,z,^) from which the above 
covariant cross sections can be found, once N is determined. To 
normalize the cross sections, one must generalize the conventional 
normalization (Blatt and Weisskopf (1952), Preston (1965), Roy and 
Nigam (1967)), to the quantity 
J = (current of particles through dV/Scalar flux particles 
through dV) 
2 
= , where P = |f| ; V = |q| /a , 
(5.16) 
SO that N = IJ =1. The definition is necessary because the current 
density of the free particle eigenfunction on the left of (5.3) is 
5.8 
^ Q^S'^(I-Z^) 
which is not constant over the 4-space, Following standard derivations 
(Schiff, 1949) the conservation equation 
+ 0-J = 0 (5,18) 
holds, and in the above example 
dZ 0 - J = 0 , 
indicating the absence of sources. Any value of N could be chosen 
simply by renormalizing the initial beam and modifying (5.16). A form 
more analogous to non-relativistic theory is N = (2%) and there is 
no step in the theory which prevents one from treating n as an 
azimuthal quantum number and extending it to negative values. Such 
considerations give 
2 
O S " " ^ ^SC 1 
SC dw dz d j 
2 (1- 7^) cos n w| 
n=-K> 
9 Q 
(iii) ^ = ^ S . (5.19) 
2 3 
The hard 4-space scattering cross section is then 471 ^ which 
5.9 
is the surface area of a 4-sphere of radius in analogy with non-
relativisitic theory, except that the 4-sphere is not referred to an 
Euclidean space. 
The covariant cross sections refer to measurements carried out in 
the relative 4-space and therefore are defined relative to a whole range 
of Lorentz frames as well as scattering angles, with covariant boundary 
conditions. The conventional measurements are made in a fixed Lorentz 
frame. The conversion of covariant quantum mechanical variables to those 
applicable in a particular Lorentz frame is not trivial. One does not 
merely let the velocity of light become infinite in the expression for the 
covariant quantity, since one obtains quantities with the wrong dimensions 
in doing so. Consider the following dimensional analysis: 
= L - 2 t̂ sc] = = L" 





It is shown in the next section that the way to refer the covariant 
quantities to a particular reference frame is to use the property that 
if and \1/ should form a Fourier pair and that in carrying out measurements 
in a particular frame, one is effectively averaging the wave function over 
oscillations in the relative time direction. Ordinary scattering theory 
then holds in the special frame. 
5. 2 Symmetry Conversion from the Covariant to Conventional Formalism 
The covariant wave functions so far used lead to convergent integrals 
for probabilities and reasonably simple expressions for covariant cross 
sections. However, the quantities 
p = 2 H T and J = 
5.9 (a) 
i 0 - i^D $ (5.20) 
derived from the wave equation (4.22) are densities relative to both 
ordinary space and the inaccessible relative time values. Therefore, 
the question arises as to how one converts these quantities to the 
conventional 3-space equivalents. The wave propagation in the 
relative time direction must be removed in such a way as to leave a 
relative energy eigenvalue in the 3-space Schrodinger equation equivalent 
to (1). This can be done by defining the Fourier transforms (Sneddon, 
1951) at a point in 3-space, 
(i) i (q, ? , R) = 
(ii) I (q,R) 
(iii) (q,R) 
2% 
ê -f ̂  (£,R) dT e(S^) 
1 e^? 
ec 
i (q,| ,R) d^e(Q^) 
i (q, iq^-Q^, R) (5.21) 
and taking the transform of (4.22), assuming (5.2l)(i) and (ii) exist. 
we get 
5.10 
<i> [- - ̂  -d; + — ^ 
r 
V 6 y . $ . dT = u 
J 
where 
(ii) = . ( 5 . 2 2 ) 
Using the hyperspherical co-ordinates, one finds 
R 




dt \[; • e i6Rt 
( 5 . 2 3 ) 




dt . 7 / ( r , 2 ) • f ( R , 2 ) • ( 5 . 2 4 ) 
- 1 
With a small variation in the relative time co-ordinate at a fixed 
point R, the interaction behaves as 
e = Ml 2 -Jm p=o P 
t=t - 1 
^.P y i^Rt (t - t) J • e dt 
( 5 . 2 5 ) 
If the interaction decreases with increasing R, and vanishes as R-^ ̂  , 
then provided 
¿>t L n V R-^ 
0 and (t / « 1 , ( 5 . 2 6 ) 
one will have for large R 
5.11 
V ^ ^ ( R , t ) iU e dt 
-0O 
2M, t/(R,o) . (5.27) 
The wave equation (4.22) then becomes the Schrodinger equation (Schiff, 
1949) 
2 
V \1/ + 2(1 (E -V)i|/ = 0 (5.28) 
for small values of q, where 
2 
£ = ^ E , Hî  = E ^ - ^ (c^+ljj)^ . 
Therefore, for large R, or slowly-varying potentials, the wave function 
i|; becomes the non-relativistic wave function applicable at low 
velocities, where q is small, and 6 is considered to be zero. This 
would be the case for any weak interaction, implying that particle 
velocities always remain small relative to the velocity of light. The 
invalidity of truncating the series (5.2 5) near the null cone where 
I 
|t/ ~ 1 indicates that measurements of relative time in this region 
affect the behaviour of the system violently and enhance the higher 
order terms in the relativistic interaction. 
In the absence of any interaction, one would expect the covariant 
wave function in (5.22), which represents free particles when 
to transform directly to a plane wave at any velocity of the C.M., or 











dT-e • ( c ^ T ^ ) - ( q .R .^T)^ ) \ ^ ^ ' 
-R 
iq.R 




where A = 4ad-b 
d = Q^+e^ = 
b = 26 q.R 
a = q V - C q . R ) ^ . 
The integrand simpli f ies to give 
^ = . - 1 sin / t^z - t^ \ 
where z = q-R/qR ; t^ = tanh Y ; ^̂  = tanh 6 
and using 
one obtains the value for the integral, giving 
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^ = (5.29) 
All of formal non-relativistic scattering theory is based upon 
the free particle plane wave function (5,29), Therefore, allowing for 
relativistic kinematic factors, the non-relativistic expressions for 
cross sections, S-matrix, partial wave expansions, and any formalism 
independent of the explicit interaction, including reaction matrix 
theory (Wigner and Eisenbud (1947), Preston (1965), Lane and Thomas 
(19 58)), potential theory (Regge, 1960), pole theory and direct 
reaction theory (Butler, 19 50) are valid to arbitrarily high energies. 
These theories become covariant within the relative time formalism, 
provided no measurement is involved to test Lorentz invariance. A 
test of Lorentz invariance is necessarily an experiment with hyper-
spherical symmetry, and the additional n invariance is produced. 
It is very instructive to show how the wave fronts propagating in 
4-space combine to give the plane wave (5.29) and in doing so remove 
the n-degeneracy. Using the eigenfunction expansion (4.59) into the 




dT e^^^ {i;(R).e(Ŝ ) 
3. OO 
.n dt- e X ^ 2 i h 1 2 ^ n / 9 / 2 " ^kUTIJT:. 
5 . U 
There exists a standard Fourier transform (Erdelyi et a l , ) 
^ i^Csin d)' 2 ^^ y P v-i-p 
% 




where C^ is the Gegenbauer function. I t is related to the spherical 
harmonics by (Erdelyi, 19 53) 
clM = 2 ^ 2 P(p+2V) r(v+h (z^'lf'^ (z) z p+v-i-
Substituting V = n + Y , cos 0 
cos (i = t^ f 
we obtain 
12% ^n. s _ . 
iqRt- t^ 1 \ J J 
dt^ e / l - V ) ^ ( t p , 
- 1 
which, when applied to (5.30) y ie lds 
= ^ 2 i ^ h 2 b . i — ^ 
2 n=0 n ^^ 
P. (z) 
5.15 
i 2 i< 
^=0 /qR 
P. (z) X E i 
^ n=0 ^ 
1 b fpJ'CtJ n ¿n iZ ^ 2_ 
Now b^^ = 
and therefore the second sum is such that 
t = ^ 2 
/=0 
^ 1 (qR? 
/qR 
. (2^+1) ^ (z) 
J 1 (qR) 
nr CfO f ^ 2 
/qR 
(5.32) 
since the usual addition theorem (4.54) gives the value ^ ( D = 1, 
for the sum over n. In this way the unitary relation removes the 
n-degeneracy, and all dependence upon t^. 
The standard 3-space plane wave expansion into eigenfunctions of 
(Schiff, 1949) 
iqRz 
J . 1 (qR) 
2 ^ P. (z) (5.33) 
and comparing with (5.32) one finds 
7\: e 
W = i-T 
iq.R 
2 q 
in agreement with the direct integration result (5.29). 
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5.3 Interactions in Scattering Processes 
Let us suppose a covariant radial interaction ^ ( S ) is present, 










J o ' n i ^ , ... (ii) 





dT e^^"^ G (QS) Pj^f^^ 
^ 'v V ̂  / 
••• (iii) 
(5.34) 
and G^(QS)/QS is the solution to the 4-space radial wave equation 
(4.23)(i). 
Equation (5,34) can be used to evaluate scattering between bosons 
using the conventional theory of the S-matrix for cases where one may 
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guess the form of The n-dependence is effectively removed in 
this case as well, since one cannot isolate single terms in (5,34) 
(i) except for S-waves. 
Bertram (1969) has proved that equation (5.31) holds for the 
associated Bessel function N^. This is a valuable result, as it 
allows the direct conversion of the covariant wave function for the 
scattering state to the 3-space equivalent. 
He finds 
1 1 
2 /TC a 
V 1 
d V ) ^ C j y ) N (a y r 7 ) X 
-1 v-j 
X e^'^ dy 
n 
r 




2 ' 2 
N .. (/a^+x^ ) 
v+n 
(5.35) 
Using this result as in the derivation of (5.33), one finds that 
r CO oo B (QS) . 
i€T ^ .n n cos n (cos Z) 
di e Zi 1 h 
n=0 " QS -oe> F-
(qR) 
= / I — ' 
(5.36) 
(1) ..(2) 
where B^, is any of the Bessel functions J^, N^, H^ or H^, . The V V 
5.18 
conversion process therefore works for any asymptotic wave function 
of the two-body type, outside the range of interactions, and at all 
velocities. 
The seemingly advantageous property that the four-dimensional 
spherical harmonics (4.42) form an orthonormal set over the entire 
space is not as useful a property as in the corresponding three-
dimensional case. If, for example, we carry out a termwise integration 
of the square of the addition theorem (4.59), we obtain 
dt. 







cos n cos Z 
a : 
4A; 
J ( F ^ T T 
— Lim Pcos n co 




With the kinematically deformed element (4.60), one obtains after 
integrating over w 
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X p/ctp p^^(t^) p^ctp [ 25 mm 6 » m-f-l,m-L ^ 1 m-l,m-i-l 
(5, 38) 
The candidate has been unable to verify this result by other means. 
To simplify further calculations, we resort to the device of using the 
equivalent two-dimensional representations. 
The ordinary representation of the delta function (Goertzel et al, 
1960) 
«I-i) • ( ¿ 1 
eX» r f 
_ 00 
e ^ - - d^Q 
(5. 39) 
does not hold here. Instead we use the equivalent eigenfunction (4.67) 
with the distorted element (4.60) to obtain 




2% ig* (s-s) 
dj 
0 
2 9 Q SS 12 
ssji-zVi-z^ 
(1-z/) 
-1, -1» 2 cos n cos ""Z cos n cos "̂Z 47C zj n 
f J (QS) J (QS) Q.dQ 




47t 5(S-S) 5(Z-Z) 
IT? (5. 40) 
where the rotation theorem 
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% 
dw cos n (w- - w) cos n (w- - w) = 7 — 6 1 cos n (w- w) J- i i n nn n 
(5.41) 
has been used. In these equations 
s = z, 2- cos w^ ; Z cos w ; = cos w 
and is a reference configurational 4-vector. 
Following standard derivations (Goertzel, 1960) the equation for 




+ » 3 * » -r S dS dw dfx 
t, _ » X K(s,s) $(S,2) ( 5 . 42) 
and G is the Green's function 
G(S,S) = 
— — 47\: 
»3 ' Q dQ 
^0 






2 g^ (S,S) h 47̂  n ^ 







^̂  I 
f J^(QS) J^(Qè) Qd^ 
0 ss î^'-q'J 
= R. 
H^^^(QS) J^(QS) 
, s < s 
= R, L 
J^(QS) 
t ss 
, s > s , ( 5. 44) 
Taking the Fourier transform of (5,42), and using (5.43) and (5.36), 
we find the 3-space wave function, (renormalized) of 




» e dS -
iq R-R 
^ ( S ) 
R-R 
X $(S,Q) . (5.45) 
From (5.45) one finds the conventional scattering amplitude as in 
Schiff (1949), of 
f(e) = - 4K 
f i t 0 » iq*R ^ , t 
dS e n/(S) $(S,Q) (5.46) 
where q = q^ - q , Qn the vector representing the initial beam 
momentum, and q is the final beam momentum in the direction (0, ÇÎ). 
Models for scattering and perturbation expansions can be found 
from ( 5. 46). 
5.21 (a) 
In order that equations (5.13) be converted by the Fourier transforms 
to their equivalents in a particular Lorentz frame, we must have for 
elastic scattering, 
• • f V 
i 2 h 
n=0 
Sn 
and therefore from (5.10), with the initial t^ equal to the final t^ 
2 SC 2 (i-s ) n s inW 
2 h (1-S^) f 2 (2^+1) ^ (l-t^) P^(z) 
4Q-
2 2 (1-S„) h l l ^ 
-A n=0 (t+n). 1=0 
^ (1-t^) 




(1- — ) ag(,(q,z) 
q 
where is the conventional differential scattering cross section. O LI 
A similar connection between the reaction cross section 2 and the r 
conventional cross section exists. 
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5,4 Bound States 
There are some specific points concerning the eigenvalues of the 
covariant angular momentum tensor which require some elucidation. The 
first is the question of its role in the energy eigenvalues for discrete 
levels in bound states. We shall illustrate five cases which make 
this role apparent. 
(a) The Coulomb and gravitational two-boson atom 
(b) The linear harmonic oscillator 
(c) Inverse Cube Law of Force 
(d) Square well for two bosons 
(e) The two fermion atom. 
(a) The Coulomb and Gravitational Two-Boson Atom 
The Hamiltonian for this problem is as in equation (4.8) and the 
corresponding wave equation can be written 
= il = (QrA^)^ (£2 
2M 2(1 
(5. 47) 
We assume as before that 
(i) A^ i G c S ' 
where G^ is an operator which is assumed to obey the eigenvalue equation 
(ii) = U c M ^ l i ^ ^ ^ (5. 48) 
and is an electromagnetic momentum operator. 
Similarly 
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(i) f = U^M ®2 f 
(ii) G c S (5.49) 
When these potentials are substituted into (5.47) one knows that they 
must yield 
zk + h^h'^i + Qi-Ai) - ^ 
^2 1 h 
2M 
e ^ i , , ef J, 
^ c S ^ 2 c S 
(5. 50) 
to order e at least. Dropping the suffix C,M. from the four-velocity 
U^^, the following commutation relations must be valid for the equality 
to hold. 
= 0 
= 0 = 0 
r ¿s ^2 ' G i ^2» S = 0 , 
and therefore 
= 0 , = 0 . 
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These conditions are really only necessary to simplify the 
problem as it appears in (5.50). We define two operators with constant 
eigenvalues 
hf = ^ l i 
such that 
^ G ^ - V . U G ^ = F^ 
^ G ^ + G^ - F 
giving the G operators as 
- 1 
M 
1 Q, L 
1 + m (v.u)2 
i 
M 1 + MM (V.u)2 
1 L Q 
- 1 
üii F 2 
- F, I-U 
Q, 
With this method equation (5.47) upon separating variables yields 
the radial wave equation 
d V . d if̂  /X(X+2) - f^ a^ \ 
dS 
^S 3 ^S 
2 S dS 
fs 
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+ + ( fs = 0 (5. 51) 
where E = 2fx 2M ii M 
' 2 2 W - M 
Putting p = 4E , pS 
we obtain the equation 
d^fg a d f s ^ 
de f df 
in which K = 2fj^ap ¡i 
X(7^2) I K 
^2 " 4 -c Ss = 0 
(5. 52) 
= f 
^ c yif 
A(l+2) = A^-l = X(X+2) - f^a^ = n^-1 - f^a^ . 
(5. 53) 
2 
Substituting fg = W into (5.52) we obtain 
W + W 
1 i 2 
0 . ( 5. 54) 
This Whittaker*s equation (Erdelyi et al, 1953). The solution which 
tends to zero as ^ tends to infinity is 
-P/2 
W_ » = e K,n 
K / , 1 T̂ , » 1 T̂  * 1 \ 
f 2^0 ̂  7 " ' 2 " ' " P ̂  
-r/2 
= e ^ ^ - K-Ki, 2A+I ; ̂  ) 
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where c;x) is the confluent hypergeometric function. It behaves 
asymptotically for large f such that 
^ "" oo r(n+4+m-K) / r 2 tri-1 
is ^ ^ C - 0 ^ 
r(Y-K+m-A) , 1 
X _ £ ^ +(K-n--)-m 
-r/2 fK-i ^^ constant'e z (5.56) 
Near the origin, no non-singular solution exists unless (j - K+n) is a 
negative integer. We have there 
" i 
r(2n) ,1 \i I K^nj fo z / J- » X — 5 5— ( , (-r-K+n) non-integer. 
r(T-K+n) 2 
(5.57) 
Two discernible cases therefore arise 
(a) N = -(y-K + n) = an integer. 
This solution becomes the same as in the single particle case, 
namely the Laguerre polynomials times factors. This is because 
= ^ $(-N, (5.58) 
and these functions are non-singular at the origin. There are two 
objections to these eigenfunctions. 
(i) From the relation 
X ^ 
K«(t) = /^e ^ (x)"" f(A + i 2A+I; x) (5.59) n z z 
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it can be seen that as a-^o , the solution with integer N cannot give 
the free particle eigenfunctions K^(^) at negative energies. This 
boundary condition suggests that N must instead be half-integer, 
(ii) For the energy levels one obtains 
0 1 f 
K = N + n - j = — 
/lE 
SO that 
. 2 2 ^ 2 2 f. a f, a 
-E = ^ ^ 1 (5 .60) 
and the principal quantum number p = N+n-j assumes half-
integer values. We cannot allow n to be half-integer for 
reasons stated in Section 4.2. 
(b) -(y-K + n) is half-integer. 
In this case the singularity at the origin does not allow one to 
normalize the solution over the physical volume element. Two-boson 
atoms cannot therefore admit point source potentials which yield the 
Bohr levels and are non-singular at the origin. If we assume the two 
bosons to be extended sources, it is possible to introduce a surface 
cutoff at very small values of S. Using Greene's theorem, we find 




Making use of (5.51) where 2 /e 's, we see that a cutoff at ^ ^ 




w w ri w w 
r oa 
(K^-K^) f (5.62) 
0 
This integral will vanish if 
Cn tt̂ /o'̂ n " \ 9 where B is independent of K 
i^O 
The higher terms in the expansion near the origin are found from the 
relation (5.55) and the equations (Erdelyi, 1953) 
(1) = i(a,c,.x) 
+ X 1-c r(c - i ) f (a-c+l,2-c;x) 
where 
(ii) J(a,c;x) = 1 + ¿X + £ii±ll 2L. + ^ ^ ^ ^ c(c+l) 21 ^ ••• (5.63) 
is the other confluent hypergeometric function, 
For small we obtain from (5.63) 
0 
(1-f-B^) (2-c) z n 




Right at the origin, we would have Cq ~ ® ~ However, S^ and 
B^ both have to be independent of K. This can only occur if 
(i) f = 2 y : ¥ s OO i 0 K 
which Is satisfied if the energy levels appropriate to the problem are 
5.29 
given by 
(ii) = II , f^ = L̂ . (5.65) 
The surface cutoff 
, (2n-l)(B i n z 
0 2a (B n 2 
(5.66) 
can be chosen as small as desired, provided the actual limit is never 
taken to the origin. The normalizations are found from the relation 
r CO 





^-2 S (2n"-3n + 2) (f^) 
The energy levels are 
2 2 
E = - ̂  = 
K 
a + 
4 a ^ 
(N-ki)̂  (n+N)^ n 
+ 
(5.68) 
where we have put f^ = \x. When one mass becomes very large, say m^, 
the levels become 
= ^ 
/ 1 - a 
2(N-Hn)̂  2(n+N)^ ^ 
4 ^ 
f. 4- 0(a ) (5.69) 
Two points of importance arise 
3 4 . (i) The term proportional to -g- a is missing. 
5. 30 
(ii) The quantum number n has replaced the in the normal 
case of one light boson in a central field, 
(b) Linear Harmonic Oscillator 
The force F = -E K x 
V V V 
(5.70) 
can be represented by the potential 
^ = 5 1 ^ \ (5.71) 
with a wave equation 
2|i 2 ^ V V , 
(5.72) 
which separates to give four equations, 
2 V V 
X V 
= K iv 
V ^ 
\i = % \f 
V 
(5.73) 
The K^ must transform as tensors. Putting 
¿ = a X V V V l̂K a V 2 ' a V |I V K V 
where ŵ . V 
K 
we obtain 
2 - = 0 V -̂ v (5.74) 
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The standard solutions are the Hermite polynomials such that 
1 2 2 
W = V e ' " ^ (5.75) 
= 2n+l , = n = 0,1,2,3... 
1 
There are therefore zero point energies corresponding to all modes of 
vibration along the four axes. The time-like vibrations have not been 
observed and it is not known how they would manifest themselves. These 
functions form an orthonormal set over the physical volume element, 
(c) Inverse Cube Law of Force 
The candidate regards it as most significant that when Goldstein 
(19 53) formulated the Bethe-Salpeter (1951) wave functions for two 
spinors interacting via the ladder exchange of neutral bosons, he 
obtained the radial wave equation from the quantum field theory of the 
form 
dR2 ^ y 
ig = 0 (5.76) 
in the case of equal masses. This is a special example of the radial 
wave equation (4.23)(i) for a hypercentral Inverse cube law of 4-force. 
Putting 1/"= -K/S^ in equation (4.23) we find 
, 3 d , „2 (A^+K)A _ . /c „ s 
, - 2 + S ^ + Q - I ^ / Î S - ° ^5.77) \ ab b / 
which is identical to Goldstein"s equation (5.76) provided R = QS, 
5.32 
2 2 
4 '7= A +K = n -1+K, In the non-relativistic limit, this force gives 
2 
the solutions appropriate to the 1/r potential, which is not a 
solution of Laplace's equation. It is therefore not surprising that 
he found great difficulty in obtaining bound states, as no such non-
relativistic bound states exist for r ranging from zero to infinity, 
(Morse and Feshbach, 1953). Goldstein's solutions 
1 (2) 
n = (1-4A)^ (5.78) 
are obviously those for the inverse cube law of 4-force in the relative 
time theory. No bound states exist here as well for 0 - S . 
(d) Square Well Potential 
With an interaction in equation (4.23) of 
1/= - v : 
-2/= 0 
Q a , Z^ = constant 
S >a (5.79) 
we have the covariant analogue of the square well potential. The 
solutions are 
J (aS) 
T A ^ u^ = A aS 
= B n 
ps 
where a = 
S < a 
S > 
3 = (5. 80) 







is the solution. These functions tend to zero as S tends to infinity. 
By choosing boundary conditions on each solution that 
is/is = -(n+1) (5.82) 
S=a 
one also ensures that the internal eigenfunctions form an orthonormal 
set in the interval S ̂  a. The energies of the bound states are 
obtained by noting that the boundary condition (5,82) is equivalent 
to the conditions 
f J j f ) + n Jjf) = fJ^.j^(f) = 0 (5.83) 
when C= ^^ = zeroes of Hence the energy levels are 
= a / -
(e) Two Fermion Atom 
(5.84) 
There are many possible models of the two-fermion atom, and the 
one derived here is chosen mainly for its relative simplicity. The 
main problem is in finding how to linearise equation (5.47). We choose 
the form 
¿ « 7 / + r^i-s $8 = ^ (5.85) 
where il/o is an eight-component spinor, four components appropriate to ~o 
one spinor, and four to the other. 
5.34 
E- Y /H 
F-Y M 
2 2 \ (W -M )l = Effective energy, 
m = s (w'-M^) = Effective mass, 
2. " 2.2 ~ Relative 4-momentum , 
Y = 
y i+iv^/c^ 
Effective relativistic mass factor for 
bound states , 
= 1 + 
2 2 
2Mii 
The Hamiltonian for the relative motion is 
= - fj Yg Qj - C 2 K + (5.86) 
in which 
(5.87) 
Y = ^^ H S — T T ^ 9 
where we have (CorinaIdesi and Strocchi, 1963) 
Y Y + Y Y = 2 6 V V V V (IV 
5.35 
and the Y °s are the usual Dirac matrices. From (5 .88) one can show M-
Q" - ^ 5 - 2 + i i X" ^ < , . 8 , , 
s ^ 
and using 
Qs = ¡ ( 1 ' 2 - j l ) = + (5.90) 
one can readi ly prove that the fol lowing re lat ions hold 
= = = 1 = 12 
(̂ 2 Yg + f 2 Yg T i = 0 
KTg - YgK = 0 = , 
KCl - f K = 0 
= 0 
f s i i . K ^ = 0 (5 .91) 
The analogue to the to ta l angular momentum is 
J = A + O . - Spin tensor = -r a,,,, HV |iv 2 |J,V ' ^ 2 nv 
1 , 1a ,,HV , 1 „ nv , 1 ^ 
where J = 7 ^ J^ = J \v + 2 + 8 V ^ ' 
5.36 
^ 4 (5.92) 
and we choose Tg = Yĵ  . Putting 




one obtains the following set of d i f f erent ia l equations 
3 
Q 
- f F2 + = 
2 / ^2 
0 
2 i S Q 
3/2 S ^ 
K - f F^ + = 0 
2 / i S^ Q 
B 3/2 ^ S 
+ f Ĝ  + = 0 
2 1 i S Q 
S V 
+ 1G^ + ((? = 0 
and with the aid of (5 .90) , while assuming that as in non-relat ivist ic 
theory, K is an integer, the equations 
Ĝ  = F̂  , = 
dF 2 K ^ - TT F̂  = 0 dS S 2 
(5.94) 
5.37 
are obtained. These are identical to Dirac's (19 58) radial equations, 
and he has shown that they have solutions for bound states provided 
- - . V s 
2 
2 
1 + - ^ 
(p+ri)̂ . 
2 2 2 I p = + ( K - a ) , n = an integer . (5.9 5) 
When one mass becomes very large, it can be seen from equations (5.85) 
that 
— ^ Eĵ  , m^ as m^ —> ̂  , 
and we are left with Dirac's formula for the fine structure of the 
hydrogen atom. The relative time theory therefore works very well in 
this case. 
The same result is obtained for the boson-fermion atom where 
^ is a four component spinor, provided there are no spin terms present 
in the interaction. 
6 .1 
CHAPTER VI THE REACTION MATRIX AND THE EQUIPHASE PRINCIPLE 
6,1 Interactions and Partial Waves 
Many of the current theories of mesons and nucleón structure are 
formulated in a non-relativistic way. It has been shown that this can 
be justified if one defines how to transform a fully covariant quantum 
mechanics into an equivalent form which is applicable in a particular 
Lorentz frame. Since ordinary scattering theory has been shown to 
hold in this limit, the thesis is naturally divided into two parts. 
For reasons of logical priority, the relativistic formalism was placed 
first. Now let us consider how we might determine interactions that 
are applicable in a particular Lorentz frame. 
Before considering strong interactions let us review the conclusions 
obtained about the weaker interactions. It has been noted in Chapters 
III, IV and V that the direct application of field equation potentials 
to the interaction between point masses in special relativity leads to 
the inverse cube law of force in the classical limit. This result is 
true for 
(1) The scalar zero mass boson field 
(2) The electromagnetic field 
(3) The gravitational field 
6.1 (a) 
It is presumably also true of the neutrino field although this 
case has not been investigated. The simple modification 
2 2 , a = coupling constant (6.1) 
S 
removes the difficulty in all cases and gives results so close to 
experiment that the candidate has not been able to find a deviation 
that is measurable. For example the relativisitic potentials that 
are solutions to the modified D'Alembert's equation 
( n^ f + = 0 (6.2) 
S 
have the usual solutions to the homogeneous part 0 , but admit a H 
covariant particular integral 
I = Ih + i 
6.2 
The solutions for the particular integral when could be ruled out 
on physical grounds. This particular integral we interpret as being 
necessary because the fields are being referred to a rapidly moving 
tetrad of four-vectors. This point is worthy of further investigation 
as the implications of such particular integrals in quantum electro-
dynamics are not known. It does suggest that zero mass particles are 
deflected by the sources of their fields, which is really well known 
but has not been described except by perturbation theory. 
In the case of strong interactions, very little is known about 
the relevant potentials. However, resonances are a well known 
phenomenon in these reactions, and our finding that reaction matrix 
theory is valid in the relativistic region because it is interaction 
independent provides a sufficient reason for trying to apply it to 
these processes. 
One of the most important problems that confront workers in the 
theory of multiparticle collisions for both low and high energy 
physics is to understand the role that the law of conservation of 
angular momentum plays in determining the analytic structure of 
scattering and production amplitudes. Some schools of thought 
maintain that because of the moderate success of the purely 
statistical theory, and the philosophy of strong interactions put 
forward by Chew (1962), only kinematical constraints are a significant 
factor in determining the behaviour of production amplitudes. 
However, the discovery of many isobars, and the successes of the 
isobar theory (Lindenbaum et al, 19 58) over the statistical theory 
would indicate that resonance reactions are the dominating 
6.3 
characteristic of strong interactions. As with the Regge (19 59) pole 
theory, it would seem reasonable to expect that the inclusion of 
the conservation laws applying to rotational motion would give a better 
means of analysing experiments. It would be especially provident if 
the general structure of an inelastic scattering theory could be 
ascertained since this would remove the necessity of delving into the 
difficult problem of representing many-body interactions. It may one 
day be possible to do this within a general multiparticle partial wave 
formalism. 
In this section, the various constraint conditions on reactions 
are taken into account, and after reviewing past efforts at finding 
angular momentum representations, a formal structure for the partial 
wave amplitudes is put forward. 
The kinematical constraints are well known, and reported in texts 
such as Bethe et al (19 55). Let us consider the constraints imposed by 
conservation of linear energy-momentum upon a multiparticle 
production process. The dynamical variables defined refer to the 
overall barycentric system and the masses are taken to be arbitrary 
within the limitations imposed by the process being a physical one. 
Let the direction of the ith particle in the initial state define the 
z direction of one polar co-ordinate system, and the direction of the 
jth particle in the final state define the z direction of a second 
similar set of co-ordinates. Altogether, there are 4N components of 
four-momentum for a total of N particles. In the barycentric system 
N. N^ 
3 p. = 0 , 2 p = 0 , N + N = N i j -J 1 ^ 
(6.3) 
6.4 
where N^ and N^ are the numbers of particles in the initial and final 
state respectively. The conditions (6.3) remove six degrees of 
freedom. The constraints imposed by the mass conditions 
2 2 2 1 1 1 E - p = M ; E ̂  - p/ = M ; (6.4) J- i. J ^J J 
removes a further N degrees of freedom. The equation expressing 
conservation of energy 
Ni % 
2 E = E E. = W (6.5) 
i=l ^ j=l J 
removes one degree of freedom, while the z axis and two azimuthal 
angles can be chosen to remove the dependence of a transition 
amplitude upon three more angular variables. This leaves a total of 
(3N-10) degrees of freedom. 
The first example of a valid angular momentum representation 
applicable to the case (2 particles 3 particles) was put forward by 
Delves (19 58) in the case of non-relativistic processes. Later, Smith 
(1960) constructed a hierarchy of multipartide barycentric angular 
momentum operators also in a non-relativistic scheme. However, when 
one tries to generalize this scheme, the construction of Lorentz-
invariant amplitudes runs into unresolved difficulties, (Cook, 1967). 
To conserve angular momentum and to ensure that the eigenstates 
of angular momentum are well defined and observable, they must be 
projected from an amplitude in such a way as to make the partial waves 
relativistically orthogonal and normalizable. One must take account 





= % (d T..Ö(P. - m. ) e(P. ) X 
j ~J "J J J 
N. N. (6.6) 
/ ^ J \ 
K I 2 P. - 2 P. 
^ i=l ^ j = r j 
which arises when considering distributions over the final state, 
where P^ is the 4-momenta of the ith particle. N^+4 degrees of 
freedom are removed by using the conservation rules, leaving a 
Jacobian J^ such that 
The ^ ^ are the remaining variables and J^ is the phase space factor, 
is invariant under homogeneous Lorentz transformations. 
Using the eigenfunctions (4.42) relative to one particular 
particle direction, we can construct an amplitude A^^ such that 
odQ = % d S . . 6 ( P ? - m.^) e(P.^) X 
a I fi» J -J -J J ^ J 
(6.7) 
X 'ö P. - S P. 1 
I i j 'J J 
and represent each by the pseudospherical components (P^, , Ĉ j)-
Integration over one P^ removes the conservation of energy momentum 
condition. Integration over the remaining Pj removes the mass shell 
conditions, except for one. The angles are then transformed to be 
relative to the last member f of the set. There are left the three 
6.6 
components of P^ itself to refer the whole system to the initial 
state. There are therefore 3N^-6 relative angles to P^ and two 
angles defining f relative to i. The relative angles we call 
'internal* degrees of freedom, and the two angles and which 
ti f 1 
do not occur in the Jacobian are the reference angles. The most 
general possible form for a partial wave expansion is 
_ J. 
f̂î VV̂ ^ = f̂) ' I I I C(n. n, L. LJ 
n.,n^ 
J J J J 
where p = 1, ... N , f = N^-1 , i = N^-1 , J., J^ are the 
appropriate Jacobians for N^, N^ particles respectively, the C's are 
constants. This ensures that the eigenfunctions form an orthonormal 
set over the physical region of integration. We have 
p' p' p 
\ N ^ 
2 S E 
n £ m 
P P P 
a(W,n , / ,m ) P P P (6.9) 
dO^^ = initial state element, Q^^ = final state element. 
This property will ensure that angular momentum is always conserved 
between vertices in an interaction that involves real intermediate 
states. It is far from being a unique representation, but has simple 
6.7 
properties that could be investigated further. 
We can separate initial and final states by writing 
(2%)^ Z (2L+1) 
L 
L 
o^P, (W ) ̂  (L,M;n (6.10) m 1 1 1 1 
where (L,M) are the total angular momentum and z-component respectively, 
and (n^, are the sets of internal quantum numbers. By internal 
we mean quantum numbers associated with variables which change the 
shape of the momentum vector diagram. The angles Q^ are relative to 
particle N^ travelling along the z axis, Q^ are relative to particle 
N^ travelling along the z axis, and the W^^ are the Euler angles 
t f required to rotate the (x,y,z) axes until aligned with the (x,y,z) 
axis. The o^^ are the rotation group operators associated with this 
m 
rotation, as defined by Edmunds (19 57) and 
= the ĉ oupled set of the ^ w h i c h have well defined (LM) 
with weight (J^) 2 , 
ij;̂  = the similarly coupled set for the initial state with well 
defined (L,M). From equation (4.82) we see that the factors in the 
containing polar and azimuthal angles can be coupled with the 
ordinary Wigner coefficients. 
6.2 The Equiphase Condition 
Referring to standard texts, such as Blatt and Weisskopf (19 52), 
one can find that the unitary condition on the matrix may be written 
6.8 
= 1 (6.11) 
where the + denotes the Hermitian adjoint. From (6.10) one gets 
o 
2* v-̂j-» — — 2 1 fi fi N d O ^ A - ^ Y (6.12) 
where A^^ = -̂ f T is the transition amplitude between states 
of i and f particles respectively, 
T = (+1 - S) , (6.13) 
(or sometimes T = ~ (^ " 9 
is the transition matrix, and dQ^ the volume element of all degrees of 
freedom in intermediate states of N particles. 
The theorem of reciprocity states 
T^. = T . . (6.14) fi -i-f 
Only cases where the interacting particles have no spin are treated, 
and then A^^ is a scalar complex number. 
The standard theory of the reaction matrix is valid, as shown in 
section (5.3), provided we do not specify the interaction. We therefore 
write for each partial wave 
i i 
-I ' 2 ^ eric 
(i) s^, = 
(ii) = T 
(iii) = ^L 
6.9 
where ^ is the S matrix for the Lth partial wave, is the ^ ""IL 
'reduced ^^ matrix®, ^ is the matrix of hard sphere phase shifts and 
is both diagonal and unitary, P^ is the penetration factor matrix, 
the level shift matrix, as defined by Preston (196 5). We assume 
finite range forces, so that P^, and ̂  can be evaluated from the 
free particle wave functions (5«35) as per Preston« S. is also "•J. j_i 
unitary which can easily be shown from (6.14), (6,10) and the condition 
^ ^ = I . 
Let us regard as a kind of free particle matrix, and 
^^^ as an ̂ ^ matrix appropriate to transitions beginning and ending 
in the region where the forces act. We define a 'reduced transition 
ma tr ix' 
ilL = 
The A^^ are then expanded into the form (6.8), which can be clarified 
by separating initial and final states to give as in equation (6.10) 
(6.17) 
We have dropped the (n^^^^^m^) indices for convenience. The integrated 








The phase space factors incorporated into the and dO^ will cancel 
and using the orthogonality condition 
as well as the addition theorem for the rotation group operators 
(Edmunds, 19 57) 
S o^ , „ (W ) ^ „ (W.. ) = ^ 




LMM MM fi 
X \|/(LM;Q̂ ) (6.21) 
Now we select co-ordinates in initial and final states such that the 
z axis lies in a plane perpendicular to L in each case. This gives 
M = M = 0. The rotation group operators obey the property (Rose, 19 57) 
. 2 
8% dW „ (W) ^ , (W) = 6(M^,M2) 
(6.22) 
t 
which can be used to project out the M = M = 0 states on each side of 
(6.12) to give 
6 . 1 1 
(i) ^ (a^.(L,W) - a^.(L,W)) = 2 
(ii) S_ H S-.(L,W) = 5(f,i) - 2i a_.(L,W) , (5(f,i) = Kronecher 
^ ^^ ^^ delta ) 
(iii) S^S^ = I (6.23) 
Therefore the unitary nature of the partial wave representation of the 
S matrix is preserved in many-par tide collisions. The equations 
(6.15) normally applied to two-body channels are also applicable 
provided we use the appropriate N-particle free wave functions in the 
elements of P^, 
The reduced amplitudes are defined from (6.16) as the elements of 
-̂ f T^^ i^ , which we call T^ = _a and which obey 
^̂  il = llii f^Ji 
Let us assume a compound state mechanism in the region bounded by 
a sphere with radius equal to the channel radius. We postulate that in 
this region, the intermediate states have lost all correlation with the 
initial and final configuration and in order that such a state should 
show no such correlations, all channels must undergo the same phase 
change from the time of its formation to the time of its decay. We 
choose in each partial wave 
y ^^fi 
fi ^ fi 
and assume «S» = = for all (f,N, i) . 
6.11 (a) 
This assumption was investigated fully by Cook and Bertram (1971) 
and follows from the compound nucleus hypothesis. 
6.12 
The validity of the equiphase hypothesis depends of course upon 
the details of the dynamics of the intermediate processes. It is 
rigorously correct in the Breit-Wigner (1936) single level 
approximation, where the branching ratios become the partial widths of 
the resonant .states. If one assumes resonant amplitudes are additive 
(Feshbach, Porter and Weisskopf, 19 54) and that all phase shifts can 
be explained as the contribution from distant levels, it is approximately 
true if the partial widths for particular processes are roughly equal. 
Using a multilevel formalism, such as that of Reich and Moore (1958) 
it is apparently approximately true if level separations are much 
greater than their widths. The exact principle has also been applied 
to the photoproduction of pions in relation to scattering (Bethe and 
de Hoffman, 19 55). There exists no proof of the hypothesis under the 
conditions over which it should hold, although Hamilton (19 59) relates 
a proof of its validity near thresholds. 
A less stringent condition, but still a severe restriction is 
the "null T^" hypothesis, whereby we assume that every 2 x 2 minor of 
the determinant of T is zero. Should be regarded as an N x N 
matrix, where up to N initial, final or intermediate particles are 
kinematically possible, then in the equiphase assumption 
f • P = s in 5 . 
Since f is a real symmetric matrix, it follows that 
P^ = (sin f . 
6.12 (a) 
The 'null T^' hypothesis usually leads to the same expressions 
for cross sections as the equiphase assumption, but is less restrictive 
in principle. i.e. equiphase hypothesis ^ null T^ hypothesis, but 
the converse is not true. 
6.13 
When the determinant of both sides is taken, one finds det f equals 
p 
either zero, or (sin 5) . The second result corresponds to the 
trivial solution 
P = sin 6 I 
but for the first solution, is a singular matrix. Its characteristic 
equation 
det) e - A i I = 0 
has n-1 zero roots with one root equal to sin 6. Therefore P is of unit 
rank and all principal minors of order greater than unity vanish. It 
follows from the expansion of the characteristic equation and the 
Cayley-Hamilton theorem (Mirsky, 19 55) that 
P P-1 (-sin 6) + (-sin 6) trace P = 0 
so that 
traced = sin 6 , trace T = sin 5 e^^ , det T = 0 
Thus f and T possess no inverse. The matrix 
S^ = I + 2iT^ 
obeys det Ŝ^ = e^^^ , det S^ det S^ = 1 , l̂"̂  " ¿l"^ 
P has the curious property 
(trace P)^ = trace (f)^. 
Since all 2 X 2 minors of vanish, we have 
P . = C C (6.26) 
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We define branching ratios B^. by 
Tfi ^fi 
r 
r = 2 r . . . ' 11 
1 
and equation (6.26) relates all off-diagonal elements to diagonal ones 
by the relation 
J. 
r ^ , = ^ ^ G f n/ 
The matrix B satisfies 
2 
B = B , trace B = 1 , det B = 0 . 
The scattering amplitude is usually represented in terms of a complex 
phase shift (a + ip) such that in each eigenstate of L 
a^^CLjW) = sin(a + ip) exp i(a + ip) . (6.28) 
By equating (6.28) to the polar form, one finds 
(i 
(ii) 5 = tan"^ (1 - e cosh 2 a)/e ^ sin 2 a~J 
(6.29) 
The inverse transformations are 
(i) CO = Y tan"^ ^^^^^ " ^ ^ 2 ^ ^ 
(ii) p = i^l^i + 4r22 (C22 " 
(6.30) 
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The total cross section for a particular reaction Is defined as 
d^f (AfJ (6.31) 
which is evaluated by substituting (6.17) into (6.31) and employing 
(6.19) to obtain 
2 2 
= 47C S (2L+1) f , 
L 
= 47t S (2L+1) sin^ 6 \1;.(L0;Q.) 
L p ^ ^ ^ 
(6.32) 
after applying the equiphase hypothesis. This is the same result as 
one obtains from Bohr*s (1936) compound nucleus hypothesis, provided 
we neglect the external components in (6.15) by putting 
^ = i • 
Bohr actually put forward (6.32) in the case i = 2, as the statement 
of his hypothesis. For a two-particle initial state 
u 
2 
where q is the C.M. momentum. The equiphase hypothesis is therefore 
formally the same as Bohr®s compound nucleus hypothesis. It can be 
used in the form of the equiphase hypothesis to test the validity of 
the Bohr model in strong interactions. 
The actual multiparticle total cross section is defined as 
a^.(W) = |dQ. 
6 . 1 6 
S (2L+1) f f . (W) (6 .34) 
L 
6 .3 Uniqueness of The Reaction Matrix 
Multilevel resonance parameter analysis is used extensively in 
neutron physics in order to calculate data for cross sections (Stehn 
et al. 1964) and for use in reactor physics computer programmes. The 
standard formula (Preston, 196 5) connecting the matrix to the 
differential elastic scattering cross section a^^iWjQ^jG) is 
2 
= " T 2 (2L+1) ( l - S22(L,W)] P^(COS 0 
4q L 
(6 .35) 
for bosons, with total scattering cross section 
a ^ ^ W = - 7 2 (2L+1) |l - S22(L,W)1 (6 .36) 
q L 
Dropping the L suffix, in each partial wave, the absorption 
coefficient is 
^ = . (6 .37) 
The null T^ hypothesis leads to the condition from (6 .15) of 
thus det Tĵ  = 0 means , 
( i ) det 2 = 0 
( i i ) det R = 0 . (6 .39) 
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I f we introduce boundary condit ion matrices B (Lane and Thomas, 
19 58) discussed by Preston then equations (6 .15) become modified to 
R = 2 ( s 2 + P) - 1 
R = R(1 - BR)"^ (6.40) 
The condit ion det R = 0 leads to the equations consistent with the 
equiphase pr inc ip le 
1 + i (2 Q22 - trace £ ) 
( i ) 
1 - i trace Q 
( i i ) a = 1 . -1 Y tan 
2 Q 
22 
1 -Q22^+ (trace £ - Q^^^ 
( i i i ) 7 = 
1 + (2 Q22 - trace £)' 
1 + ( trace £ ) 
( i v ) a = a - Ci 
(v) Ci = 1 , 7 ^^ 
- i f ' m ^22 
2 -t 
L Rg 2 J 
2 " ¿ ' ¿ / ( ^ " trace R-^) 
( v i i ) R = R / ( l - trace (BR)) , (6 .41) 
which great ly s impl i f i es the inversion d i f f i c u l t y usually found in 
evaluating the matrix ( l - i^ ) ^ • Because every 2 x 2 minor vanishes 
in the equiphase hypothesis 
6 . 1 8 
S^ = S = I + 2i (l - ) 2. 
Us 
= I + 2i (l + (±2) + + . 
2 ing 2 = (trace Q) ̂  , we get 
S = I + 2i + (i trace £) + (i trace + ••• ) 2 
= I + 1 - i trLe 2 S • 
This procedure applies to all such inversions, provided the equiphase 
hypothesis holds. In the two channel, null T^ case, the above also 
holds. However, the null T^ hypothesis does not lead to the equiphase 
principle, unless all 2 x 2 minors of T^ vanish. 
Let us consider the analysis of experimental cross sections to 
calculate the reaction matrix in a multilevel scheme. We shall begin 
by assuming no restrictions upon the phases of the elements S^j except 
unitarity. Suppose there is available for such an analysis, the 
differential cross section for elastic scattering and the total reaction 
cross sections. This means that we know only the phases of the S^^ 
t t t and not of any other Oî ly the quantities | S^^ known. We 
can therefore define a transformation 
S = D S D , D* = D"^ (6.43) 
such that 
D.. = e Ö.. , Ci- = 0 (6.44) ij ij ' 1 
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which leaves symmetric and unitary. It also leaves a22(L,W;Q^) and 
unchanged, or in conventional notation : 
( \ 
^ dQ * 1 unchanged . 
total I 
This means that if one uses equations (6.43), (6.40) and (6.15) 
together, one obtains 
= R R = - (i + i^) R 
= (1 - i^)"^ (1 + i£) 
giving 
2 = i (s^ (S - 1) 
Y (1 + D(1 - (1 + i2)D)"^ X 
K (D(J. - i^)'^ (1 + i2)D - 1) (6.45) 
as the transformation connecting two £ matrices, which are distinct. 
We can define two separate reaction matrices 
t 
R = E = 
(6.46) 
which are both real and symmetric. The phases are arbitrary since 
they actually represent unmeasured phase shifts in channels other than 
scattering channels. It follows that in a process involving N channels, 
there are N-1 arbitrary parameters if one knows only the differential 
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elastic and total non-elastic cross sections. The R matrix is, in fact, 
indeterminate. This property leads to some puzzling questions about 
the uniqueness of multilevel resonance parameters obtained from the 
fitting of neutron cross section data. Equations (6.45) and (6.46) 
can be used to transform one set of fitted parameters to another 
distinct and seemingly arbitrary set which nevertheless reproduces the 
experimental cross section identically. 
The equiphase hypothesis provides a theoretical means of removing 
the ambiguity and actually computing the components of the R matrix 
from scattering phase shifts, and reaction cross sections. Even the 
total cross sections will suffice to determine a and . For example, 
if we parametrize as 
A 
T 2ia 
/I 2.2 (1-77 ) e ^ 2i((2i-a) 
(6.47) 
the equiphase condition gives = 6, and to exhibit the two conventions 
in sign 
+ (S^ - I) = 2i T̂  2i 
and det S^ 
X + ^ 
- A = + 
2iCi = e 2iò 
+ l-7e 2ia (6.48) 
- ^ - 2 ia 
1- 7 e 
from which the phase shift 6 for production can be derived. 
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6. 4 Meson Processes 
In section (6.3) it was illustrated that one could in the equiphase 
hypothesis calculate the elements of the reaction matrix explicitly. 
The question now arises as to how one should parametrize the reaction 
matrix when dealing with high energy meson processes. The reaction 
matrix theory of nuclear interactions has proved highly satisfactory 
in describing features of nucleon-nuclear collisions, despite the great 
complexity of the intermediate compound nucleus states. Even though 
the Wigner and Eisenbud (1947) theory does not predict the energy 
eigenvalues at which resonances occur, it does display specifically how 
the cross sections should be parametrized, lends physical meaning to 
the parameters, and has the capacity of predicting level energies and 
widths where the interaction is known. 
A similar if not wholly analogous situation exists today with 
meson-nucleon interactions. There exists no many-body theory of the 
complex forces involved, and owing to the large magnitude of the pion-
nucleon coupling constant (Bethe and de Hoffman, 19 55) the perturbation 
theory developed by Feynman (1949) failed to give useful answers. On 
the other hand, dispersion relations, recently reviewed in this connection 
by Hamilton (1967) have made great progress towards an understanding of the 
intermediate processes, using the representation for the two-body channels 
derived by Mandelstam (1958), but all of this theory seems to lack one 
essential feature; it does not predict exactly how the contributions 
from the various myriad of states should be parametrized. Donnachie 
and Hamilton (1964) came closest to a derivation from first principles 
with variational calculations, achieving considerable success 
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using Layson's (1961) form for the P33 phase shift, unitarity, and 
dispersion relations. They obtained mutually consistent sets of phase 
shifts. However, Layson's resonance formula is an empirical adaptation 
of the Breit-Wigner (1936) single level formula with variables chosen 
for convenience rather than on the basis of a physical theory. 
Let us consider how reaction matrix theory might be made compatible 
with current theories of high energy processes. Presumably, if the 
perturbation series with all conceivable intermediate states could be 
summed, one would then have a wave equation, such as the Bethe and 
Salpeter (19 51) equation, which has appropriate covariant interaction 
terms derived from field theory and whose solutions possess eigenvalues 
in energy, under special boundary conditions, corresponding to resonant 
states. However, until this thesis, a physical interpretation of the 
Bethe-Salpeter wave functions has not been given, and cases other than 
the scalar boson exchange have not been solved. 
The only successful model based upon quantum theory to date is the 
static theory of Chew and Low (19 56), which fits the P33 low energy 
behaviour quite adequately but fails to predict the other phase shifts 
correctly. Jackson's (19 58) presentation of this theory exhibits a 
close connection with conventional quantum mechanics, and we shall 
assume that a meaningful wave equation exists for the problem in its 
entirety, although Jackson takes the pion to be a conventional quantum 
mechanical particle and treats the nucleón as a quantized field. 
It is supposed that the wave function of the compound pion-nucleon 
system satisfies an equation of the Bethe-Salpeter type, and that the 
basic amplitude for the two-body state has the character of a spinor 
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with the following properties. 
(i) In the region of interaction the amplitude satisfies the 
two equations 
(I'll + m^) Í = V^ 
(D^- m^^) f = V^ (6.49) 
where V^ and V^ are source terms describing the quantized field effects, 
the Y°s are conventional Dirac matrices, P̂ ^ is the 4-momentum of the 
nucleón, m^ its mass, m^ is the mass of the pion, and each equation 
becomes the free particle equation under the conditions 
r- - r^ V^ 0 , V2 0 ^ 
where t^ ) are the nucleón and j p i o n co-ordinates 
respectively. 
(ii) It is assumed that the covariant Hamiltonian is constructed 
such that the C.M. motion factors giving 
f(j£l9 I2 ) = • 
a property found by Wick (19 54) and Cutkosky (19 54), where R^ and R^ 
are the C.M. co-ordinates (2.1). 
(iii) In the C.M. system, the Fourier transform of the wave function 
can be taken with respect to relative time, as in equation (5.21) such 




(V + q^) = f (6.51) 
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where f(R,q) is the Fourier transform with respect to T of a pion 
source term. 
(iv) Should many multiparticle channels be involved, we assume -il/ —R 
obeys a coupled equation 
P, 
= V (6.52) 
such that a Fourier transform with respect to relative time yields 
2 2 
^ c c 
^ e (6.53) 
being the reduced mass in channel c. c 
(v) The wave functions X^ representing the eigenfunctions in the 
region of interaction obey 
f ^ V o 
C ^C 
+ V \ X. X 
2 2 





i = , f M. • 2 /̂ ĉ) = c 
= q^/7. 
c 
for each state X^ for which there is an eigenvalue X. 
(vi) If the superposition principle is to hold everjrwhere we must 
have 
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(i) = X^(R,q) 
(ii) f (R,q) = E Y q ) . 
A 
(6.55) 
Now the appropriate boundary conditions involve the value of the 
logarithmic derivatives of the radial wave functions in each channel c 
(Preston, 1962) and say, for example, a two-body partition a, which is 
defined at each channel radius a as 
c 
(a ) = 
^Ac c Ic \ ^̂  (6.56) 
where 
= R i ^ U (w) if , 
^ (w) is the conventional spherical harmonic, the integral is taken 
of the surface defined by a 3-space of radius a , and is a constant 
C CGlD [J. 
depending upon the partition, particle spin S and channel spin {i. The 
evaluation of is as in Preston. 
Proceeding with Green's theorem in the standard way, it follows 
that 
= 2 A. 
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= (6.57) 
the integral being taken over the volume of the region of interaction 
of the finite range forces. Usually one will find that X^ and 
are real functions, so G^^ is an antis3niimetric real matrix. More 
generally 
The components of G are related to transition matrix elements for 
processes involving field sources. Notice that for purely lamellar 
interactions of the form 
= V(R) X^ (6.59) 
where V is a scalar potential function, equations (6.57) lead to a null 
G matrix, showing the absence of the field source stimulated transition, 
Once again applying Green's theorem in equations (6.57), after 
integrating by parts 
^ K c Ì r c - V ^ t Ì = 
c ^ ' 1 c M' 
(6.60) 
where the are the radial wave functions in channel c with eigenvalues 
q^ and the primes denote differentiation with respect to R, being 
the appropriate channel wave function. 
By using the boundary condition matrices B , one can solve (6.60) o 
to obtain 
I ^ 
A = 2 (C. )" 2 ^^ - — ) — ^ 
U ^ Au ^ A c ^Rc a ^Ac ^Rc a |i 
A c c c c 
(6.61) 
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where a = B l̂i-x and G^ c ^Ac c ^Ac A(-l 
The inverse of C^^ becomes diagonal in the case of Lamellar forces. 
The reaction matrix is defined as the relationship between the 
wave functions and their derivatives at the channel radii a^, according 
to ^ ^ 
"2 T = 2 R » (M<taf) (aiij/i - Bii|;«) c c ^c c ^ cc c c c^c ^ ^ at 
c 
(6.62) 
The suffix R has been omitted for convenience. The wave function in 
channel c is obtained from (6.61) and (6.55) as 
c c 2 1 ut(a») I , ̂ c c c ̂  
Bt 
ai ^c c I ^Ac c c ^ C /\ J-L 
X (C. ) All' -1 (6.63) 
Comparing the above wave function with the definition (6.62) we find 
R » = S 2 I (C. cc ^ ^ ^Xc ^Mc Am- (6.64) 
where 
r Ac = % 
\ 2 
, (-L a ^ ̂c c . 
ik (a ) ^Ac c 
is the reduced width of the resonance state. Equation (6.64) is that 
for the reaction matrix in the presence of source terms. 
This equation can be reduced to a conventional form as follows. 
Although it is probable that the off-diagonal elements of C may be 
impossible to isolate, for a large number of eigenvalues, we can write 
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= ^ <^10 + ^ic + ... ) (6.65) 
where the are the appropriate cofactors of each element of G, and 
D(E) = det C (6.66) 
g 
The resonances occur when D(E) vanishes, so let E^ be the r roots of 
D(E) = 0. By the well known theorem of partial fractions (Gradshtejm 
and Ryzhik, 1965) we can write 
1 N.. A.. B.. 





" ' kip ' 
6(E) = M|) 
Thus 
R t = S Y. Y . I . T ^ (6.67) 
^^ ij D(E^) ¿^-E 
is a form exhibiting the poles and residues of R »• It only remains 
c c 
to redefine the partial widths as 
N. .(E. ) 
Y. Y.t = 2 Y. Y.. ^ (6.68) 
Ac Ac .. ic jc 
to yield the conventional form for R t of 
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R ' cc (6.69) 
first given by Wigner and Eisenbud (1947). 
This result shows that we can admit a wider class of wave equations 
than the Schrodinger equation with lamellar potentials, without changing 
the structure of reaction matrix theory. However, the poles of the R-
matrix no longer correspond to the eigenvalues of the wave equations in 
the interior region, even after taking into account the usual level 
shifts. The reaction matrix formalism is nonetheless fully 
relativistic. It is not manifestly Lorentz invariant because one does 
not work with the covariant i]/ , but rather their Fourier transforms K R 
In conclusion it may be remarked that Green* s theorem can be used 
to diagonalize the We have 
dS - X X M- dR X^ X dV 
2 
c 
X ̂ (̂IC 
Ac ^ R " bR ) 
R=a 
(6.70) 
When the X^ are orthogonal, equation (6.70) yields a relation connecting 
G^^ to the derivatives at the channel radii. If the boundary conditions 
(6.61) are applied to the right-hand side of (6.70), then provided the 
sum vanishes as well for G^^ will be diagonalized. It follows 
that 
X f ? d V . M- \ A (6.71) 
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An inspection of Jackson's P-wave equation in the static model 
reveals that condition (6,71) is indeed satisfied by the source terms. 
As well as taking into account such effects as the diffuseness of the 
two particles overlapping surfaces, the boundary condition matrices can 
diagonalize showing that the Wigner-Eisenbud reaction matrix takes 
into account meson field sources. 
7.1 
CHAPTER VII THE PION-NUCLEON REACTION 
7.1 Phase Shifts 
The first step in finding the reduced reaction matrix is to 
determine the phase shifts. For the pion-nucleon system, a number of 
such determinations are available. Roper et al. (196 5) made the first 
large-scale attempt to fit scattering data up to 700 MeV with 
parametrized phase shifts. Bransden et al. (1965) used dispersion 
relations in their fit, Auvil et al. (1964) obtained the phase shifts 
without using a parametric form, and more recently Bareyre et al, 
(1968) have carried out a similar analysis. 
The objection may be raised that the multilevel fitting of nuclear 
or elementary particle data does not lead to new physical insights. 
The author does not agree with this view for three sets of reasons, 
(i) The multilevel parameters are every bit as general as phase 
shifts. To any set of phase shifts there is a corresponding R-matrix, 
and its parametric representation. 
(ii) The parameters are physical quantities representing wave 
functions and eigenvalues. Angular momentum barriers are automatically 
included, and information is obtained on the range of the forces 
involved. Resonances are easily represented. 
(iii) Analysis of the parameters themselves with either a 
statistical theory or potential theory is much easier than the analysis 
of phase shifts. This is especially true of resonant cross sections. 
It is important to be brutally honest about the pion-nucleon 
interaction and the compound nucleus interaction. Nothing specific 
enough to give agreement with experiment is known about either, and the 
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choice of a reaction matrix analysis at least makes it possible to 
determine such interactions numerically, as will be demonstrated in 
section 7.3. Resonance parameter analysis has added greatly to the 
understanding of compound nucleus processes and the candidate considers 
a similar analysis of the compound nucleus system is well worthwhile. 
The difficulty in such an analysis is to find a set of reactions 
which have been sufficiently well determined experimentally. In low 
energy neutron-nuclear reactions, the uniqueness situation is unclear 
since phases in each channel are certainly not known. Generally, an 
N channel reaction requires the determination of -InCN+I) independent 
functions, using the sjnnmetry and unitary properties of the scattering 
matrix. There are, however, only N channel cross sections to work 
from in the usual analyses. There are therefore ̂ NCN-I) components of 
R which cannot be determined. The singular assumption reduces this 
drastically to N independent functions, all of which are just 
determined, but not over-determined. We cannot therefore find a test 
of the singular assumption from N cross sections. At least one 
production phase shift must be known. All one can do at present is 
predict the production phase shifts and await future experiments to test 
the results. 
Almost all of the interest in strong interactions at present is 
centred around the detection of 'resonances' which are supposed to be 
observed when the real part of the phase shift goes through a value of 
Y when plotted as a function of C.M. energy. This is evident in such 
tabulations as Barash-Schmidt et al. (1969). In reaction matrix theory 
this maxim is not true, because hard sphere effects and interference 
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between levels can contribute to give peaks at points other than the 
aforegoing. It was felt to be of value in relation to this 
observation to find the reaction matrix parameters appropriate to 
pion-nucleon scattering, to test its accuracy in reproducing the data, 
and to find out where these resonances really are. 
For this purpose, the parametric technique adopted by Roper was 
first used to calculate phase shifts. These were then transformed to 
give the matrix elements of the reaction matrix on the singular 
hypothesis. Resonance parameters were determined by direct least 
squares, and subsequently the phase shifts were recalculated as a 
function of the scattering channel radius. The results are mostly an 
accurate reproduction of Roper's phase shifts. The phase shifts given 
by Auvil et al. were next considered, and since these had not been 
previously smoothed out by the fitting procedure, less accurate 
reproductions were obtained. A wide spectrum analysis of data from 
Bareyre et al. was also performed, with results showing that at least 
2 
three resonances are required for each state,, In each case, a "X, fit 
was carried out to find the best value of the channel radius. The 
Coulomb effect on the phase shifts was determined and found to be 
small except at low energies, and was deleted from the resonance 
parameter analysis. 
The great bulk of measurements on pion-nucleon scattering are made 
to determine the differential cross section (Roper, 196 5) 
- 2 2 
= |f(q,e)| + (g(q,0) (7.1) 
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where q = the C.M. momentum 
0 = the C.M. scattering angle , 
and the nucleón polarization 





q X q 
q X q 
q = the final C.M. momentum . 
The non-spin-flip and spin-flip amplitudes are respectively 
(i) f(q,9) = ^ 2 
V = 0 L 
p^(cos e) 
and 
(ii) g(q,e) = 5 2 + A P^(cos e) (7.3) 
and the partial wave amplitudes in each isospin state (T) are 
A' + 2i 
- T 2iaJ+ • 
(7.4) 
where a = the real part of the phase shift 
T ^ = the absorption coefficient, 
^^ mm 
each in states with J = t j * The amplitudes for the reactions 
+ + (i) 7C + P ^ 71 + P 
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(ii) Tt" + P ^ + V 
(iii) Tiĉ  + n ^ + P 
are respectively 
(1) A+ = a(3/2) 
(ii) A- = 
(iii) A = . (,.3) 
These equations and those of the electromagnetic corrections are listed 
by Roper and Wright (196 5). Their parametrization of the phase shifts 
consisted of 
^ ^ = (res.) + (non res.) (7.6) 
where 
^ -1/2 rj+ 
a (res.) = — (7.7) 
4 ^ i t 
is the resonance amplitude 
n T ^ 
is the elastic width; 
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is the total width, H being a constant reduced inelast ic width, Y» in _ _ 
is a reduced scattering width, E = / l+q^ , and 
(^ (qa ) = — i - - . L _ (7^10) 
(qa) j^(qa) + iT^(qa) 
is a barrier penetration factor . This is Layson®s (1961) empirical form 
for the phase sh i f t s , a is the channel radius. Then non-resonant 
amplitude used by Roper is 
( i ) aJ^ (non r e s . ) = ± exp(2i a^^) - i j 
with 
, . . ̂  ^ T 2 +1 ^ ^ , n ( i i ) t a n a = q S b ^^ q 
c n=0 ^ -
( i v ) p = (q-q^) 2 ^ ( ^ - ^ q ) ' 
- n=0 
= 0 ; q<qQ (7.11) 
T T 
q^ = the momentum at the inelast ic threshold, , are constants, 
One chooses 6 = 0 in (7 .6) for phase shi f ts without resonances, and 
6 = 1 for resonant phase sh i f t s . The formula (7.7) is essentially the 
Breit-Wigner (1936) single level formula and represents a qualitative 
application of reaction matrix concepts, though i t has no rigorous 
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connecting with such a theory. It is a form used extensively in 
dispersion relation calculations (Hamilton, 1967). 
The total cross section may be found from the optical theorem 
a^(q) = Im f(0,q) (7.12) 
q 
and the total scattering cross section by direct integration of the 
angular distribution for scattering. 
7.2 Calculations 
Using the phase shift results of Roper et al., Auvil et al., and 
Bareyre et al., the following set of calculations were programmed on 
the A.A.E.G. IBM 360/50 digital computer. The equations used are 
summarized as in the steps of the programme. 
(i) The reduced S matrix S is first determined from the equation 
i = 1 ^ if^ 1 = (i - (I + i^) 
(7.13) 
0 a 
The S^^ and S^^ components were determined first. To calculate the 
external parts of £ in the scattering channel, one has 
<DQ 
h i = ^ ^ = ^ 1 + = s^^ + i P^^ + iî  J 
(7.14) 
where = i + in^) is the outgoing wave 
(7.15) 
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f = qa , and N^(f)) are the Bessel functions of first and 




Using the singular assumption, we get 
(i) e 4i0 
2ia. 
1 --Ĵ e 
-2ia. 
1 - 7 . M 
(7.16) 
(ii) a^ = a - w^ . (7.17) 
The second channel is taken to have an isobar behaviour where the 
corresponding functions and L22 have the same form as Q^^ and L^^ 
respectively, but with a mass equivalent to the inelastic threshold. 
That is, we choose ^ = q^ a in this channel, where 
I2 = 'I -
where q^ is the C.M. momentum at the inelastic threshold. The 
calculations were performed in Heaviside units (ti = 1, c = 1, pion 
mass = 1), which gives q^ = 1.479, representing the threshold for one 
pion production. Equation (7.14) gives 
P.. = ^ - 9 9 , (^-^S) 
as the penetration factor, and the level shift is 
s. . 
1 1 
= a 1 + e 
(ĵ  + n^ ) 
. 2 ^ 2 Ĵ  + n 
(7.19) 
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the Bessel functions having arguments All components of £ can 
then be calculated, from (7.13). The components of R̂ ^ are then found 
from the equation (6.15), i.e. 
As a further refinement, the Lane-Thomas (19 58) boundary conditions 
were used. In this correction, one replaces L by the matrix 
io = i - S 
in which B.. This choice leads to simple expressions for J ^ J 
resonance parameters in terms of equivalent square well potential 
parameters, and provides a zero at threshold for the level shifts. 
Equations (6.41) were used to make this correction in the form 
R = R^ (i + B . 
The numerical calculation of R having proceeded from the phase shifts 
as above, the question remains as to how to find the widths and 
energies. The best way found by the candidate was to reduce the 
problem to a linear form by writing, for a finite number of levels, 
and then to minimize the quantity 
7.10 
= I (J ( V ^i) - Jo - ̂ i)) 
(7.21) 
The form (7.20) for the R matrix is that of the ®Pade approximation® 
(Rice, 1964) which is capable of reproducing any function that is 
analytic except for poles in the region E>0. The general mathematical 
properties of such 'R functions' have been discussed at length by 
Wigner (1951). As an example, the two-level interference analysis 
would have 
2 2 Y Y 2 
R = + + D - AE +BE4C . ^11 e - E ^ E T I E + ^0 " ~ E +DE+F 
where 
= ^ 
4F E^ = .D/2 + I /D^-
E^ = -D/2 - I/D^-AF 
r^^ = ~(G + Ê  (B-AD) - AF)/(E^-E2) 
and Y^j^ =-(C + Ejĵ (B-AD) - AF)/(E2-E^) (7.23) 
This yields 
M^ = 2 (AE?+ BE. + C - E.^R. - E.DR. - FR.) . 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 
2 
where R. = R(E^). Minimizing, we get 
5T" "" 5T" 5c" JF" S y ^ ' 
7.11 
which gives f i ve equations 
Ad, + Bd. + Cd. - Df. - Ff . = f , 4 3 2 3 2 4 
Ad^ + Bd^ + Cd^ - Df^ - Ff^ = f^ 
Ad^ + Bd^ + mC - Df^ - Ff^ = f^ 
Af3 + Bf^ + Cf^ - Dg^ - Fg^ = g3 
Af^ + Bf^ + Cf^ - Dg^ - Fg^ = §2 , 
in which 
m m m ^ 
d = 2 E? , f = 2 E^ R. , g = E E? R: . 
1 1 1 
(7.24) 
These can be solved with Kramer's rule to obtain the best estimate of 
(E^, E^, ^^^ ^^ practice, the method for N levels 
2 
involves the inversion of a (2N+1) matrix to solve (7.24) for the 
c o e f f i c i e n t s of the polynomials. The E^ are then found by finding the 
roots of the polynomial 
SG^^^E'' = (E. - E) = 0 (7.25) 
X ^ 
then solving the numerator in (7.20) for the products Y^^ Y-̂ ^ using 
2 Ŷ  Y . ' ' 7 t ( E v - E ) = 2 C^̂ ^ E"" (7.26) XA' Xc X c ^ X 
where C^^^ and C^̂ ^ are the solved coe f f i c i ents for the representation n n 
R . = 3 cc ^ 
l.U 
as a Fade approximate. A tC test of the fitted R was carried out by 
varying the channel radius and number of levels. In practice, the 
method gave extremely accurate fits to smoothed data up to 800 MeV with 
only two levels per state. One level per state gave much poorer fits. 
From these solutions one has the unique best estimate of the multilevel 
parameters that are consistent with the singular assumption. 
7.3 Fitting Phase Shifts 
A programme was written for the IBM 360/50 at the A.A.E.C., using 
phase shifts as input. The components of R were calculated using the 
equations of the previous section, and a search was made on the cutoff 
radius to find the optimum value which gave the best fit for the least 
number of levels. Since the data of Roper was already smoothed by 
parametric fitting, it was taken as the primary data source. In cases 
where the fit proved inadequate, the data of Auvil et al. (1964) was 
substituted. The fit was carried out while varying the channel radius 
in steps of 0.1. 
The resulting resonance parameters are shown in Table 2. In the 
X = i state the fit to the Sll values was excellent at a radius of 
2 
0.6 pion Compton wavelengths. A resonance at k = 11.23 was observed 
in both the elastic and inelastic states. The phase shifts obtained are 
shown in Table 3. The fit to Roper's Pll state was unacceptable, 
because the variation in phase shift near the resonance proved to be 
much too rapid. The data of Auvil was substituted, and a much better 
fit obtained over a slightly wider energy range. The threshold fit was 
not particularly good in this case. 
7.13 
In the tables of computed phase shifts the top of the table 
indicates the value of "X as a function of radius. The first column is 
the incident pion energy in the laboratory frame, the next two columns 
are the experimental real part of the phase shift followed by the 
absorption coefficient. The figures in brackets are the estimated 
errors taken from Auvil et al. The next two columns are the computed 
real part of the phase shift and absorption coefficient determined from 
the fitted resonance parameters. The last column indicates the 
calculated phase shift for production. 
The results for P13 represented a good fit at 0.6 pion Compton 
wavelengths, but there appeared an anomalous negative energy state of 
apparent negative width. This negative width seems to indicate that a 
theorem by Wigner (19 51) reported in Lane and Thomas (19 58) is violated. 
This can only occur in the present theory if the boundary condition 
matrices fail to diagonalize the matrix of source components G , and 
the effective widths ( ) can become negative. In the case of Pll 
the result may be due to taking an insufficient number of resonances in 
the fit. 
The fit to D13 was very poor, and it appears that at least three 
resonances are required to fit both the Auvil and Roper data, S31 
gave an excellent fit at a radius of about 0.6 Compton wavelengths with 
2 
a double indication of a resonance at about k = 2.27. P31 also gave 
a good fit with the indication of a higher energy resonance and a 
virtual state. The P33 results are anomalous. An excellent result was 
obtained at about r = 0.3 with a negative energy state of apparent 
negative width and strong multilevel interference with a state at 
7.14 
k =4,9 produces the hump in the cross section. The indication here 
is that G is not diagonalized by the boundary conditions. This means 
[ML v 
that we must choose 
K ^^UC Xc + = 0 
r= a 
as our boundary conditions, where G ^ is the source term appropriate to 
each channel. This choice will ensure that the form an orthonormal 
set but does not guarantee a positive effective width for each state. 
Considerable effort was expended in trying to improve the Pll and 
D13 fits with only two levels but without success. For this reason, 
the analysis of the next section has not as yet been applied numerically. 
The fits in these cases are just not sufficiently accurate as yet to 
allow the reliable prediction of the interactions, but work is 




State Radius r 
11 r 12 R 
(1) 
0 
A Sll (i) 0.6 11.23 
(ii) 0.6 11.23 
B Pll (i) 0.3 10.77 
A P13 (i) 0.6 
(ii) 0.4 






(ii) 0.3 10.74 4.4x10 
- 2 
13.75 -2.93 
(ii) 0.6 8.47 6.7x10 
A D13 (i) 0.6 11.32 2.60 
(ii) 0.6 7.47 1.24 
A S31 (i) 0.6 15.48 2.26 
(ii) 0.6 0.216 2.29 
-5 







































A - Roper Data ; B - Auvil Data ; (i) - Elastic ; (ii) - Inelastic 
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TABLE 3.1 















0 a exp '^exp 
0 
calc. 7 '̂ calc. 0 radians 
6.0 2.74 (.1) 1.0 2.66 1.0 
25 5.00 (.2) 1.0 5.06 1.0 
53 6.65 (.3) 1.0 6.74 1.0 
78 7.62 (.3) 1.0 7.66 1.0 
98 8.25 (.3) 1.0 8.24 1.0 
128 9.06 (1.0) 1.0 9.02 1.0 
150 9.60 (.2) 1.0 9.60 1.0 
170 10.1 (1.0) .999 10.1 .999 -0.218 
200 10.8 .998 10.9 .997 -0.315 
224 11. 5 (2.0) .999 11.6 .996 -0.390 
2 51 12.2 (2.0) 1.0 12. 5 1.0 -0.472 
111 13.0 (2.0) 1.0 13.3 1.0 -0.549 
300 13.8 .998 (.01) 14.1 .998 -0.614 
324 14.7 .994 14.9 1.0 -0.676 
345 15.6 .988 15.8 .999 -0.707 
4 
376 17.1 (2.0) .975 17.2 .993 0.669 
7.17 
E 




cale. "^calc. 0 radians 
410 18.9 (7.0) .953 ( .05) 18.9 .975 0.606 
427 19.9 .938 19.8 .962 0. 561 
450 21.4 (2.0) .916 ( .02) 21.2 .937 0.498 
469 22.8 .894 22. 5 .910 0.445 
500 25.1 (6.0) .852 ( .2 ) 24.9 .858 0.359 
523 27.1 .816 26.8 .811 0.296 
550 29.6 (10.0) .770 ( .05) 29.4 .752 0.223 
572 31.8 .729 31.6 .704 0.165 
600 34.8 (6.0) .673 ( .04) 34.8 .645 0.093 
626 37.9 .619 37.9 .601 0.031 
6 50 41.0 (30) . 567 ( .03) 41.0 . 539 -0.023 
670 43.7 . 524 43.6 . 524 -0.063 
700 48.0 (48) .460 ( .40) 47.4 . 503 -0.113 
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TABLE 3.2 













































2 8 . 2 
35. 5 
44.1 
























a o calc. 
-0.086 
-0.0 54 













































E o o 
a -7 a T V ^ ^ radians 
exp /exp calc, ^calc. 
427 48.6 . 581 43.7 .619 .087 
450 54.9 ( 3.0) . 519 4 5.4 . 592 . 0 3 2 
469 60.1 .471 46.2 . 574 -0.009 
500 68.9 (15) .401 46.3 . 555 -0.065 
523 75. 5 .359 44.6 . 557 -0.097 
550 83.1 (10) .318 20. 4 .991 -0. 122 
572 89.2 .293 57.0 .369 -0.134 
600 96.8 (30) .273 51.3 .355 -0. 138 
626 103. 5 .266 50. 1 .285 -0. 131 
650 109.3 (10) .272 56.9 . 151 -0.117 
670 113.9 .289 112.1 .216 - . 101 
700 120.1 (60) .343 122.2 .923 - .064 
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TABLE 3.3 

































-0.64 - 0.02 
-0.89 - 0.04 
-1.26 - 0.07 
-1.54 - 0.13 
-0.96 - 0.19 
-0.92 - 0.27 
-0.22 i 0.36 
4.42 - 0.68 
7.49 - 0.80 
10.4 - 0.9 
18.8 i 0.6 
27.1 - 0.8 
36.7 t 3.9 
49.4 - 2.4 
79.6 - 15 
112 i 48 
91 - 10 
117 "i 11 
Pll (0.3) Fit fair 
exp 
0.999 - 0.001 
0.993 i 0.004 
0.986 t 0.008 
0.965 i 0.008 
0.788 - 0.020 
0.58 - 0 . 1 9 
0.39 - 0 . 0 4 
0.29 t 0.19 
0.30 - 0.16 
0.17 i 0.05 
0.41 - 0.15 
^calc. 
- 1 . 0 
- 1 . 0 












































120 - 4 
9 0 - 7 
56 t 59 
-96 Í 15 
exp 
0.39 - 0.05 
0.23 - 0.04 
0.26 0.26 





















































































































































- 5 . 3 5 
- 5 . 6 4 
-5 .89 
-6 .29 
- 6 . 59 
- 6 . 9 5 
- 7 . 2 5 
-7 .66 
- 8 . 0 5 




























- 8 . 5 
-8.8 




























TABLE 3. 5 




























































































Vr calc. (i radians 
7.25 
E o 
exp ^exp a ^ co , ^ ^ radians ca le . ' c a l c . (MeV)   
427 9.69 .973 10.6 
450 12.08 ( . 8 ) .962 2 .5 
469 1 4. 5 . 950 9 8.7 
500 19.8 .918 44.8 
523 25.0 .875 42.6 
550 33. 1 (1) .789 43.5 
572 41.7 .678 45.7 
600 5 5.6 ( 39) .48 4 50 .8 
626 73. 1 .294 66.9 
650 98.3 (57) . 178 134. 18 
670 124.2 .168 128.15 
700 148.3 (10) .234 27.9 
7.26 
TABLE 3.6 
FITTED PHASE SHIFTS FOR ROPER DATA 
a 0.3 0.4 0. 5 0.6 0.7 
11.2 0.9 0.03 0.002 0.05 
S31 (0.6) Fit good 
^nr o o ^ ^ a, -77 a , 77 d (MeV) ^^P calc. /calc. calc, 
6 -0.80 1.0 -0.88 1.0 
25 -2. 50 1.0 -2.42 1.0 
53 -4.8 1.0 -4.68 1.0 
78 -6.8 1.0 -6.7 1.0 
98 -8.4 1.0 -8.3 1.0 
128 -10.6 1.0 -10.7 1.0 
150 -12.3 1.0 -12.3 1.0 
170 -13.7 .998 -13.6 .998 -0.16 
200 -15.7 .993 -15. 5 .992 -0.25 
224 -17.2 .992 -16.9 .989 -0.32 
251 -18.7 .993 -18.4 .988 -0.39 
277 -20.0 .995 -19.6 .990 -0.46 
300 -21.1 .996 -20.7 .993 -0.52 
324 -22.1 .997 -21.7 .997 -0.58 
345 -22.8 .998 -22.4 .999 -0.64 
376 -23.6 .999 -23.4 .999 -0.71 






















































































FITTED PHASE SHIFTS FOR ROPER DATA 
a 0.3 0.4 0. 5 0.6 0.7 
i} .02 .0014 .003 Complex 2.4 
P3I (0.4) Fit fair 
a ° a , ° TP , Ci , 
(MeV) P calc. /calc. calc, 
6 -0.028 I.O -0.029 I.O 
25 -0.23 I.O -0.23 1.0 
53 -0.70 1.0 -0.70 1.0 
78 -1.24 1.0 -1.22 1.0 
98 -1.72 1.0 -1.69 1.0 
128 -2. 50 1.0 -2.45 1.0 
150 - 3.10 1.0 - 3.05 1.0 
170 -3.64 1.0 -3.61 1.0 .75 
200 -4-46 1.0 -4.48 1.0 .74 
224 -5.09 1.0 -5.20 1.0 . 73 
251 -5.74 .999 -5.83 .999 .72 
277 -6.31 .997 -6.43 .997 .70 
300 -6.74 .993 -6.86 .994 .69 
324 -7.13 .988 -7.22 .988 .67 
345 -7.38 .981 -7.42 .982 .65 
376 -7.63 .968 -7.51 .967 .62 



















































- 4 . 53 



































FITTED PHASE SHIFTS FOR ROPER DATA 
a 0.2 0.3 0.4 0. 5 0.6 0.7 
0.2 .007 .04 240 60 1.2 
P33 (0.3) Fit excellent 
% a y a ® V 
(MeV) ^^P ^^P ^^P^ 
6 0.23 1.0 0.23 1.0 
25 2.0 1.0 2.0 1.0 
53 6.7 1.0 6.7 1.0 
78 13.2 1.0 13.1 1.0 
98 20.5 1.0 20.3 1.0 
128 36.5 1.0 36.3 1.0 
150 53.0 1.0 52.8 1.0 
170 70.6 1.0 70.5 1.0 
220 95. 4 1.0 95.6 1.0 
224 110.3 1.0 110. 4 1.0 
251 121.9 1.0 122.0 1.0 
277 129.5 1.0 129.6 1.0 
300 134. 5 1.0 134. 5 1.0 
324 138. 5 1.0 138. 4 1.0 
345 141.2 1.0 141.2 1.0 
376 144.5 1.0 144.5 1.0 








































































7. 4 The Inverse Reaction Problem 
Having obtained a reaction matrix parameter fit to a given set 
of phase shifts, the question that naturally follows is how are these 
parameters related to the interaction source term of equation (6.51). 
In general, a direct relationship between the scattering phase shift 
and the source of the field responsible for the scattering process 
would be of great value to the physics of microscopic particles. Early 
work in this direction consisted of expansions for the potential V in 
terms of S-wave phase shifts, derived by Frodberg (1947) and Hylleraas 
(1948). Bargmann (1949) illustrated that there exists a class of 
phase equivalent solutions for V which revealed that former work 
probably lacked uniqueness, and Levinson (1949) showed that the 
ambiguity is related to the existence of a discrete spectrum. Marchenko 
(19 50, 19 52) proved that a sufficient set of parameters to determine V 
is given by the phase shift, the energies of all bound states, and the 
normalization constants. Further work by Jost and Kohn (19 52), and 
Holmberg (19 52) verified this conclusion. 
A method of direct calculation of V from S-wave data was given by 
Gel'fand and Levitan (19 51). The ir method is mathematically most 
involved and does not seem to be particularly suited to the numerical 
derivation of the potential. In this section, techniques are derived 
for resolving the scattering phase shift into components of the Wigner-
Eisenbud (1947) reaction matrix and then analysing the scattering 
problem by means of this matrix to obtain the interaction. 
The method which the author has attempted to apply consists of 




(i) ( v ' + k ^ ' = f^g 
(ii) ( + K^ ) w^^ = 0 (7.29) 
and W^^ is the free particle eigenfunction j^(K^r) , corresponding to 
the as the interaction vanishes. K^^ is the discrete eigenvalue 
for the boundary condition (6.40) using free particles. The suffix 
is now dropped with the understanding that we are discussing a particular 
partial wave. 
We expand into a complete set of the W^ to obtain 
(i) = 3 W^(K^R) 
M' 
together with (6.55) in the form 
(11) = • 
M-
Using Green's theorem, one obtains 
W^(a) V a ) - + V = % 
(7.31) 
the dash denoting differentiation with respect to R, and with the 
7 .34 
boundary condition 
W (a) Tl/.(a) 
= -ili = B , 
W (a) ^^ (a ) 
we have 
or in Dirac notation 
for a potential given by = "V ^^ . 
More generally 
/xIV-v/M-^ 
showing that the energy separation in eigenvalues is proportional to 
the matrix element of the difference in interaction potentials taken 
between the corresponding eigenstates. 
The equation for the scattering state can be written for each 
eigenstate of (Corinaldesi and Strocchi, 1963) in terms of the spherical 
Bessel functions 




^ ( R , R ) V(R) i|/(R) dR 
or 
I » 
j^(kR) - I dR (7 .34 ) 
7.35 
where 
= y k R ) n^(kR) + ij^(kR)J , R > R 
and where R and R are interchanged for R < R. U has the asymptotic 
behaviour 
U ^ e ^ ^ sin(kR - + a) (7.35) 
for large R. It is more convenient to renormalize U by the relation 
f(R) = e"^"^ U(r)/cos a (7.36) 
which obeys the same equation as U(r) but has a kernel 
¿8(R,R) = n^(kR) L ( k R ) ( R > R ) (7.37) 
f t 
and with R and R interchanged for R < R . Assuming finite range forces, 
such that 
Lim (^(R) = 0 
R a 





J(a) = j^(a) -
0 
j^(R)f(R) ^ (7.39) 
Let c / t W = 4 
0 
j (R) f (R) dR = tan a (7.40) 
be the reactance matrix (Hamilton, 19 59). Then 
7.36 
R = f(a) ^ + (k) 
af(a) a( j (a) + A (a)J^(k)] 
(7.41) 
and therefore 
J^(^) " aRj^(a) 
n^(a) - aRn^(a) 
tan a (7.42) 
However the two expansions 
|(R) = 2 a^ (K^R) ; (R) = 2 b^ (K^R) 
(7.43) 
are possible, where the b^ and are known, a^ and unknown. 
Therefore 
But from (7.43), and (7.41), 
» I 




= aR 0 E - E M-
j£(ka) 
/ 




we obtain the function 
( i ) I (k) = :^ (k) / (3r(a) j ^ ( a ) ) = 2 <^A/| f^) 
A, |i 
where 
(ii) D 1 
2 2 ? 9 9 
a RR^ (k^ -k^XK^^-k^) 
il? (a) W (a) 
--A A 
a RR (E- -E)(E -E) 
0 A |Li 
(7 .47) 
which is a known function of k. The matrix elements A/(f ^ are 
merely constants. Therefore, by a least squares analysis of equation 
(7 .47 ) these constants can be found, and from equation (7 .32) which 
states 
= -(K ^ -
A|i |i A AM, 
from which \l/,(r), fiAr) can be found in terms of the known functions 
A ^ A 
To replace the R function by the multichannel R matrix with p as 
a matrix in channel space, one encounters no essential difficulties 
except if R happens to be a matrix with no inverse, in which case we 
put 
a 
\|/ 6 i-B R ' 
^AP ^ CC C cc . 
Ac 1 2 1 2 k - k 
A 
ii fi" 
2 2 (5 t + B R .) cc c cc 
I 
cc 
and evaluated D^^ as a matrix in channel space as well. 
7. 38 
If we take the quantity l (k ) from equation ( 7 . 4 7 ) , we find it has 
the value 
I (k ) = 
I 
- aRj^ 











( 7 . 48 ) 
and we find from ( 7 . 4 7 ) 
ka 
I !_ 
R " R 
U (a) -^ (a) 
7 y ^ 
2 , 2 , 2. 
a^RR k A fi ( k / - k ^ ) ( K ^-k^) ^^ 
o A \i 
1. e. 
Y , 6 
A u 
R — R ^ S S 9 9 9 9 
° A (k -k^)(K ^-k^) 
<Alv(fi)> ( 7 . 49 ) 
where 
Y 





( i i ) R 
5 
2 ^ 
2 , 2 
Li K -k 
y / = ^ u ^ a ) 
A a A 
7.39 
Equation (7.49) is the R-matrix analogue of the Schrodinger equation 
for the scattering state. 
By equating poles on the left and right, we find from the residues 
that 
Y = 7 ^^ A IJL k -K A ji 
^ = ^ - V ^ (7.50) 
A k/-K ^ A |i 
which is consistent with equation (7.32). If the functions U (r) and 
A 
\v/^(r) are to satisfy closure relations 
2 U (r) U (r) = 2 'vV (r) W (r) = 6(r-.r) A A ^ n n 
then we must have 
2 W = \k 
and it follows that B^^ must be a unitary matrix. The interaction 
therefore has the character of a rotation which alters a vector of 
componets W ^ to one with components Û .̂ 
In the case of a square well, the eigenfunctions j (k r) are the A 
same as for the free particle case. 
In this instance 
Aid All 
Cx = (^x^-K = Am- A Afi O A|i 
and only a pole shift M̂-V̂  occurs. 
7.40 
The numerical technique of solving for C^^ with a finite number 
of poles is as follows. 
1. Firstly, the background to the reaction matrix was chosen such 
that 
2 U . ^ a ) = 2 W ^ a ) 
A A 1-1 
A M-
This ensures that the vectors U, and W have the same length. 
A L̂ ^ 
2. A series of rotations of the type 




Q, cosG^ -sinG^ 
sinG cosG. 
(7.52) 
were defined with 
COS© . 
1 
^ i + i 
\ 
(7.53) 










2W ' r Zii A (7.54) 




u i l l 
i| l .. 2 ! ^ 
(7.55) 
which builds up the vector U^(a). The product of these rotations is 
the required matrix transformation. 





A M- A|i (7.56) 
and therefore, from equation (7.30) 
A 
2 C, vv/ ( r ) 
u ^ H' 
= 2 B 'W ( r ) 
f ( r ) = 2 2 A,C, W ( r ) A An H 
i ( r ) = 2 2 A.B, W ( r ) 
^ A n A A|i ti (7 .57) 
7.42 
The interaction p and wave function can be found from (7.57). In 
practice, the sums from N+1 to infinity were replaced by the analytic 
expressions for the free particle reaction matrix. This ensures the 
convergence of the series for ^ and 
7.5 Results 
The parameters used in the text have since been refined and a much 
improved fit to all phase shifts is obtained with the parameters shown 
in Table Al. These parameters were read into a program which calculated 
an interaction, then recalculated phase shifts for comparison. The 
following seven graphs give the results for those potentials which 
reproduce the phase shifts to within the experimental accuracy. 
(a) T = 3/2 
S31 
This state has a mainly repulsive potential. A small amount of 
surface attraction is evident at 200 MeV but is not present at 450 MeV. 
The interaction potential is given in units of the pion mass. Note the 
pole in the interaction at 450 MeV occurring at a range of 1.32. Such 
poles occur when the wave function vanishes but p does not, implying 
that the potential energy is infinite at this range. 
P31 
The P31 potential is extraordinary for the small mass of its 
potential. It rarely exceeds a pion mass in value except at very 
short range. It possesses a repulsive barrier around 1.3 and is 
attractive at shorter ranges. The 450 MeV potential also exhibits a 
surface repulsive pole at 1.7. 
7. 43 
P33 
The important resonant P33 state appears to have a potential shaped 
like a deep bowl. It is attractive to about 0.7 but repulsive at 
shorter ranges. The phase shifts are reproduced with an accuracy of 
about 0.17o by this interaction, and except for the sharp surface cutoff 
introduced by the method of solution, the potential is probably an 
accurate estimation of the pion potential energy. 
Sll 
The Sll potential appears similar to P33 with a deep bowl-like 
structure and roughly the same range. It is attractive to about 0.6 
and shows the same repulsive core as P33. 
Pll 
Again, Pll potential has this bowl appearance, but with a much 
higher repulsive barrier occurring at a large range of 0.7 . As with 
P33 and Sll, the repulse core seems to be absent at 450 MeV and a powerful 
attractive force is evident all the way to the origin. 
P13 
At low energies the repulsive core extends out to about 0.8 here, 
and a surface attractive well extends from about 0.9 to 1. 1 . At 
450 MeV, the core has disappeared, leaving a deep, almost structureless 
well. 
D13 
Although these potentials reproduce the D13 phase shift accurately, 
they are rather pathological and contain two of the repulsive poles 
evident in the other states. The surface well between 1.0 and 1.7 
is responsible for the resonance at 600 MeV, but since these calculations 
7.44 
have not been completed for the multichannel case, the 600 MeV curve is 
not shown. 
These calculations were performed with the collaboration of E. Clayton. 
The poles found in the calculation of the effective potential require 
some explanation. The closed form expression for the potential in 
equation A(12) allows for a situation where the Fourier-Bessel expansion 
for \1; can vanish at a point where the Fourier-Bessel expansion for p does 
not. This is inevitable in a numerical approach but the question arises 
as to whether these poles can be attributed to any physical phenomenon. 
Suppose we write the source term in a non-local form 
f(r) = dr K(r,r) il;(r) 
where for local potentials 
K(r,r) = V(r) 6(r-r) 
If V(r) has an infinity at some radius r' = b then the product with 
. I 
the delta function becomes indeterminate for rfr = b. This might arise 
from a shell of matter with which the incoming particle interacts via a 
very short-range non-local interaction. The behaviour of these poles 
with energy, and their association with resonances is under investigation. 
The data fitted to yield the parameters shown in Table A1 was that 
of Roper et al., and experimental errors were not given by the authors 
for these fits. Instead, the errors assigned were those estimated by 
Auvil et al. whose data was not smoothed. The errors shown in AI were 
2 estimated as follows. The quantity minimized is given by M , in oo 
equation (7.21) of the text. The errors in (A,B,C,D,F) defined in 
7.45 
equation (7.22) by noting that the variance in these parameters is given 
by the standard result (Paradine and Rivett, 1953). 
. A. . 2 11 
a = -
r 2 V 
n-k 
where A^^ = the diagonal components of the matrix of coefficients 
in the normal equation (7.24) 
2 ̂  _ = the variance in the observations 
2 
= • (observed-calculated) /(n-k) 
n = number of observation equations (points) 
k = number of normal equations (constraints) 
Next, using the equations which reduce (7.22) to a sum of poles, the 
errors in the pole positions and residues were calculated by taking small 
variations of the parameters (A,B,C,D,F) and calculating the variation 
2 2 
produced in the k^ and Although the best fits were chosen on the 
basis of the value of shown in column one, this parameter does not 
have the usual significance that it has in statistics, since the function 
fitted has singularities. The errors on the parameters are a better 
indication of the goodness of fit. 
The phase shifts were all fitted to better than one standard 
deviation of the experimental error by these parameters, the fits being 
similar to those quoted in the text. Further refinement of the theory 
has led to even better fits, and if one discards the equiphase condition, 
which is a severe constraint, fits to three significant figures throughout 
can easily be achieved. 
TABLE A1 
IMPROVED RESONANCE PARAMETERS 
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It is claimed by the candidate that the two chief aims of 
the thesis have been accomplished. A viable covariant potential 
theory has been established, and reaction matrix theory has been 
shown to be relativistic and has been applied in the theory of 
strong interactions. In Chapter I, full attention was devoted 
to the interpretation of relative time coordinates, which is vital 
to the understanding of covariant potential theory. It was shown 
that pseudospherical space-like coordinates relate surfaces of 
equal proper time to conventional space-like surfaces, as a result 
of calibration and that the relative times between particle clocks 
depends upon what those clocks are doing, Covariant angular 
momentum was discussed. 
In Chapter II the Lagrangian and Hamiltonian theory were given, 
and in Chapter III, examples in classical physics were evaluated. 
The problem of planetary motion was shown to give correct solutions, 
the harmonic oscillator can be treated and the coulomb interaction 
gives meaningful results. General relativity for moving sources 
can also be treated. 
Chapter IV deals with the quantization rules, and Bohr quantiza-
tion is shown to be valid and was used to derive a covariant 
Sommerfeld model. The solutions of the free particle wave equation 
were examined and it was concluded that plane wave eigenfunctions are 
inappropriate. A distorted wave formalism was derived and connected 
with ordinary theory. 
8.2 
In Chapter V a formal theory of reactions was derived, and 
bound state solutions obtained for the coulomb two-boson atom, 
boson-fermion atom, and fermion-fermion atom, inverse cube law 
of force, square well and harmonic oscillator. 
Chapter VI treats the pion nucleón problem using the 
equiptase principle which is a way of stating the compound 
nucleus hypothesis. It was shown that a uniqueness problem 
exists and that the equiphase hypothesis removes the ambiguity. 
The Wigner-Eisenbud theory is shown to be valid for these 
reactions. 
In Chapter VII the pion-nucleon phase shifts were analysed 
with reasonable fits to all except the D13 partial waves. 
Resonance parameters were obtained and used to recalculate the 
phase shifts for comparsion. The inverse reaction problem was 
considered and it was found that there exists the possibility of 
finding the interaction by a least squares fitting technique. 
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1. ENERGETICS OF PHOTON DECAY 
Many aspects of the relativistic models outlined in the text have 
been ignored to shorten the overall treatment. One important aspect 
is the relationship between the spectrum of photons one would observe 
from the decay of a stationary state and the mass levels of that state, 
This is imply a matter of kinematics. 
Let (W ,0) be the initial 4-momentum in the C.M. frame of a two-a 
body system where the W are discrete mass levels obtained as a a 
consequence of some hyper-central interaction. Let this system decay 
with emission of a photon of 4-momentum leaving the system in a 
state of 4-momentum By conservation of energy, in the 
notation of the text, 
W = W^ + V a b 
tt2 xtI 2 2 W = W, -V b b 
where W, is the C.M. energy in the recoiling system. Therefore b 
(w - v)^ - v^ a 
2 2 W - W^ a b 
^ = - I w — a 
However Q^ = ^ (wf - M^) , Q^ = ^ (wj . m^) 
APPENDIX I (continued) 
and so 
^ M-
M - "b 
2 /Q^ + M^ 











where the transition occurs between levels with principal quantum 
numbers K^ and K^ respectively. A similar result is obtained for the 
spinor model, with deviations from experiment too small to be tested. 
2. QUANTUM NUMBERS IN THE SPINOR CASE 
The spinor model in Chapter 5 has some features that require 
claification. Firstly we note from equation (5.92) that 
= J J^"^ = i A A^"" + A I X M-V 
= K^ - S-
and from ( 5. 87) 
K = 
In the non-relativistic approximation, we replace ^^ by 1 and obtain 
K^ - 1 = 




( K + i ) ^ = (A+1)' 
APPENDIX I (continued) 
i.e. \ = K - ^ , -K - 1 
and A, must be integer if we are to obtain the correct fine structure. 
This has the effect of making the radial wave functions the same as 
those of Dirac, but the angular eigenfunctions become 
^̂  J. 
A - (t) 
where C is the constant. There exists no established addition theorem 
by means of which one can construct covariant eigenfunctions and, as well, 
these spherical harmonics are singular at t = +1 (Erdelyi, 1953). It may 
be the case that these singularities lie outside the physical region 
permitted by the behaviour in momentum space ({Z^^ I) in which case an 
orthonormal set can be formed from the eigenfunctions. Considerable work 
is still required to understand the corresponding rules for , symmetry 
conversion to the non-relativistic eigenfunction, as the spinor wave 
functions defined still yield probability densities in relative 4-space. 
APPENDIX II 
Let us assume that the electromagnetic potential applicable to 
the interaction between two rapidly-moving charges has the form 
where f is a function of the co-ordinates, and U is a fixed 4-vector. 
The function f must be a function of Lorentz invariant scalars, and the 
only two available are 
S = ( x ^ ^ - x^(2))(x^(l) - x''(2)) V 
z = s u^/su 
V 
where x^(l) - x^(2) 
U = U U 
M-
(2) 
We assume that A is a solution of Maxwell's equations in vacuo, in the 
M" 
form 
• A = 0 
^ (i 
(3) 
from which it follows that 
Q ^ f ( S , Z ) = 0 (4) 
The D'Alembertian operator can be written 
• 
dS 
2 S dS 





and if we assume f(S,Z) is separable, i. e, 
APPENDIX II (continued) 
f(S,Z) = FGCS) • f^(Z) 
and chose a separation constant A(A+2), we get 
, 3 2 + s d s 32 ^ s - o 
(1-Z ) — - 3Z ̂  + A(/^2)f = 0 (li) (6) 
dZ 
We assume as boundary conditions that f^ has no branch-points , 
so that A is an integer, and the general solution to (6) is 
f(S,Z) = E (a b S"'^"^) 
A ^ A 
/ C^sin(A+I)cos"^Z 




for space-like values of U i.e. U and 
¡1 ¡1 
/ C sin(A+l)cos"\iZ) 
f(S,Z) = 2 (a S^ + b S ^ I ^ ; + 
A ^ A \ I J-
^ y 1+Z 
+ D COS(A+1)COS ^(IZ) . 
for time-like U . i.e. U U^^" 0. (a ,b -c -d ) are arbitrary constants. |i A A A A 
Finally, we must obtain the non-relativistic Coulomb field for the 
limit C'>>oo , and S R. This can only happen for the A= -1 term in (8) 
where U is a time-like 4-vector. Hence the required solution is M" 
u 
